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1. LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

Addis Ababa October 22 1966

To the Imperial Ethiopian Government and 
the Royal Swedish Government

In an exchange of letters on March 15. 1966 the Ethiopian and Swedish 
Governments agreed to launch an investigation of the possibilities and 
forms for Swedish assistance to a regional development project. (Appendix l). 
The obligations of the Ethiopian as well as the Swedish Government is limi
ted to the project preparation mission. On the basis of the report of the 
team, discussions cm the possibilities to implement the project will be 
taken up. The terras of reference for the mission were stated as follows.

1. Choice of region for the project.
2. Preparation of a project outline.

a) establishment of a program of work for the first phase of the
projectj

b) estimation of the requirements of Swedish and Ethiopian personnel, 
planning of the physical facilities required, estimation of re
current as well as capital costs and the Ethiopian and Swedish 
contributions <

c) outline of the administration of the project and the co-operation 
with all Government departments and other organizations concerned.

3. Discussion of the project with all Ethiopian authorities concerned.

The team started its work in March 1966 and was suggested to ccraplete its 
report before the end of September, 1966. It is regretted that it has not 
been possible to keep this time schedule strictly. The period of investi
gation has, however, been rather short. It is hoped, that the report which 
is hereby submitted for consideration by the two governments will provide 
a firm basia for discussions on the feasibility and general principles of 
the proposed project. On the background of a general description of the 
economy, the institutional structure and development plans of Ethiopia an 
attempt has been made to select and describe a suitable project area, the 
Chilalo awraja in the province of Arussi, and to outline its long run de
velopment potential within the national framework. With the purpose:

a) to improve the ability of the local population to participate in 
and be responsible for the local administration and development 
effort and thereby to improve the economic and social conditions 
in the area?

b) to create possibilities for an expansion of the programme to other 
areas and on the basis of certain experience in other countries the 
establishment of a regional development organization is proposed:



ii

The tasks of this organization are suggested to be:

a) to plan and evaluate the development effort?
b) to co-ordinate the development effort in the area?
c) to study the structure and relations within the rural society, 

to explain the purpose of the project and through an intensive 
training programme develop the skills and initiative of the local 
population;

d) to create the technical basis for the development through applied 
research work*

e) to encourage and facilitate an improvement of the structural and 
institutional framework, to initiate and support a development of 
commerce and industry and to provide certain services;

f) to publicize the experience gained and train staff.

The t<*aja has outlined a series of proposals for implementation of the 
above programme during an initial period* Rough calculations of costs and 
benefits are also presented. It is proposed that the investigating team 
will continue its studies of the natural, economic and social conditions 
in the project area, plan the initial activities and the construction in 
detail and make firmer cost calculations to provide a sufficient basis 
for a governmental agreement. Such additional information will be assem
bled in a second report to be submitted by raid February 19&7*

The Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) has financed and 
recruited the team but the views expressed in this report are those of 
the team only and are not necessarily shared by the SIDA.

The team has collaborated very intimately with the competent Ethiopian 
authorities through Ato Mulegeta Ghebrewold (March-July 25) and Ato 
Beyene Chichaibeiu (July 26- ) the liaison officers appointed by the
Ethiopian Government. In order to concentrate the studies, a choice of 
area for a possible project had to be made at an early stage of the in
vestigation. The Minister of Agriculture confirmed in <> letter of July XL 
(Appendix ?) that the Ethiopian Government had approved the selection of 
the Chilalo awraja in Ansssi. The planning of project facilities has been 
based on intimate discussions on the availability of land. Further planning 
requires that the Ethiopian Government acquires the necessary areas.

The suggestions presented in the report have in most cases been developed 
in consultation with the appropriate agency of the Ethiopian Government. 
With the exceptions mentioned above no formal approval has however, been 
asked or given.

The report has been developed in close collaboration with the IBRD/FAG- 
team. investigating possible assistance in the field of agricultural credit. 
As can be seen from section 3*8.2 the approach suggested by the IBRD/FAO- 
team is similar to the proposal in this report. The development of an in
stitution for agricultural credit in an important way supplements the 
development programme for the Chilalo awraja.
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Part I 

General Background



2, THE ETHIOPIAN ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

The Empire is ruled “by a hereditary monaroh* The revised con
stitution of 1955 established the eldest son as successor to 
the throne* In March 1966 the Prime Minister was made responsible 
to the Emperor and ‘'the State for ensuring the execution of the 
duties, the programmes and the laws concerning the ministries".
The Pjime Minister is appointed by the Emperor and selects his own 
cabin't which is approved by the Emperor, The ministers are re
sponsible to the Prime Minister and above him to the Emperor and 
the State for the execution of their duties0 Ministers may enter 
into contracts or agreements and incur financial liabilities 
withjn the limits of their budgets and subject to the requirements 
of tbe law* The Council-of Ministers takes decision on new laws 
submitted by the respective ministers* The Prime Minister is the 
chairman of the Council and shall submit all decisions "on matters 
of policy" to the 3&nperor*

The Parliament consists of a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies* 
Members of the Senate are appointed by the Emperor while the 
members of the Chamber of Deputies are elected. The first nation
wide election was held 1957 a-nd the latest 1965*

The central administration includes a Prime Minister's office 
and 19 ministries. Two new ministries were created in March 1966 
viz. the Ministry of Land Reform and the Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development*

The 14 provinces (incl® Eritrea) are headed by Governor Generals 
who are responsible for the application of the central policy to 
the areas and vice versa for channeling local problems to the 
attention of the central authorities*

A local self-administration proclamation was passed 1966 and is 
reviewed in more details in section 3*7*

The Ethiopian financial year runs from July 8 to July 7* About 
one year before th© start of a new budget year the ministries 
start preparing budget estimates. Those shall according to the 
law be submitted to the Ministry of Finance on May 8 at the latest 
but in practice a much earlier date is set* Ministry of Finance 
compiles all requests into a draft state budget containing current 
and capital sections* The draft budget is discussed by the Council 
of Ministers who submits and recommends the draft to the Emperor 
for his approval. The Emperor presents the budget to th® Parliament 
through the Prime Minister* The Parliament cannot increase the 
total sum set down in the budget for expenditure. Not later than 
June 8 the budget will be sent back to the Emperor who through 
the Minister of Pen will proclaim the law in the Negarit Gaaeta 
as the “budget proclamation*'* Ministry of Finance thereafter 
issues a letter to each spending agency giving information about 
the approved budget. The only kind of appropriation that exists 
so far is the ’‘limited appropriation", which cannot be exceeded 
and which runs for one year only*
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2 .1  Gross domestic product and foreign trads

No population census has ever b«en taken but the Empire is esti
mated to be inhabited by approx, 23 mil. people, 85-9O3& of which 
belongs to the agricultural sector*

The composition of the gross domestic product is described in 
table 1 belows

Table 1, Gross domestic product at factor cost by industrial
origin (valued at current market prices, less indirect 
taxes, net of subsidies, 1 Bth.S -■ 2*07 Sw.Crs*)

Sector 1̂ 6.1 1962 1963 Average
J3th»$ mil* Eth,$ mil* Eth,& mil, $ annual

rate of
______________________________=_____ ______ growth jc

Agrioultur©, f or
try, hunting and
fishing 1545*0 1547.0 1585*3 64. 6 1.3

agricultur© 1497*1 1493.9 1527*9 -
forestry 4 1.8 46.7 50.4 -

hunting 1,3 1.5 2 ,1 - -

fishing 4*8 4.9 4.9 - -
Mining and quarrying 3.3 3.7 3.7 0 .2 6,1
Manufacturing ■ 45*2 57.3 61.0 2.5 16* 6
Handicraft and 
small scale industry 93.4 101,4 103.5 4.2 2.6
Building and 
construction 40,4 44.9 45.3 1.9 6,0
Electricity 6,7 7.5 9.7 0*4 20.6
Distribution 138.8 149,3 162.0 6.6 8*0
Banking, insurance 
and real estate 20*2 22*3 25.O 1.0 11*2
Transport, storage 
and communication 95.2 105,4 114*9 4.7 9.9
Publa admin* and 
defence 97.9 108.1 118*2 4.8 9.9
Ownership of 
dwelling 95 • 5 98.0 10 1,0 4.1 2.8
Educational service 20,1 2 1 .6 24.4 1.0 10*2
Medical and health 
service m o . 15.0 18*6 0.8 30.2
Domestic service 45.2 4601 47.0 1.9 2.0
Other 27.3 30.1 33.1 1.3 10*1

Total 2290,2 2357.7 2452.7 100.0 3.5
:=se=^==: srsssx srx sB ja t a t s a t i s

Sources Central Statistical Office, Statistical 
Abstract 1965*
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Agriculture and the raising of livestock dominate Ethiopia's 
economy. The country is virtually selfsufficient in agricul
tural produce. The composition of the total crop production is 
described in table 2 and the national herd of livestock in 
table 3« The nation is almost exlusively dependent on agricultural 
produce incl. animal products for foreign exchange. The main 
export articles are the following (1964)*

Coffee 3th, $ 158.8 mil. 60.5/0 of total
Cereals and pulses ft 13 .6 " 5.2 ti it
Oilseeds tt n 30.1 " 11.5 tt tt
Chat tt «t 5*1 ” 1.9 tt it
Fruits and vegetables »l »r 6.3 ” 2.4 It tt
Hides and skins tt ii 2 1.9 ” 8.3 tt it
Live animals and meat II n 8.4 " 3.2 II tt
Other (1 it 18.3 " ____7.0 II tt

Total exports Eth, $ 262.5 mil. 100.0$ of total

The growth of the agricultural sector ha3 been far from spec
tacular mainly due to deficiencies in the system of land tenure, 
research, extension and agricultural marketing.

The output of modern manufacturing is still very small in re
lation to total gross domestic product viz. 2.5$ only. It is, 
however, growing at a rate of about 17$ per annum. The manu
facturing sector will nevertheless hardly reach 5% GDP 
before the end of the sixties.
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Table 2, Estimates of area and production of major agricultural 
crops in 1964*

Area Production
(in 1000 hectares)(in 1000 metric tons)

CEREALS:
Teff 3,380
Wheat 390
Barley 96Q
Maize 776
Sorghum 1,386

INDUSTRIAL CROPS:
Cotton fibre 42 5
Musa root 450 270
Sugar cane 6 75^
Hug seeds 351 216
Linseed 106 55
Sesame 77 32
Groundnuts 31 16
Sunflower seeds 53 26

PULSES:
Field peas 127 115
Haricot beans 88 63
Chick peas 115 105
Lentils 158 96

VEGETABLES:
Potatoes 28 137
Pepper 221 90
Other 108 281

MISCELLANEOUS:
Coffee 420 140a
Orchard fruits 6 57

31 Cleaned beans
Source: Ministry of Agriculture,



Table 3„ Estimates of livestock (in thousands) 1964a*

Cattle
Sheep
Goate
Horses
Donkeys
Camels
Poultry

25,313
24,631
18,095
1,331
3,745
946

41,500

Production of some major manufactured articles is described in 
table 4. Several large projects are presently under construction 
or seriously considered e.g. the oil refinery in Assab, a wollen 
factory, a cement factory at Massawa, a paper factory, a synthetic 
fibre plant, a third sugar factory and an expansion of the cotton 
company of Ethiopia. Preparations for the exploitation of the 
potassium deposit in the Danakil desert are proceeding.

The composition of imports is given below (1964)1

Foodstuffs and tobacco Eth. $ 17.9 mil. 5.8$ Of total
Raw cotton « »j 9.8 " 3.2 » t t

Petroleum products t? » 23.5 ” 7.6 t t i ”
Textiles t? 0 '"37-2 " 12.1 tt f!
Transport equipment ts n 42.5 " 13.8 tt 41

Electrical goode t* M 17.0 " 5 o » tt

Rubber goods «t tt 9.1 ” 3.0 *t It

Chemical products 
Machinery, metal and 
metal manuf., other

tt  U 23.3 11 7.5 it tt

manuf.products t t  t» 127.5 " 41.3 t t tt

Total imports; Eth.S 307»7 mil, 100,0$ of total

More details about 3ome of the major sectors are provided in 
section 3 below.

The gross domestic fixed capital formation amounted to about 
12/o of the gross domestic product.

gSource: Ministry of Agriculture



Table 4* Industrial production of selected commodities (1963/64)*

Electricity production 
Grey sheetings 
Khaki drills 
Grey drills 
Cotton yarns 
Wollan knitwear 
$heat flour 
Vegetable oils 
Sugar, refined 
Pasteurized milk 
Meat frozen 
Meat canned 
Salt (alimentary and 

industrial) 
Liqeurs

Beer

Wine

Cigarettes 
Leather soles 
Leather shoes 
Plywood 
Cement 
Timber
Bricks of clay

1,000 kWh. 186,482
1,000 sq.m. 15,240
1,000 sq,nu 3,216
1,000 sq*m, 2,939

tons 5,802
1,000 pcs. 1,041

tons 28,033
tons 4,585
tons 62,747

1,000 litres 1,756
tons 770
tons 3j052

tons
hecto

109,450
litres
hecto

27,509
litres
hecto

98,384
litres 17,861

1,000 pcs. 385,812
tons 453000 pairs 279
cu„metres 1,506
tons 33,530
cu.metres 7 ,28?

1,000 pcs. 4,296

Source* Central Statistical Office, Statistical Abstract 1965*



Government revenue is described in table 5« It is noted that 
foreign receipts are estimated to near 30$? of the total and 
that indirect taxes and customs duties comprise more than 45$ 
of total revenue and two thirds of the domestic revenue* Total 
domestic revenue has grown by about 9% & year.

Data on government recurrent expenditure during the period 
1961/62 - 1966/67 has been assembled in table 6. During the 
last three years expenditure has increased by about 10$ a year. 
Defence accounts for 25$ of the outlays whil® agriculture has 
a very low share of 2.6$. The relative allocation to agriculture 
has, however, increased somewhat in the last budget.

The capital budget is to a large extent (about 50$) covered 
by external loans and assistance as can be seen from table 7* 
Contrary to the intentions of the second five year plan, 
government investments in agriculture remained small in recent 
years relative to the importance of this sector for the economy*

A certain improvement can be deducted in the last budget where 
also industrial development (besides the oil refinery) is 
supposed to take an important step forward* The largest share 
goes, however, still to road construction*

A compilation of total external assistance to Ethiopia as fore
casted for 1966/67 is presented in table 8.

The budget for 1966/67 shows a deficit of almost Kth.S 19 million 
(difference between expenditure, including pensions expenditure 
Eth*$ 7*9 mil*, and revenue,)

2*2 Government revenue and expediture.



Table 5* Government revenue (Eth.$ mil,)

Source
1961/62
actual

1962/63
ac tual

1963/64 
ac tual

1964/65
estimates

1965/66
estimates

1966/67
budg.

1966/67
*

Direct taxes a ^ 45.7 44.7 56.9 58.0 60.3 63.3 12.7
Indirect taxes 70.4 76.4 95.8 99.0 110.9 122.5 24.7
Customs receipt 60.7 64.3 83.7 82.0 88.2 107.7 2 1.7
Revenue from state property 8.6 9.7 15-1 13.7 13.9 2 1.0 4.2
Realization of state assests 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.9 7.1 3.1 0.6
Sale of government bonds 0.0 1.0 7.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 1.0
Miscellaneous ̂ 31.6 23.3 24.4 23.5 24.3 27.5 5.5
Total domestic 217.0 220.0 282.9 280.1 306.7 350.1 70.5

Various external assistance 0.0 0.0 53.7 28.2 76 .1 83.9 16.9
Proceeds from external loans 35.3 63.5 23.2 28.5 48.0 62.6 12.6

Total 252.8 283.5 359.t8 336.8 430.8 496.6 100.0

a) Income tax, land tax, tithe on land, education tax, health tax, cattle tax.

b) Alcohol,excise tax, tobacco-mono poly, stamp duties, transaction tax, excise tax, salt tax, motor 
fuel tax.

c) Courts of justice revenue, earnings of government ministries, national lottery, pensions, miscellaneous.



Table 6. Government recurrent expenditure (Eth. $ mil.)

1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1966/67
aotual actual actual exp.act* budget budget $

Q*Imperial Palace 5*4 6.5
Parliament ^ 2*5 3.0
Prime Minister's office 0.5 lo 2
Ministry of Pen0 1.6 1.3
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 5.7 6.3
Ministry of National Defence 49c 5 50.8
Ministry of Interior 35.2 37.2
Ministry of Justice 3.7 4.0
Ministry of Finance 8.3 9.1
Ministry of Education 20.7 24.7
Ministry of Information 1.7 5.0
Ministry of Public Health 9a 11.3
Ministry of Nat. Community Dev. 1-4 1.9
Haile Selassie I Foundation 0.9 0.9
Ministry of Agriculture 2.5 3.3
Min. of Commerce and Industry 1 .2 1 .2
Min. of Public Works & Communic. 24.1 14.7
Min. of Posts, T. and T. 1 . 1 1 .2
Soon, and Techn. Assist® Board 4.0 2.3
Awash Valley Authority - 0 .1
Public debt 13° 2 12.4

5.7 5.2 4.4 4.4 1.1
3.0 2.9 3.0 4.0 1.0
1.8 2.0 2.8 3.1 0.8

' 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.3
7.7 6.0 6.0 6.8 1.7
4.8 94.8 100.1 102.5 25.4
48.4 54.7 78.2 79.0 19.6
5.5 6.1 6.7- 7.1 • 1.8

10.6 10.8 11.4 13.5 3.3
46.2 47*0 51.9 63.9 15 .8
4.5 4.7 4.8 6.1 1.2
21.6 21.0 22.4 25.3 6.3
2.0 2.3 2.9 3.3 0.8
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 0.3
6,6 6.4 7.7 10.3 2.6
1.2 1.2 1.1 1.4 0.3
20.3 18.0 18.6 19.9 • 4.9
1.5 1.4 1.7 1.7 0.4
2.4 4c 0 4.1 4.2 1.0
0ol 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1
13.1 23* 5 24.4 26.3 6.5

Unforeseen expenses - - - 4*0 7.0 6 .1 1.2
Other ~_______ ^ 8 ______ 8.6 13.3_______2sJ_____11*5_______2.9

Total 192.3 205.2 297.9 331.9 371o 5 403. 100.0
^ Includes Ministry of Imperial Court 

Includes Economic Planning Board 
0 Includes B.I.M, S* Private Cabinet
Source: Ministry of Finance



Table 7« Government capital expenditure (Stlul ail*)

1961/62 1962/63 1963/64a 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1966/67
actual aotual actual exp, act, budget budget %

1. Sooial developaent (education, 
health, coausunity dev©lop?aent) 0*7 2 .5 2,8 i.5 2.0 15.4 14.8

2* Kaonoaio development 
a® Infr&etructur© 

Highway®
Civil aviation 
Other

15-5
28,5
3 0

18 .7
52.5
0.9 55.6

24a
1.2

29*7 30.8
0.6
0.7

29.5
0.6
0,7

b, Industry
Oil refinery 
Other

0*4
1*8

3*4
8*0

15*7
3.4

21.1 
8d 5

7.1
22.9

6*8
21.9

0* Agriculture 3.4 2,4 3,9 2.7 12 .0 11,5
&* Other 4.2 2 ,2 11*0 1 2 a 11*9 11.4

3. Public buildings* 2.9 3*7 3o0 2*2 1 .6 3.0 2.9
Total 60.9 94*3 61,4 63.0* 77.7 104.4 100.0

Of which financed 
by external loans 37.0 64.7 26.4 28.5 47*3 48.4 46.4
Of which external 
assistance n, a. n, a. n.a. n, a. n,a. 6,1 5.8

a Precise distribution not availably approx. 20 for highway*, 15 for oil refinery.
Xaoludee a supplementary allocation of $11 aillion, ofwhioh. under itea 2~d0 $4.5 aillion for sub
scription to capital of Development Bank of Africa, 11,2 Million for Meat Corporation and §1*8
nillion for purchase of sharea of the Ethiopian Shipping Coapany.
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Table 8* External assistance in 1966/67 budget (Sth.$ 1000)

I* Recurrent expenditure 
Prime Minister's office

(planning & statistical office) 312
Ministry of National Defenoe 25)048
Ministry of Interior (police, mapping) 21.355
Ministry of Education 12,892
University 7*440
Ministry of Public Health 6,852
Ministry of Community Development 186
Haile Selassie 1 Foundation 88
Ministry of Finance (customs adm.) 100
Ministry of Commerce & Ind. (coffee board) 40
Ministry of Public Works & Communications 157
Ministry of Information 10
Ministry of Forts, Telephones & Telegraphs 47
Ministry of Agriculture 3«243 77s?70

Capital expenditure
Community Development 250
Music school 500
Commercial school Dire Dawa 200
Addis Ababa, - Abidjan pilot telecom, link 437
Broadcasting stations 178
Shola milk processing plant 250
Agro-Industrial survey 1,680
Agricultural research 943
Backo farm 1 ,164
Feasibility study of Chcmen Swamp reel* 486 6,090

III. External 1oans
Highways (IDA, USAID, Germany) 17«772
Oil refinery (UeS.S.R*) 4?5^3
Education (IDA) 6,413
Borana cattle survey (USAID) 748-
Duke of Harrar hospital and catering ind*
( Yu go si avl a) 4,000

Mining, industrial, agr« projects (Britain) I4>500 
Hospital supplies (Czechoslovakia) 350
P.Lc 480 (USAID) ' 14,200 62,566

Total 146,426

Source; Budget proclamation

On June 30, 1965= Ethiopia had obtained foreign loans to s.n amount 
of Eth, £431 million of ■which Eth. $268 million had been utilized. 
Total repayments amounted to Eth.$57 million and the total indebted
ness was therefore Esh,$211 million*
The interest on the external debt was during the financial year 
1964/65 Sthc$8„2 million and repayments Eth,$15«7 million which are 
less than 10% of total exports*
The foreign reserves of Ethiopia have during later years increased 
considerably and represented in 1964 about 7i~ times the average 
monthly imports,.
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2.3 The second five year development plan 

2.3*1 Long term economic development

The second five year plan (19&3 - 196?) is seen in a twenty-year 
perspective. During that time population is supposed to increase 
from 21 million to 30 million at an accelerating rate. The plan 
states that ’’such a rapid growth of population is encouraging both 
from the point of view of the availability of the labour force and 
of the extension of the domestic market particularly since Ethiopia 
is a sparsely settled country". This position has probably been 
considerably modified during the last few years although no formal 
policy statement has been issued. In 1962 the agricultural popu
lation was estimated to about 'yOfc of the total. This share is 
projected to decrease to 72$ by 1̂ 82. Due to the population increase 
this will nevertheless mean an increase in absolute terms of the 
agricultural population by 2.7 million.

The rate of growth of the national product is hoped to accelerate 
from 3.4$ in the first plan period to 5*8$ in the fifth (average 
over 20 years 5*0$) which "would mean an increase in per capita 
income from Eth. $ 101 in 1962 to Eth«$ 188 in 1982 or an average 
growth of 3*2$ per annum.

The production objectives during the twenty-year period should be 
to transfer the country into a modern and effcient agro-industrial 
economy, which should contribute to the world exchange in various 
agricultural commodities. This should be accomplished through 
extension of cultivated areas, improved cattle raising, large- 
scale farming and development of processing: industry.

The industrial development should also emphasize production of 
consumers* goods, machinery and equipment. The consumption of 
miscellaneous articles will increase rapidly due to population 
growth and increase in per capita income. The scope for imx>ort 
substituting industries should, therefore, be large. The invest
ment in equipment is estimated to Eth.$ 600 million during the 
second plan period and Bth.S 2*000 million during the fifth plan.
On account of its mineral wealth and abundant power resources, 
Ethiopia is argued to be able to produce a large part of this 
equipment.

Power production is supposed to increase from 145 million kWh in 
1962 to 1,500 million kWh twenty years later. The a,nnuai per capita 
consumption would raise from 6*9 kWh to about 80 kWh during the 
same period. With access to power and minerals production of fer
tilizers, insecticides, and synthetic materials will also be 
possible.

The transport network should be developed to link all the regions 
into an economic whole. Railways should be developed, in the third 
plan period.
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Where possible, labour intensive methods should be used. The 
modernization of the economy will require applied resear©h and will 
create demand for new skills which must be met by a development of 
formal as well as informal training*

The investment will grow continously# As an average during the 
twenty years 67# are projected to com© from domestic sources while 
33$ will come from abroad* The external assistance is assumed to 
increase for about 15 years and then gradually decrease. The capital 
output ratio is estimated to 3*35 in the second plan period and 
3*7 in the fifth*

Through a control of government and private consumption the 
saving income ratio should rise rapidly..

The second plan period is above all meant to set the stage for 
further development through institutional ohanges and introductory 
steps to change the structure of the ©oonoray*

2,3*2 The second five year plan in outline

The targets in the seoond plan has been summarized in the table

Table 9* Target rate of growth of gross national product 1963-1^67

Sources Imperial Ethiopian Government, second five year development 
plan 1963 - 67*

Through improvements in the fields of credit, price policy, 
taxation, land tenure, agricultural services and large scale farming, 
it is hoped to increase the agricultural output faster than the 
population growth# It is also hoped to create an improved basis 
for the processing of agricultural raw materials and for export*

9 below:

Agricultur©
Forestry
Fishing and hunting
Mining
Power
Manufacturing 
Building and construction 
Handicrafts and oottage ind 
Transport and communication 
Trade and commerce 
Catering and tourism 
Education and culture 
Health 
Housing
Gross national product

2* y/o per annum
3*8%

10* 1#
52*6#
19*4#
27.3#
10. 2%
3*9#
6*7#
4*7#
5*8#
11.3#
10,0#

6,5#
4.6#
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Surveying and prospecting for mineral wealth should be given the 
highest priority* Power production will be increased to 355 million 
kWh by 1967 and. the oil-refinery in Ase&b should come into operation 
with a final capacity of 500,000 tons crude oil*

The industrial development should during the second plan emphasise 
processing of livestock, fibres and oilseed, and provide improved 
tools for the agricultural progress, 'Hie consumers* goods and 
building material industry would also receive due attention together 
with preparatory ifork for an iron and steel industry, A development 
of chemical industry is forseen to utilize avaible minerals, 
wood.and by-products from the oil-refinery, The emphasis will be 
on moderate-scale enterprises to squire the necessary experience 
and knowledge*

Economy in building construction is stressed since 30 to 40$ of 
the total investment will be spent within this sector,

1300 kia highways and 1000 km feeder roads are projected to be con
structed during the five-year period. Feasibility studies for con
struction of railways between AwasM’end&ho-Assab, STa'zareth-Dilla 
and Agordat-Tesseney are expected to be completed, A National 
Shipping Co, will be established.

Primary education will by the end of the period b© provided for 
1f>~18$ of the age-group 6 to 11 compared with 3$ in the beginning 
of the second plan, This should be accomplished by local partici
pation in the educational expenditure* The implementation of the 
plan will require an increase of skilled workers by between 
36-75>000 and about 1500 new college or university graduates and 
the necessary training facilities will be created or expanded*

In the field of health the provincial organisation should be 
further improved and the malaria eradication and other preventive 
oampaigns emphasized. The care of infants should be given particu
lar attention*

Through the Community Development effort finally, the government 
aims at an improvement of rural areas and hopes to encourage local 
iniative and self help*

An anuual rate of growth of the national product of 4*6$ is hoped 
to be achieved,, (2, 8* pex* capita) through a total investment of 
£tiu$ 1696 mil* of which- Bth*$ 1262 mil* (75$) should be spen-t 
within the productive sectors* Domestic sources should provide 
finance for 3/4 the development effort (incl* recurrent expendi
ture)* Private consumption will increase by 3*3% or 1*5$ Per 
capita*
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The key projects of the plan are- the following:

a) tc implement the financial scheme for the second five year 
plan* -its private and public components, as well as domestic 
and foreign ones;

b) to improve the land tenure system, implement the programme 
of the agricultural services and community development, and 
to extend the modern farming and animal husbandry^

c) to implement the programme concerning the studies and pro
specting for minerals, as well as the opening of new minesj

d) to ensure sufficient electric power for the second plan period 
and its expansion in the future;

e) to establish key projects in manufacturing industry, particu
larly the meat and other agricultural raw material processing 
industries, the building material industry, and the consumers1 
goods industries* Special attention shoiild be given to the 
oo~ordinated iron and steel industry5 the oil refinery, and 
the metal processing industry5

f) to fulfil the basic highway programme and feeder road 
programme5 to complete th® existing ports and to establish 
the nucleus of the Ethiopian commercial fleetj

g) to increase exports, particularly of manufactured goods, as 
well as to ensure the import of capital goods and good© in 
process3

h) to train the technical and managerial personnel? as well as 
the skilled operators needed for the implementation of the 
preceding programmes.

The plan recognises the importance of regional planning but states 
that the assessment of the potentialities for the country1s economic 
growth is still in the initial stage* It is therefore considered 
premature to work out a complete pattern of regional development. 
Research on such matters should* however, be an important endeavour 
during the second plan period. Some general principles of regional 
development are nevertheless presented. Due to the high transport 
cost it is proposed to concentrate the development in the economi
cally most promising regions. The main river valleys are proposed 
to become such development areas* Another region of great promise 
is the high plateau between 2000-3000 metres above sea level with 
very favourable conditions for production of grain and for raising 
livestock. Afforestation and small scale industries also seem to 
be feasible here. Through construction of roads and ,fspecial 
development schemes’1 it should be possible to activate the economic 
potentialities of this region.

No progress.report on the first four years of the second plan has 
so far been published, but the work is under way.
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2,4 Tbe planning; mechanism

In March 1966 a new Ministry of Economic Planning and Development 
took the place of the planning board* Under the net? ministry will 
be assembled various planning and co-ordinating bodies which pre
viously were separated from the main planning organisation* This 
technical agency (for project preparation), the economic and 
the central statistical office will thus join the new ministry.
The organizational strueture of the ministry is still debated but 
its main tasks are described in a proclamation of July 27 1966 which 
defines the powers and duties of the various ministries* The Minister 
of Economic Planning and Development shall thus be responsible for 
and supervise .and co-ordinate the long term development planning.

He shall also initiate and prepare the annual development budget 
proposals work for the establishment of effective implementation 
procedures, cause to be carried out technical and economic feasibi
lity studies of individual projects, be responsible for the develop
ment of statistics and co-ordinate all assistance* The ministry 
should also formulate and enforce the credit policies of government 
financial institutions and represent the government in such in
stitutions and corporations.

The ministry is presently engaged in th| preparation of a one-year 
extension of the second plan and in preparing the guiding prin
ciples for the preparation of a third five year development plan.
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3. STRUCTURE AtfD DETAILED PLANS OF DIFFERENT GOVERNMENT BODIES,

3.1 Agriculture,

The Ministry of Agrioulture is responsible for the development of the 
Ethiopian agriculture.

The ministry has its head office in Addis Ababa, It is divided into 
eight departments, namely:

1• Veterinary
2. Animal husbandry
3« Plant production and protection
4. Agricultural extension service
5* Technical assistance and agricultural education
6. Agricultural economics and statistics 
7* Forestry
8. Administrative service

Bach of these departments has divisions and sections.
The activities of the department of plant production and protection 
are reviewed below.
3.1.1 Plant production and protection
The department is divided into the following divisions and seotions; 
Plant production division with 3 sections?
A, Land and soil classification
B, Agricultural engineering
C, Plant production
Plant protection division with 4 sections;
D* Plant disease control
B. Quarantine and inspection 
F. Locust control 
G« Other insects control

A. Land and soil classification section

According to the second five year development plan 1963-1967jHthia 
section will be responsible for soil survey, soil analyses and general 
soil investigations for the collection of information, which can b© 
utilized in advising producers which areas are best suited for special 
crops*’ „
The budget for these five years is calculated to Bth*$ 425>895«

The section is now staffed with two senior staff members and two techni
cians* During the budgetary year, 1966 - 67 a new soil labaratory is 
being established. Equipments worth Bth.S 26,000 were bought and it is 
hoped that the laboratory will start, its operation in the near future*

The laboratory staff will be primarily engaged in making soil analyses 
for specific farms and advise the farmers on better soil management,
A soil classification programme will, therefore, not be under way during 
the next few years*
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B* Agricultural engineering section

According to the five year development plan this section will handle 
irrigation.and drainage activities* A small budget of Bth.ft 138,541 
is proposed for these five years.

The agricultural engineering seotion-is not able to perform its tasks 
fully, due to lack of competent staff. At present two staff members, 
one Alemaya graduate and one graduate from Germany are primarily en
gaged in advising the farmers and some land surveying*

It should be understood, however, that the need for competent per
sonnel is very acute as mechanization is increasing. The number of 
tractors, for example, is increasing at the rate of 15$ every year.

At present there are about 300 to 400 farm tractors in the country. 
The Ministry of Agriculture sold 4 million litres customs-free fuel 
to tractor owners last year, and this year the oil requests increased 
by 1 million litres,

C. Plant production section

a. Seed service

According to the five year plan a major function for the plant pro~ 
duction section will be the establishment of a seed service. The 
purpose is to organize and develop effective methods of production and 
distribution of adequate supplies of pure seed of improved varieties 
within the country. This is estimated to increase the yield by about 
15jk* Such an increase will result in making deficient areas self- 
supporting and would greatly increase the exportable surplus both in 
volume and value.
Activities involved in the production of seed of improved crop varie
ties will be;
I Selection and testing of promising high-yielding strains at the 

experimental stations at Debre Zeit, Alemaya and Jimnta*
•II Secondary testing on sub-stations for local suitability,
III Widespread demonstrations in growers* own fields.
IV Lo^al seed multiplication and distribution.

The crops which should^be emphasized are cereals (wheat, barley, sorg
hum and maize), pulses^horse bean and lentil) and oilseeds (nug, lin
seed, castor bean, sesame and groundnut).

Five multiplication centres will be set up. Suitable legislation must 
be introduced. The budget for these activities will be Eth.® 389j070 
for the period of five years.

Some activities of the seed service have been started at the seed 
multiplication station at Kulumsa in Arussi province. Other stations 
are just being established in Gondar, Gojjara and Tigre.
b. Kulumsa seed multiplication station
This station is located nine kilometres north of Aaella, embracing about 
680 hectares. Some parts are wasteland and the present about 300 hectarc 
of the land are in cultivation, Wheat is the most common crop at this 
station. Other cultivated crops are barley, teff, chick peas and some 
oil crops.
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The production in 1964/65 an^ 1965/66 was the followings

1964/65 1965/66
Crop Production Area of land Production

i-to'fis ha tons- o' ;

Wheat 3,000 1 90.02 2,648.43
Barley 160 " 6 .9O 91.91
Teff 300 21,46 141.02
Chick peas - 16.00 -
Maize 150 - -
Rape - 4»28 28.16

Total: 238c66

The seed is sold to the farmers at market price. One serious 
problem on Kulumsa farm is the large occurrence of weeds, espe
cially wild oats in some fields. If the purpose is to sell im
proved seed of cereals to the farmers no wild oats should be 
permitted. In order to eradicate weeds in general and wild oats 
in particular, a proper crop rotation system is required.

In the past Kulumsa station used to operate on a yearly budget 
of Eth*$ 43,000 provided by the Ministry of Agriculture. Due to 
some budgetary problems in the ministry it was decided that the 
station should be self-financed. The total expenses in 1965/66 
.were Eth.§ 43*846 and the gross income in the same year was about 
Eth.$ 60,000.

Table 10. Cost of operation of the Kulumsa seed improvement 
station for the budget year 1965/66* (Eth.$)

24,996.00 
7 ,000.00 

250.00 
6,0 0 0 .00  
2 ,000.00 
8 ,000.00 
1,000.00 

100.00
500.00

Total Eth.$ 43?846.00

The station is directed by a committee with the director general 
of the plant production and protection department as chairman.
The other members of the committee are officers in high positions 
from other departments of the Ministry of Agriculture.

A manager graduated from Alemaya is responsible for the operation 
of the farm.

Salary
Office equipments 
Stationary and printed matters 
Special service 
Per diems
Fuel and maintenance 
Rent of houses and goods 
Postage, telegram and telephone 
Miscellaneous



c. The seed multiplication station at Gondar.

At Gondar there are 40 hectares of land and buildings worth about 
Eth. S 0.5 E-il* have been erected. Due to o.ifi'iculties in buying1 land 
this seed station has not as yet started its proper service,

d. The seed multiplication station at Go j jam.

This seed station located at Gillegel Abaye in Gojjam province 
started operation this year. There are about 120 hectares of land 
at present but there is hope that another 280 hectares will be 
added. Conditions here are ideal for a seed service station and 
there are good possibilities for irrigation. The station is 
primarily used for oil seeds, wheat and teff*

e. The seed multiplication station at Tigre.

The station in Tigre province, comprising 40 hectares of land
with a Eth.3 4>300 yearly budget is located near Rakale, Because 
of land problems this station is to be moved to a place near 
Aksuin. It is presently engaged in oil seed production. When moved 
to Aksum, wheat and barley will be the main crops,.

I« - G. Plant protection division.

According- to the five year development plan the plant protection 
should be given a high priority. It is said that efforts to intro
duce improved and new crop varieties, to increase the fertility 
of the soil and to improve cultural practices, cannot be fully 
effective unless pest control problems are tackled. Demonstrations 
are proposed to be held to show farmers the advantages and tech
niques of insect and disease control. These demonstrations should 
also involve seed treatment for protection against smut, fumigation 
of stored grain, control of scale on citrus and coffee, armyworm 
control and control of garden insects.

An improved control of locusts and plant pests quarantine will be
set up. The total budget for five years is suggested to be Eth.$ 
5,238,190.

The plant protection section can be described as one of the most
advanced sections of the deaprtment as it has a good cadre of
qualified personnel.

The locust control is responsible for maintaining a maximum degree 
of vigilance on the outbreak of locusts. The branch offices are 
scattered strategically in the provincial cities of Asmara, Makale, 
Dessie, Gondar, Dire Dawa and Addis Abaha. There are four air
crafts and radio communication system working in the control
operation.
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Army worms seem to become a bigger problem than the locusts. 
Research station for the control of army worm is to be established 
at Debre Zeit. This station will forecast possible army worm 
inf estation.

Last September about 4000 hectares of land in Harrar was sprayed 
because of army worm infestation and the crop saved wa,s estimated 
to Eth. S 47,0005000. This department distributes insecticides at 
a value of Eth.$ 1,800 annually.
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3.1.2 Agricultural research

Agricultural research is being carried out "by two institutions* 
namely, the H&il® Seiassi® I University* College of Agriculture 
and by the Ministry of Agriculture through th® Institute of 
Agriculture Research and B&cko Agricultural Experimental Station.

A. The College of Agriculture Hail© Selassie I University.

Th© Ethiopian College of Agriculture is located at Alemaya in 
Harrar approximately forty-fiv® kilometres from Dire Bawa asd 
twenty-five kilometres from Harrar. Th© College comprising 400 
hectares of land is situated at as elevation of about 1900 mei»re®.
In May, 1951s agr®e*ent was signed between the governments of 
Ethiopia and the United States of America for the establishment 
of an agricultural college. Classes started in 195& ***<1 th© 
college became a charter unit of Hail® Sel&sai© I University in 
December 1961. "By July 19 6 6 *■ total of 295 students had graduated 
from th® oollege elms© th© first co®a@aoe;©«nt in 1957*

In addition to the academic programme9 research is oon<iucted on 
many aspects of agriculture. These inolud® research on plant 
and animal husbandry? agricultural economiess and agricultural 
engineering. The curriculum placcs major emphasis on strong 
academic training in the basic sciences related to agriculture.

There ar® five departments mthin the college? &&m©ly art© and 
science, agricultural eoagineeriBg* agricultural economics, animal 
scieno® and plant scienc®.

The Coll®g« of Agriculture was established with th® purpose of 
carrying out a national program© cf agricultural instruction,, 
research and extension. At present, however* th® extension 
programme is operated by the extension department of th® Ministry 
of Agriculture.

The development of the colleg© has been entrusted to the Oklahoma 
Stats University which was. contracted by th© United States Agency 
for International Development* The research at Debr® Zeit at th® 
Central Experiment Station and at Jiisma Agricultural Technical 
School also operate under the progrssam®.
Research is being carried out on various aspects of agricultural 
development The following are som® of the main programmes:

a. Department of arts and science
Entomology

Insect collection was initiated in i960 and at present this 
collection contain® over 10,000 insects. Identifications have
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been accomplished through sending specimens to various museums 
throughout the world.
Biological control xa» att@japte& by the introduction of the lady 
bird beetle (Rodolia cardiaalis) to combat a scale insect 
(Ioerya purohaal) which hewriiy infests local citrus trees and 
which is highly resistant to chemical control. Ho conclusive 
result has emerged so far*
Zoology
Itk soology research, m&^or emph&sds hm been given to the col
lection of animal specimens for a museum* In X9&4? the coll©otioa 
contained some 1,500 specimen though the up“io«d&te figure is not 
available, These nuabers h&v@ sixio® then increased considerably.
Some studies within the field of fishery ar@ being carried out. 
Rainbow troute were imported from Kenya and placed in high mountain 
streams and observation po&da. Growth to date indicates that this
fi»h will adapt to certain &&«&$ in Ethiopia*

t

Other zoologioal problems hav® concerned rodent control« Various 
kinds of vodentdoidies hssv® been triad on especially gaphera &»& rats-
Biochemistry and nutrition
A biochemistry and nutrition laboratory was set up in 1962, The 
laboratory has been mainly eag-sŝ sd ixs the microbiological assay 
of anino acid compositions of indigenous food and foodstuff. Some 
work haa been done in proximate analyses of some important crops 
and products. The amino acid compositions of peanut oil meal, 
smg oil meal? and teff have b$@n d@t«rain©&.
b* Department of agricultural engineering
Research in this department is mainly concerned with agricultural 
structures* Poultry houses, grain storage constructions and 
establishing bearing capacities of different building materials 
have been important. Research projects with irrigation were also 
pert of th® programme* Several publications on the research acti
vities of the department were published during the past years,
C. Department of animal science
Cattle
The college maintains a small herd of Holst@in~3’riesian cattle*
The original females were introduced from Kenya and breeding is 
done by artificial insemination with semen ehippsd from the United 
States. Bull calves will be ssad© available to established dairies 
in Ethiopia in order to upgrade the existing herds* Female calves 
will be retained at the college to enlarge the dairy programme. 
Eventually some' females ehould he available for distribution to 
dairy farmers.



The colleg® also maintains a herd of selected Bo rana type zebu cattl 
and two approaches are being made for the Improvement of .this strain

1. Purebred bulls have been imported from Kenya to help upgrading 
the cattl©* Both meat and milk production are given consideration 
in making selections from the progeny*

2. Some cross breeding with western strain® of dairy and beef 
breed*' is being tried. Some consideration i© giv*sn to increased 
milk production but greater emphasis is given to ieproved beef 
production*

Dry lot feeding trials with ©specially local feed stuff (peanut 
and nug meal) ar© performed at the college* At the Branch 
Experiment Station at Debr® Zeit, a beef cattle feeding project 
was started in 1962* The growth of the animals is checked for 
each lot in the feeding test. The experiment comprises the use 
of blackstrap molass®s (from Wonji sugar factory), com, silage, 
grass hay and nug meal*

Sheep

A small flock of locally selected sheep i® maintained at th& 
college* Major emphasis is placed on upgrading this flock 
through selection. Some attention has been given to cross breed
ing with wool type sheep.

Poultry

Practically all of the facilities for producing improved chickens 
in Ethiopia ar© located at th® College of Agrioulture at Alemaya 
and the Branch Experiment Station at Debr© Zeit* Both light and 
heavy breeds have been tested in the experimental phase of the 
programme and all breeds (White Leghorn, Brown Leghorn, Rhode 
Island Reds. New Hampshire Rads, Light Sussex, and Black Austro- 
larpe) have been widely distributed throughout the Snpire of 
Ethiopia.

Major emphasis is at present put on the development of commercial 
laying flocks* Most attention is given to the maintenance of a 
good strain of Whit® Leghorns* Small flocks of the heavier breeds 
will be maintained for crossbreeding purposes* Hcn-commercial 
flocks can be improved by crossbreeding to give dual purpos© birds*
Feeding trials with fish-and meat meal, oilcakes, etc.# are per
formed*

Veterinary research

In the veterinary field parasite research in shsep is undertaken. 
Brucellosis and tuberculosis surveys in cattle are being done.



d« Department of agricuJLtur&l economics
The research activities of this department ar© mainly concerned with 
the accumulation and analyses of market prices paid to producers 
of agricultural products, and study of organisation, management 
and operation of typical farms. Some work has also "been done on 
standardization of measures and consumption statistics*
e* Department of plant science
Research in this department includes horticulture, agronomy» soils, 
botany and forestry.
Horticulture
A wide range of vegetable crops has been tried both for variety 
and adaptability# These include carrots, lettuce, cabbage, toma
toes, beets and onions.
Hesearch on potatoes, tomatoes, celery, broccoli, brussels sprout,
Chinese cabbage and endive indicates that some of the selections of 
these horticultural crops are vary promising for local conditions*
The work with fruits is at a very early stage*
Agronomy
Hesearch with many agronomic crops has been givon considerable 
attention since the establishment of the college.
Wheat
Vheat investigations Include an international spring wheat nursery#
In 1962 the nursery contained J80 different varieties of wheat 
from different countries# In the same year eighty-four wheat 
varieties were included in the yield tests, and nine leading 
varieties were multiplicated for seed# Seven of the nine wheat varieties 
produced an average of more than 3,000 kg per hectare#
Sorghum
Sorghum researoh includes both variety and yield tests* Of the 
thirteen varieties of sorghum grown in the variety test in 19&1 s 
a red seeded variety, Ethiopian selection no 3*gave the highest 
yield. Bate and rate studies of this varieties showed that the 
highest yield can be obtained if the crop is planted around 
May 12 at a rate of 3# 4 to 5*1 kg per hectare*
A sorghum observation nursery which contained both local and 
introduced varieties showed that the introduced varieties did 
not produce as well as the local selections*
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B«rl«y

Barley do©s not do well in trials at Aleaaya du© to adverse weather 
and soil condition® and few results are obt&in^do

Fodder crops

Beeearoh Btartod very late. itaiarou® grasses mid Xegun® orope 
were tried for adaptability? forage production* palatability* 
management and seed production* The 8©@da were "brought aaaisly 
fro® FAO (Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United latioas), 
the United Statue, Australis, and Kenya* Many of them showed good 
adaptability*

Oil crop®

Sosa© varieties of sunflower, castor bosm, safflower, sesame, flax 
and nug were tried* The sesaae was & complete failure, while the 
other crop® met with varying degree of suocess*

Fertilizer trials

Fertilisation test with onions showed iso response to nitrogen and 
potassium and only a slight response to phosphorus* Because of 
the army worm infestation in 19^4? no yield data were obtained 
from sorghum and com plot® at Alemays^ Karrar* Fedis and Jijiga, 
However, observations made* very definitely showed that wherever 
nitrogen was applied the ©orghuss and corn plants were such more 
vigorous and thrifty than where no fertiliser had been ueed,

trials are also oavried out with respect to teff «nd barley, Accord
ing to the figures given an increased yield has? been obtained 
but no information about the applied amount of fertiliser has 
been given*

Response to nitrogen with n&tive grasses showed dark green vigor
ous growth, Th<& nitrogen content of the ©urfaoe soil was slight
ly lea© than 0*10$*

Because of the array wona infestation no data were secured from the 
fertiliser trial with wheat.

Work with potatoes showed that in 27 experiment© there was an 
average increase in yield of 47 per cent from fertilised plots* 
as compared with non-fertiliised plots.

B, The Institute of Agricultural Research

For the purpose of establishing an Institute of Agricultural 
Research in Ethiopia* an agreement has been signed on July 13*
1960p between the Ethiopian Government and the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Buttons as the executing agency of 
the UN Special Fund.
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The objectives of th© project and a description of the plan of opera
tion fro® 1965 through 1970 will be "briefly given in the following.

The project Kill assist the Government to set ups

I. Headquarter’s Research Station in Hollet& Genet in order to 
serve the Central Plateau region*

II. Substation for the Middle Awash at Melka Sadi*
III* Substation at Jimma to serve X&ffa and. other south-western 

provinces.

At all stations, studies Tdll be made of soil aanageaent, efficient 
production techniques (including crop varieties, grains and legumes, 
oil crops, land preparation, use of fertilisers, irrigation, 
cultural practices, etc*) for food, cash and horticultural crops. 
Studies on pasture and fodder crops, livestock nutrition and animal 
husbandry in general will be included*

The Headquarter’s Research Station at Kolleta will mainly work 
in th@ field of animal production* Definite plans have not yet 
been established* Up to now a herd of Foggera-and Boro-Catti© 
has been collected and aone feeding trials h&ve begun.

At the Melka Sadi Station special studies will concern cotton 
and other fibre crops and fruit and vegetables; while coffee will 
receive special attention at the Jinima Station.

Collection of Indigenous plant material, s©leotion and introduc
tion of new varieties, breeding of local cattle, sheep and goat© 
and use of iaported breeds asâ  also be necessary*

The project will assist the Govermsnt in formulation of a 
national agricultural research policy and prc-grjaisme within the 
fraae work of the development plan end initiate specific work 
programme of an applied nature in a number of selected technical 
subject matter'field3*

To be sure that the results of rese&rck reach the farmers and 
also to get information about the farmers’ problems, the Insti
tute of Agricultural Research will work in close connection with 
the extension service and others, through the subject matter 
specialists,

The project will assist the Advisory Council on agricultural 
research in the co-ordination of all agricultural research activ
ities whether carries out by the Ministry of Agriculture, other 
Ministries, the University, or by multilateral or bilateral 
technical assistance agencies.

One of the objectives will b© to build up th© institute to cover 
a wide range of disciplines and develope a etro»g tasua of spe
cialists capable of deal3.ng with the major agricultural research 
problems. ,
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The project will train local staff in raa©arch methods in minor 
subject matter fields, both by in-service training And through 
the award of fellowships for study abroad* The training of se
lected extension subject natter specialists will also be carried 
out*
The project will publish periodically the results of research in 
journals, bulletins, pamphlets, eto* in order to inform agricul
tural institutions, development agencies and the general public 
of the practical findings of the institute*
A large number of experts will be employed by the project* The
following subject Batters will be covered *
Cereals| fodder crops, cotton, coffee, other ossh cropss soils, 
irrigation, entomology, plant pathology, agricultural engineering, 
coffee processing, animal husbandry and farm management<>
The total cost of the project over the five-year periods is esti- 
Bated to more than US$5 &il« of which Ethiopia will pay US$2*8 mil*
C. Baoko Agricultural Experimental Station
The Imperial Ethiopian Govsrnraent and the Government of the Federal 
Republic of Germany agreed on April 21, 1964? to establish m agri
cultural experimental station in the province of Vollega near Baoko•
The duration of the agreement will be the 5 y@ars, 1964-1968*
The area selected is in the warmer and wetter lower western sons of 
the Ethiopian plateau region at an altitude between 1500 to 1700 
metres* The station will get 800 hectares for farming* The station 
should serve principally for stimulating an increased cultivation of
oil seeds in Ethiopia and to contribute to improve the quality of 
such seeds* Also other crops valuable in rotations will be studied*
At the station, trials will be made with different varieties of oil 
seeds, and fertiliser* A careful recording will also be made of all 
relevant ecological and meteorological data* Kutrient status of the 
soils and water erosion will be estimated* A surrey of plant diseases 
and insect pests occuring in the region shall be undertaken*
The horticultural emphasis shall be laid upon the improvement of the 
local vegetable and fruit cultivation systems with and without irri
gation* Coffee, citrus and other fruits as well as eucalyptus and 
other timber producing forestry plants shall be studied*
Some plant breeding and seed multiplication will be done on the station*
Work with respect to livestock-raising shall be centered on the i»- 
provement of local methods of animal husbandry* Special attention 
will be given to a study of the possibilities for economic methods
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of fodder preservation and on the nutritional value of local
feedstuffs. The animal a will h® selected from local breeds* Ifce 
results of the eatperitaents shall be combined to establish iiaprovad 
facing practices &&d », t&mi&g systsa suitable* and applicable to local 
furaerso

It is also the intention to establish f&jnily faxmu with &iffer«oat 
farming systems and to stud^ t-ke input and output on these fanes*
The station shall emphasise the agricultural production which is of 
interest in th® son© 8elected. Moreover, emphasis ©hall ba given 
to training of the staff on the station as well m to other persona 
concerned with Ethiopian. agriculture, Instructions and demonstra
tion courses for local farmer© will b® undertaken*
All the work on the station shall be in accordance with the general 
lines of agricultural research in Ethiopia agreed upon by the advi
sory committee to the research department of the Ministry of Agri
culture.
The station shall be organised into 3 sections as followss

I. An agronomy end plant physiology section*
II* A soil science and general chemistry section*

III* A plant pathology and entomology section*
Staff
The following subject matter®, will be covered t
Plant breeding* horticulture soil science„ plant pathology, animal 
husbandry, agricultural engineering*
She total cost of th© project for the five-year period is estimated 
to Eth*$3 jail* of which Sthiopia is expected to pay Eth*$86090Q0.
3*1.3 Agricultural extension 1
In 1952 the Ethiopian Government entered into an ©gr©$m#&t with the 
United States Government about starting agricultural externIon work 
in Ethiopia. Th© field activities began in 1954? when two young 
Ethiopianst who had been educated at Mbo. were selected as extension 
agents and stationed at Fetch©9 Shoa provino«s and at Asella, Arugc.i 
province* Their work started with sheep improvements and 100 Merino 
ewes were selected at the £of ®1© Government Farm is Arussi province 
and driven to Asella, where they were distributed to farmers in three 
communities* A similar program®® was performed at F&tche* Lectures 
on care and management of wool sheep were given in both places*

i /
Mainly based on a raport by SkM© Siira* P??ss3$&t statue a&d, 
problems of the agricultural extension department and recommen
dations* USAID? Addis Ababa, January 30* 1965*
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The extension work &t F$tch® was expanded in 1954? through the for
mation of an agricultural youth club* Ae the first members of this 
club, 33 boys participated in poultry breeding and 38 in gardening.
At the same time an extension course was started at the Harrar 
Teachers Training School* 3%r th® end of 1957* 39 full-time extension 
agents with 15 trainees were employed and working in the field*
In August 1963 the agricultural extension service was transferred 
from the Haile Selassie I University to the Ministry of Agriculture* 
How it is a special department named the department of agricultural 
extension*
A* Agricultural extension personnel
a. Headquarters
At the headquarters there are the following key positions 1

I* Overall supervision:
a) Director generalf agricultural extension*
b) Assistant director*
c) Specialist in training & programme coordination*

II* 4-H (Farm youth) programme*
a)4-H programme specialist*
b)Assistant specialist.

Ill* Informations
&• Information specialist*
b. Trainees in information*

IV. Home economics s
At present no home economic department exists®

b. Provincial
Agricultural extension supervisors*

c* Local
Agricultural extension agents

At present there are eight agricultural extension supervisors*
Three of them are placed in Shoa province and one each in the pro
vinces of Arussi, Harrar, Sidamo, Tigre and tfollo* Bight more 
extension supervisors are trained and will soon begin their work*
In August 1963 a total of 125 local extension agents were employed*
In 1964 eight extension trainees were added to the field staff*
Until January 1965 th« staff f mostly through, resignations was dwin
dled down to 99 extension agents*
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They were distributed by provinces in the following ways

Number of extension agents by provinces

Province Humber of posts Number of agents

Harrar
Sid&mo
Aruesi
Kaffa,
Wollega
Godjam
Gondar
Tigre
Vollo
■ bom

8 8
9
7 
9 
4 
9 6

1 0 >
8 

22-

9
7
8
4
9
6
8
7

2LTotal: 95 22
In June 1966 the number of extension agents has been reduced to 92 
altogether the agricultural extension department now employe 110 
persons. Twenty new extension agents have recently been added to 
the staff.

The headquarter personnel have usually master or bachelor of science 
degrees in agriculture. All but two of the provincial agricultural 
supervisors (1965) are Alemay a College of Agriculture graduates.
The extension agents on the local level have all had agricultural 
secondary school and better.

Training beyond the secondary school has been for one year at the 
American University of Beirut on extension philosophy and technical 
information on different agricultural topics such as irrigation, live
stock, agronomy, etc. The agriculture secondary school education is 
given at Ambo and Jimma Agricultural Schools. In the second fivs-year 
development plan 1962-1967 it is considered unnecessary to have highly 
trained graduates to teach the relatively simple improvements which 
have to be diseminated. The farmer is understandably cautious by ex
perience and seldom introduces more than one new practice at a time.
It is for that reason proposed to introduce a new type of extension 
•gent®, a field officer, who should work under the supervision of 
agents trained at Ambo and Jimma. These field officers should be in
structed in the elementary techniques of agriculture in a one year 
course at Jimma and Ambo,

In th® future the extension agents will be trained in a three-year 
course at Ambo or Jimma Agricultural Schools. The training will em
phasise the practical aspects of agriculture and assist students to 
aquire more knowledge of practical problems and how to overcome them.

B. Educational background of the personnel
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Twice a year courses win be arranged for in-service training of 
the extension agents. The courses vrllJ deal with various subjects, 
livestock production, plant production, animal-or plant diseases, 
agronomy, etc. The courses will rotate between Alemaya College of 
Agriculture, Jimma and Ambo Agricultural Schools,

C« Present use of extension staff

The extension staff wiij. teach adult farmers better farming by intro
ducing better farm implements, improved seed and livestock. By demon
stration plots the extension agent wiJ.1 show the farmers how to grow 
vegetables and other for the are;* suitable crops. It is necessary for 
the farmer to see the results himself since it is very difficult to 
convince him of the benefits of new methods in any other ways,

Bvery extension agent has to arrange at least one field day a year,
At these field days demonstrations of farm implements, field crops, 
livestock and different agricultural products take place. Competi
tions and distribution of prizes to progressive farmers and farm youths 
are appreciated proceedings on th« field days.

An essential sector of the extension service is the d-H farm youth 
programme. Tn August 1963 there were over 8,000 members enrolled.
This programme provides some excellent training for farm youth on 
poultry improvement and growing of vegetables. Unfortunately, the 
number of members lias now dropped to less than half. The most important 
reason for the drop in enrolment was the lack of sufficient funds for 
transportation and demonstration materials and supplies.

Another important section of extension service is the information 
programme. The present agricultural extension information programme 
consists of radioprogrammes twice a week, preparation of new stories 
on the various activities of the Ministry of Agriculture and summaris
ing activities of the different departments. The information specialist 
serves as a reception and tour officer for visiting technicians.

The information section will also r>roduoe posters, flip charts, bulle
tins, pamphlets, etc.

In home economics there is not yet started any programme. The extension 
staff will study the value of home economics programme and its applica
bility in ir'ithiopia.

D, Administration and communication

At present the staff of the ministry’s department of agricultural 
extension seems to be sufficient for the administration of the exten
sion programme. There is however a lack of communication between 
headquarters and the provincial staff. There ought to be possibilities 
to improve communications with the provinces, where there are extension 
supervisors. The contact between the provincial extension supervisors 
and the extension agent is not sat.isfactory. Often the agents are left 
alone without getting any other help or advice concerning the extension 
programme, demonstration material etc.
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The way of reporting the activities and the system of responsibility 
for the programme does not seexn to be clearly delined*

E, Problems facing the extension service

The extension workers have to meet many problems, some of "which are 
mentioned below,

I. Although the staff has * rather good basic agricultural
education in many cases there is a great lack in practical 
training*

II, Extension work in developed countries is to a great extent
based on research. In Ethiopia there is very little research 
results available,

III. Modern farming methods adapted to Ethiopian conditions are
performed in a very small scale and are therefore little known 
even to the extension staff.

IV, There is a great shortage of suitable farm tools and farm 
machinery to be demonstrated to the farmers. Too small 
quantities of improved seeds are available for distributing 
to progressive farmers. The extension staff is short of in
secticides, fungicides and livestock remedies for demonstration 
purposes

V, As a. consequence of the subsistance agriculture the farmers 
are short of casi*. This causes the farmers grewt difficulties 
when they are to provide improved livestock, seeds, imj.lements 
etc. A suitable agricultural credit system would be most 
beneficial. Now there is no credit available at reasonable 
rates of interest,

VI. Unsatisfactory market conditions for farm products cause the 
farmers great economic losses. They have to sell to merchants 
who often give an arbitrary price for their products. Lack of 
proper storage and transportation facilities are other factors 
which complicate the marketing of farm products.

VII, The veterinary service is still insufficiently developed to 
cope with the animal disease problem,

VIII, Earmers are reluctant to make improvements on their farming 
practices, which sometimes depends on the land tenure condi
tions. If they improve their farming their increased efforts 
are passed on to the landlord.

TX. In many instances extension *gents have no means of transporta
tion for making farm calls. Too little funds for tr*.nsportation 
and per diem for the field staff will badly limit the effective
ness of the extension service. At least a half of the agent’s 
time ought to be used to work in the field among the farmers.
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3.1.4 Animal production and health 

A. Animal production

In the second five year development plan the animal production and 
health department of the Ministry of Agriculture gives priority to 
the following development activities:

1, meat production (including by-products) for export;
2, improvement in quality of hides and skins for export;
3, dairy production for internal consumption;
4, wool production for local industry;
5, poultry production for export.

The application of these priorities results in the following action 
programme:
1. establishment of markets and the improvement of the market or

ganization for livestock products;
2. development of specialized high-efficiency livestock farming;
3. improvement of peasant livestock;
4. improvement of the nomadic livestock industry.

The programme in the ensuring five years wiil be concerned with:

a. Breed and management improvement

Research will be carried out at government livestock farms to 
evaluate the suitabiiity of different breed.s of cattle under different 
climatic conditions. Work will be continued at Adami-Tullu, Abemossa, 
Hoileta and Kofele a.nd at s. new station to be set up at Andassa.
Dairy research will be extended at Hoileta Genet in the use of 
local breeds.

Research into sheep for wool and mutton production will be carried 
out at two stations, one in the highlands, the other in the low
lands. The sites have not yet buen decided upon.

Poultry and apiculture studies will be carried out at the Debr^
Zeit Research Station,

The co-operation of the extension service will be sought for the 
distribution of breeding stock and for the dissemination of 
improved husbandry methods to f armei's.

A start has been made at the new Hoileta dairy farm and at Adami- 
Tullu beef station with breeding work and trials of new husbandry 
methods. At ADernos.^a close to Adami-Tullu be^f production centre 
is established in order to evaluate and demonstrate the economies 
of beef production on a ranching scale.

The new Hoileta dairy f-nn has 173 purebred Friesian cattle (thereof
70 cov?s and -2 bulls). The daily milk-yield is about y^O litres 
,1^0 litres for the calves, 4^0 litres transported to Shola dairy 
in Addis Ababa), Heifers are distributed to progressive farmers.
"Bulls are bought I'rom Kenya,
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At Adaroi-Tullu beef station are kept 800 Borana cattle. Bulls and 
heifers are sold for breeding purposes, mostly to the Abernossw 
ranch, which now has a.bout 1800 heads. This ranch will probably 
be extended in the near future.

Activities have also started for improvement of production, pro- 
cessing and marketing of milk and miik products in the nrea around 
Addis Ababa. About 200 litres of miJk per day c-.re collected from 
peasant farms through 16 miIk-collection stations and brought to 
the Sbola dairy. 4,000 more litres are delivered from the dairy farms 
of Government (new Holleta livestock station and Shola) and from 
private dairy farms. A new dairy plant for 30,000 litres is under 
construction.

Surveys in the various aspects of:’ the livestock industry Lave been 
and are carried out.

A water coneervation scheme - building of earth dams - has also 
been initiated. This scheme its now taken over by the Ministry of 
Public Works.

At Kofele the research work has not yet started. There is however
a herd kept future experiments.

At AJidassam is started a cattle station where the work at ffrst
was concentrated on beef-production but now on milk-jreduction.
There are at present kept 63 heads of Fogijara cattle. The herd 
will be extended to 120 heads. The land area is 320 hectares.

At Holleta Genet farm (400 hectares) preparatory work is carried 
out for starting an institute of agriculture research. It is done 
in co-operation between FA0 and the Ministry of Agriculture* In- 
the field of animal production a herd consisting of Foggara and lloro- 
cattle has been collected for future feeding trials.

The sheep stations are still in the planning stage. The highland 
station will be sited a.t Debre Berhan 120 km north of Addis 
.Vbaba and is intended to work with Merino sheep (1100) from Entoto 
and Kunde governmental sheep farms. It is also proposed that 10 rams 
and ewes of the Corriedale breed will bo brought there from Kenya.
The herd will also include 300 local ewes.

The plans for the lowland station have not yet reached very far.

At Debre Zeit Agricultural Hesearch Station a successful poultry 
scheme is going on.

Another poultry farm has recently been started at tihola close to 
Addis Ababa. Breeding animals (Leghorn ajnd New Hampshire) will 
be brought from Denmark as one-day old chicks.
Apiculture research has started at Holleta Genet farm (not at 
Debre Zeit as was originally planned).

b. Market organization

A scheme for the use of dairy products in Addis Ababa has already 
been initiated in collaboration with UNICEF. This will be expanded
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■during the five-year period.
A pilot scheme for more efficient marketing of cattle has been 
initiated in the Borana area and will continue. It will entail 
the provision of markets and watering points to facilitate sales, . 
control the spread of disease and to ensure that cattle reach markets 
in better conditions.
In 1964 was established the Livestock and Meat Board, The objects 
of this board are to solve problems in connection with production 
and marketing of livestock and livestock products (c.f.3*11*4)»

Livestock markets have been established by ETAB (Economical and 
Technical Assistance Board) in the following places:
Neghelle, J'avello, Mega, Dilla and Mojala. Some stockponde have 
been constructed along the stock routes but also in the cattle 
grazing areas.

c. Ranch management and grazing control

The Ministry of Public Works has in the 'Borana awraja of the pro
vince of Sidamo constructed 22 stockponds. Additional water points 
to those established in the Borana area will be built to enable 
better use of pastures* Control will be required to ensure that 
these grazing resources are not misused*

A survey wil] be undertaken in the Rift Valjey between Mojo ;md 
Neghelle as a preliminary step to developing this region as a pro
ductive source of fat cattle and to check the present serious mis
use of its natural resources. This survey has not yet started.

B* Animal health
From the limited data available as to the losses, wastage and under
production of livestock it is calculated that total annual losses of 
livestock are between 10-1 ̂7-' of adult stock and this is probably 
a conservative estimate. It repress nts a monetary loss amounting 
to about Eth, $ 225 million. Wastage and depreciation of livestock 
products (e.g. hides and skins and milk) muot add considerably to 
this figure. In the absence of reliable data it is however difficult 
to arrive at even a rough approximation. Provision of a veterinary 
service would among other things help greatly in the collection of 
more accurate information. If by establishing veterinary service of 
size suited to the needs of the country this loss could be reduced 
by only 10~£, and thio seems to be reasonable, national income would 
be increased by Kth.  ̂22, S million a year. Thus, by providing 
a veterinary service, an increase in national revenue amounting to 
Kth. £ 312, 5 million over 5 year could be expected. However, it 
must be appreciated that these figures are estimates only*

The most serious of the diseases are rinderpest and, at le-ist in 
certain regions, contagious bovine pieuro-pneumonia (CBP?). The 
liver - fluke disease is also very wide-spread in the country.
More sporadic are anthrax, black quarter, other forms of internal
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paro.sit.inm, trypanosomiasis * pasteurellosis, tuberculosis,
brucellosis, tick-borne diseases (such as babesiosis, anaj^lasmosis 
and heart-water) and foot and mouth disease, ftven rabies demands 
attention. A peculiar fact is, that east const fever (a tick-borne 
disease caused by Thei.1 uria parva) ? a real scourge in Kenya, does 
no seem to exist in Ethiopia,

The programme of veterinary services has so far been twofold.

The first relates to laboratory activities entailing the production 
of vaccines, principally for rinderpest and contagious bovine 
pleuro-pneumonia,' diagnosis of diseases training of young Ethiopians 
in special techniques and methods, and research and investigation 
into the incidence and distribution of various diseases of livestock.

The second relates to field activities. These entail mass vaccination 
of cattle against rinderpest and contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia, 
vaccination against anthrax, blackquarter, horse sickness and medi
cinal treatment against trypanosomiasis and liver fluke diseases.

Also clinical investigations into the incidence and distribution of 
infectious disease- and animal parasitism, application of disease 
control measures, e.g. administration of medicines, spraying and 
dipping, collection of material for laboratory diagnosis and" report
ing on disease outbreaks and supervision of quarantine and veterinary 
inspection of livestock intended for export are undertaken at a lim
ited scale.

The vaccination campaigns, particularly against rinderpest and CBPP, 
realized during the last years, have giv«-in as a result, that those 
two diseases have been brought under control. The fact, that the 
local cattle are partly resistant to other infectious diseases, 
makes that the mortality rates to-day seerr. relatively low, but the 
situation is nevertheless serious. The liver-fluke disease for example, 
mostly spread at the watering places, gives vyry heavy annual losses 
and demands an immediate improvement of the water supplies.

Since 1%Z>9 it is estimated that approximately 26,000,000 cattle have 
been vaccinated against rinderpest and approximately 3j000,000 
against contagious bovine pieuro-pneumonia, two diseases of cattle 
which assume epidemic form and which wore responsible for very heavy 
losses in earlier years. It is estimated that at the present time at 
least 70% of the cattle in Ethiopia is immune to rinderi'e-.t, 
Approximately 4.^00.000 doses of rinderpest vaccine are being issued 
yearly and there is reason to believe that 2.75 million cattle are 
being effectively immunised annually. Priority was given to the con
trol of these diseases about 10 years ago at a time when large 
epidemics swept the country with devastating results, but little 
attention has been given to control of other diseases due to the 
lack of veterinarians.

Tuberculin testing of cattle on government farms and removal 
of reactors have resulted in total eradication of tuberculosis 
from, some of these farms and in reduction of the frequency on 
others.
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This is an example of the eradication of a disease that is of 
public health as well as of economic importance.

It may be of interest to note that in Ethiopia with its large 
livestock population there exists only 1 veterinarian per
20,000,000 livestock units whereas in otber countries still 
regarded as under-developed there exists on the average 1 veteri
narian for 22,000 livestock units. In Europe as a whole there is 
1 per 6,000 livestock units. In countries- such as Denmark and the 
UK, the ratio is 1 per 3,000. The services requested for Ethiopia 
over 5 years will provide for little more than one qualified veteri
narian per 5 million livestock units. This will still not compare 
favourably with the position in other countries.

The Ethiopian staff in the veterinary services consists of five 
veterinarians, Five students will be graduated from foreign veteri
nary faculties (France, U S S, Germany,Canada,) during 1966. Besides 
9 Ethiopian students are under training; in the U S A, France and 
Denmark.

The Animal Health Assistant School at De'bre Zeit started 1963. The 
course is extended over 2 years, and 26 students were graduated mid 
I965. It is supposed that the same number will be graduated annually 
thereafter. The teaching staff consists of five veterinarians and 
one animal husbandry specialist.

The training is aimed at providing a sound practical and technical 
kncWedge in livestock husbandry and disease control. In the first 
year the course is devoted to teaching basic anatomy, physiology, 
animal management and hygiene. In the second year clinical and 
post-mortem examinations with simple laboratory and field techniques 
are taught, together with a course in clinical medicine, infectious 
diseases and their control. In addition some instruction is given 
on the preparation of animal products, such as hides and skins, 
ghee etc.

The course is open to students who have compjeted the 12th grade of 
secondary school and who are not less than 17 years oil. They must 
possess a good working knowledge of the rlnglish language. It is 
understood that if there are not enough candidates at this level 
to maintain the student body at the capacity provided for, suitable 
candidates who have completed tenth or eleventh grade will be 
accepted.
Proper steps are tyken to ensure that students attending the school 
will serve for at least two years in the fields in which they have 
been trained.
Four experts and the main part of the equix-ment are provided by 
United Nations Special Fund. The experts are recruited by FAQ.
The agreement expires 1968.

Through assistance given by the USAID, over 200 vaccinators have 
received special theoretical training at the Ho 11 eta training school 
for vaccinators.
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The USAID has also provided funds for the establishment of a new 
veterinary institute and construction is in progress.

The programme of work suggested is phased over five years and 
provides for recruitment of veterinarians and training assistant 
veterinarians for duties in provincial areas, purchasing of vehicles, 
erection of animal disease control investigation centres in the pro
vinces and the establishments of a central veterinary institute.

The service envisaged will j>rovide for more effective control of 
disease of livestock and in so doing it is hoped it will reduce the 
losses, wastage and underproduction at present known to take place 
throughout the country. It will provide for better diagnosis of 
diseases provide more reliable information on the incidence, dis
tribution and economic importance of diseases of animals, reduce 
the incidence of animal parasitism, and the losses and wastage 
consequent upon these various infestations.

About 3̂  foreign veterinarians are at present working in Ethiopia, 
They are employed by FAQ and several bilateral veterinary missions 
(U K, France, Taiwan). Others are employed by the export slaughter
houses (Asmara, Keren, Dire Dava and Shashemene)* Their nationality 
varies considerably. The following countries are represented:
U K, France, China, Italy, Bulgary, U Cc A, India, Spain. All. pro
vinces except- Cojam, Illubabor, Kaffa, and Gemu Goff a have at least 
one veterinarian each.

The veterinary laboratory facilities, available in Ethiopia are 
situated in Addis Ababa., Debre Zeit and Asmara. The Ethiopian 
Research Institute in Addis Ababa has a veterinary bacteriologist.
In Debre Zeit there is a parasitologist. In Asmara the Veterinary 
Research Institute has facilities for bacteriology, parasitology and 
patology. The laboratory capacity is very limited and is not suf
ficient for the country.

Almost all the vaccines, used in Ethiopia are produced locally.
Most of them in Debre Zeit, but Asmara has also a considerable pro- 
iuction. The number of doses delivered 1965 are as follows:

Rinderpest caprinized vaccine 4,500,000
Contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia 850,000
Anthrax 2,600
Black quarter 8,000
African horse sickness 1,000
jftinderpest, lapinized vaccine 16,000

Some vaccinations have been made against foot and mouth disease 
(imported vaccine), hemorrhagic septicemia and rabies* The 
vaccines produced seem to be of good quality.

It is intended to increase production of rinderpest and contagious 
bovine pleuro-pneumonia vaccines from the present level, of
4,500,000 doses of rinderj>est to 1 2,000,000 doses annually and 
contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia vaccine from about 850,000 to
5,000,000 doses annually.
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It may be necessary in the future to make a charge for all 
vaccinations from the viewpoint of helping to pay for the costs 
of the veterinary programme and to discourage the excessive build
up of livestock numbers in relation to available grazing.

Tt is, however, the intention to continue, as at present, the 
charging for vaccinations other than those compulsory by law -
i.e. rinderj-est and contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia - and to 
review the position after 3 years with the possibility of charg
ing for these vaccinations as well as after this period.

The arguments against immediate action to charge for the two 
compulsory vaccinations are:
1 . it would be undesirable to complicate and endanger the presently 

planned intensive campaign through introducing a. charge immediately
2. the present organ.iza.tion of the veterinary division is not 

adequate to handle large sums of money;
3. the practical difficulties of collecting cash for legally 

compulsory vaccination from x>easa~nt 'farmers are considerable.
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3.1 .5  Forestry

A. General

Although big areas of Ethiopia offer excellent conditions for 
forests, there is at present only little -woodland left.

A report from 1961 estimates that 72,000 km^ or 7.2yo of the country 
still remains covered with wood-Iand, 40,000 km2 with dense forest, 
and 32,000 km2 with open forest*

This forest area, it is estimated, gets reduced by burning and 
felling by as much as 1000 km^ annually.

Forests have often been cleared away from steep slopes causing 
wide-spread erosion, and in many areas fire-wood is now so scarce 
that animal dung is used as fuel.

Reforestation with Eucalyptus globulus has taken place on a con
siderable scale, especially near Addis Ababa. It is estimated that 
some 8000 ha. are covered with Eucalyptus plantations. Eucalyptus 
globulus supplies firewood, poles and rafters but is almost use
less as a timber tree.
Some reforestation with conifers is being organized by the Apart
ment of Forestry and wildlife. The area covered annually is probably 
less than 200 ha.

The annual timber consumption of the country is estimated to about
50,000 m3. Consumption of paper and related products is climbing 
rapidly. Sawn timber is expensive, due to inefficient explotation 
and high import prices. It is likely that a decrease in price would 
cause a considerable increase in consumption.

The natural forest includes both soft-woods and a variety of hard
woods, suitable for high class furniture and heavy construction 
purposes. Despite the considerable resources of mature timber which 
are still remaining in the forests, saw-mills are not developed to 
cover the needs of the country and some timber import takes place.

At present the creation of a pulp industry is being studied.
It should, however, not have wood but sugarbagasse as raw material.

Towards the end of the century it is estimated that the consumption 
of timber and pulp will exceed one million cubic metres. To cover 
these needs, protection of the remaining wood land and development 
of plantations on a big scale are urgent tasks. Beside expanding 
timber production it is important that firewood plantations are 
established on a very big scale so that shortage of fuel and the 
disastrous burning of dung can be avoided.
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Finally reforestation of steep slopes and eroded areas is very 
important to reduce erosion and improve the water economy of the 
country. Fortunately conditions are exceptionally good for forestry 
in a large part of Ethiopia. Both conifers and eucalyptus will grow 
faster than almost anywhere else in the world. Technically it should 
therefore not be difficult to cover these future needs,

B. Forestry legislation

Management of the natural forests and reforestation have been 
hampered very much by ill-defined property rights for forest land. 
Traditionally forest land was considered common property. In more 
recent times property rights to the forests have been claimed by the 
government, parishes, tribal groups and individuals. Such rights are, 
however, rarely well demarcated on the ground and in most cases not 
supported by documentary evidence.

Moreover the local inhabitants are often maintaining their tradi
tional methods of using the forest land for shifting cultivation.
As a result it has so far been impossible to get any bigger forest 
areas under controlled management.

A significant improvement was first obtained on August 19^0 by the 
issue of three proclamations aiming at the protection and improved 
management of the Ethiopian forests.

The State Forest Proclamation enables the Ministry of Agriculture, 
to take appropriate steps to ensure the conservation, protection, 
management and utilization of all forests owned by or on behalf 
of the state*

The Private Forest Conservation Proclamation enables the Ministry 
of Agriculture to control and regulate the afforestation, conser
vation, management and utilization of all private forests.

As an important detail it obliges the private forest owner to get 
hi3 boundaries marked and his property right registered in the 
register of iramovable property.

The Protection Forests Proclamation empowers the Ministry of 
Agriculture to declare as a protection forest any land upon which 
maintenance of the vegetation is deemed necessary as a measure 
against erosion, to maintain a favourable water-regime and to con
trol floods.
Such protection forests shall be administered and utilized under 
the general supervision of the ministry who can prescribe regula
tions for their ma»ag9finent.

This proclamation also obliges the owner to mark boundaries and 
ensure legal registration.
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These three proclamations give the Government the much needed 
authority to organize the management of the Ethiopian forests.

It must, however, he expected that it will need considerable time 
before they can become enforced in the country as a whole.

During the last months a number of forestry regulations has been 
issued by the Ministry of Agriculture. They are based on the 
authority given by these proclamations. They aim at enforcing 
them effectively in the field and stopping further degradation 
of the remaining forest land.
C. Forest administration
All measures concerning forestry come under the Department of 
Forestry and wildlife within the Ministry of Agriculture. This 
department is headed by a director general and on the technical 
side one Ethiopian graduate of forestry and two expatriate advisers.

On the local level forestry supervision is ensured by 22 forest 
rangers and a bigger number of forest guards. It is quite obvious 
that these numbers are uuite insufficient to cope with all the 
difficult problems in a vast country.

The Department of Forestry and wildlife runs a number of forest 
nurseries in the country. They supply about 200 ha which are 
reforested annually but are to a considerable extent geared to 
supply road-and“amenity trees.

D. Forestry education

The country is very short of trained forestry staff* Only two 
forestry officers have at present got a higher level forestry 
education, and not more than 8 are under training abroad. 22 
forest rangers have been trained in the Agricultural School at 
Ambo, in a four-year course after completing 8th school-year.
This training has been discontinued 3 years ago, so also on the 
ranger level the country is, therefore, very short of staff.
E. Related assistance
FAO in co-operation with UNSF is presently studying setting up a 
forestry training and research centre in Ethiopia. It is proposed 
that it should be located in Jibat forest. At present there is no 
FAO forestry staff employed in Ethiopia.
F. Forestry extension
At present no extension work is being organised in the field of 
forestry. Possibilities for achieving something on this field are, 
however, better than in most countries where plantation forestry 
is considered to be such a long term investment that it is outside 
the scope of ordinary citizens.

Here, where trees often grow more than 3 metres annually and a 7 
year old pine might be 32 cms thick, the situation is very dif
ferent. Ordinary people have already seen their economical
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interest Aft. planting Eucalyptus globulus on a considerable scale.
It should not be too difficult, through an extension effort, to 
get them to plant more valuable varieties of eucalyptus and fast 
growing central American conifers*

Through extension it is -also very important that people get informed 
about the importance of trees to protect sloping land againet erosion 
and to ensure a regular water supply in springs and rivers»

■13.1.6 Agro-industrial survey 

A* Background

Ethiopia faces three potential crises of major proportions:

1) Unless food production is expanded much more rapidly than has 
been the case since 195^? large scale famines could become a 
regular occurrence?

2) th© average level of living in Ethiopia has seriously lagged be
hind other African countries and there is a sense of urgency 
developing to catoh up; and

3) "unless agricultural productivity is increased, agricultural ex
ports needed to earn foreign currency will not be forthcoming.

If these crises'are to be avoided* the country*s potentially rich 
resources must be developed.

In recognition of these factors the Ethiopian Government and USAID 
in the financial year 1966 determined to redirect the- main emphasis 
of their joint efforts from infrastructure development and toward 
the development of the basic sectors of agriculture and industry.
This new emphasis both implies and demands increasing cash revenue, 
accelerating the flow of capital into the agricultural sector and 
effecting an increased monetization of the rural economy.

To achieve these ends the Ethiopian Government and USAID have 
agreed to conduct a planning survey of the agro-industrial sectors 
designed to identify the specifics of the course of action required 
to avoid the potential crises of famine and to allow a pace of 
development not responsive to popular expectations.

The survey is timed to make maximum contribution to the next five 
year plan* The activities of the contractor's staff and related 
ministries, will be carefully co-ordinated and work "will be co
operatively handled. The Ethiopian Government will supply liaison 
officers from each operating ministry and counterparts from eaoh 
ministry who will be integrally involved in the study, thus in a 
position to move from study to action programme promtly. The 
Ethiopian Government will also furnish office space, telephone 
and certain other local services.

1 USAID, Addis Ababa, Project outline
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B. Activity objectives

1 * To identify during the financial year 1968 those projects,
areas, industries, commodities., and markets which could readily 
be developed and which would yield the greatest net revenue in
creases within specified time limitations.

2. To determine by the end of 1968 the economic and technical 
feasibility of the projects identified.

3. To complete by the end of 1968 a detailed plan for the imple
mentation of each project0

4. To produce by 19^9 a programme including stage-by-stage plans 
for the orderly development of the agro-industrial sector within 
the constraints of each generation, manpower availabilities, and 
immediate needs,

C. Course of action

1. The scope of work has been agreed upon and the technical agency 
will complete negotiations with an American firm during the fall 
of 1966.

2. The contractor is expected to undertake field operations in 
Ethiopia within two months after signing the contract,.

3. The contractor will first perform a broad analysis of the 
Ethiopian economy, concentrating on the agro-industrial sector 
for the purpose of identifying high potential agro-industrial 
projects for more intensive analysis and consideration,

4. Intensive studies will be conducted of the specific areas, 
industries, commodities and markets which are shown to have greatest 
potential. Evaluation of potential will specifically show impact
in terms of amount and values of increased output and shall contain 
an analysis of specific recommendations for implementing each 
project, including investment requirements a.nd cost estimates, 
benefit cost ratios and estimates of economic impact and manpower 
requirements.

5. It is expected that the Ethiopian Government and USAID will 
follow through on the implementation of the major recommendations*
All donors and sources of investment capital and technical assistance 
will be considered. USAID may be called upon for development loans 
to implement specific projects.
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The Ministry of National Commmity Development and Social Affairs 
was erected by an imperial order in January 1957* Th® basic ob
jective was on one hand to provide an agency to promote the social 
and economic development of the people* especially those living in 
remote areas of the country* with the fullest participation of the 
people concerned; and on the other hand to assure that various 
other ministries of the Government channel their services at the 
grass root level through a co-ordinated and unified approach evolved 
by the Ministry of National Community Development »&&' Social Affairs*
In the ministers order 1966* Defination of Powers, it is said;
M « the Minister of National Community Development and Social 
Affairs« in accordance with the law, shallt

a) in the field of community development plan, co-ordinate and im
plement commmity development programmes, including programmes 
of selfhelp and mutual aid, in rural and urban communities 
through research, training, demonstration and othe:r appropriate 
means$ . .

3.2 Ministry of National Community Development and Social Affairs

d) in the field of co-operatives, foster and encourage, in co
operation with other ministries and public authorities concerned, 
the creation of co-operative societies' and supervise and assist 
in the management thereof?*

Above the Ministry of National Community Development and Social 
Affairs there is a board consisting of the Ministers of National 
Community Development and Social Affairs (chairman), Agriculture, 
Health, Education, Interior and Public Works. The board gives the 
general policy and is the highest body for co-ordination of the com
munity development programme*

■The executive officers of the ministries concerned form a inter- 
ministeral co-ordination oommittee. This meets rather often and is 
making suggestions to the board and to the CD ministry on policy 
and activities that could be carried out. It assists the board in 
implementing its decisions.
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The organizational structure of the ministry is outlined belows

Board of national community development

Inter-ministerial co-ordination 
committee

Ministry of National Community Development and Social Affairs 
Minister, vice Minister, assistant Minister for co-operatives

y

_ Administration Community Co-opera Social Labour
department development tives welfare department

department department
L——"... -----

department

Social
defence
section

Public
employment
division

Rehabili
tation
section

Labour
relations
division

iCoinmunity
service
section

Labour
inspection
division

Voluntary
agencies
section

•There is one director general for each department, except the labour 
department, where there is one director general for each division*
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3*2.1 Community development

The main principles of the community development programme are the following

1« to mobilize the local resources, both material and human, in order 
to accelerate the socio-economic development of the community concerned;

2. to bring to the people of the community the benefits of modern scien
tific knowledge in a form they can use to meet their own needs;

3* to make the people realize the benefits of substituting new methods 
of production for the traditional ones and thus transform the purely sub- 
sis tance rural economy into one more monetized;

4. to make the rural community conscious of the importance of common 
aims and co-operative efforts;

5* to encourage the creation of co-operative societies;

6. to secure the participation of the people on a self-help basis;

7. to increase the socio-economic development of the community so as 
tc create favourable conditions for undertaking big projects and im
plementing them in these regions, and to ensure the most rational use 
of the available resources;

8. to establish, reorganize or develop local institutions so that they 
are able to assume responsibility in local community planning and mobi
lize local resources to meet their needs;

9. to promote cultural integration and integration of communities 
into the life of the nation;

10. to encourage the people to adopt the ideas of self-help, mutual 
aid and self-reliance;

11* to provide basic education to the villagers in the fields of primary 
schooling, agriculture, hygiene, nutrition, child care, housing etc. 
Education to desperse ingorance and fit the newly awakened for auction;

12. to change the psycological outlook for apathy and helplessness;

13. to encourage the widening of the people's expectations for higher 
standards of living;
14. to extend the services of civic, social, health, educational and 
agricultural institutions;

15. to assist settlement; and

16. to encourage development of nomadic people.
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Some problems and limitations to community development are listed below*

1. Customs and traditions
a) religious systems
b) social systems and social stratification
c) traditional methods .of criminal investigation.

2. Land tenure system
a) small holdings
b) fragmented holdings
c) absentee-landlordisro
d) underfined landlord - tenant relationships*

3. Inadequate marketing facilities*

4. Lack of agricultural credit.

5. Lack of processing and preserving possibilities for agricultural 
products.

6* Existing education system gives no training in manual skills.

7* Inadequate tax legislation and collection of taxes*

8. Resistance and opposition from district officials,

9. Limited financial resources and no flexibility in rational use of 
funds available.

A. Training of CD~staff

In 1957 a training institute was established at Kajate, Shoa province* 
This institute was destroyed by an earthquake in 1961 and replaced by a 
new built institute; at Awassa, Sidamo province, som 280 km south of 
Addis Ababa* At Kajate 75 students were trained.

The programme at Avassa Development Training and Demonstration Centre 
has two aspects:

1* training of village level workers, multipurpose community development 
personnel, in the principles, methods etc. of community development; and

2. demonstration of community development activities, co-ordinated with 
the training, ip. order to give the students an opportunity to some prac
tice how to apply methods etc. learned theoretically.

In 1961 — 62 a one-year training course was given to 60 male students,
35 of them froir. the former Majate Institute. 56 students were given a 
two-|rear training in 1962 - 64* 75 male students were admitted to a 
two-year course in 1964 and of these 62 graduated in July 1966* Two

^'Community development in Ethiopia. Ministry of National 
Community Development, December 1965*
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one-year training courses with 15 female students in each have been 
given in 1964/65 and 1965/66 respectively.

For admittance to the two-year courses for male students has been 
required a minimum educational qualification of 12th grade, age not 
less than 18 years and not more than 30 years, a rural background and 
preferable work experience in rural areas.

For the girls recruited to the one-year courses the requirements are 
in general the same, except educational background, where 6th tc 8th 
grade has been accepted.

From 1966/67 the CD training courses at Awassa should be the same for 
male and female students, i.e. a two-year course. For admittance the 
students should have a minimum educational background of grade 12, The 
number of students admitted per year should be 40, preferably 25 male 
and 15 female students. It is difficult, however, to recruit students 
with the required qualifications. Obviously it is particularly difficult 
to find suitable girls.

The theoretical training of community development personnel should 
have very close connections with the practical activities carried out 
in the CD-programme. About of the training consists of practice
in the field under supervision of teachers, development officers and 
village level workers.
The syllabus for the two-year course for village level workers contains 
the following subjects.

1. Community development.
History, philosophy and basic principles.
Programme planning, approach, methods, implementation anc> 
evaluation.

2. Agriculture, horticulture, forestry and animal husbandry.
3. Rural economics and co-operation.
4. Handicrafts and cottage industries.
5. Health and sanitation.
6. Home economics.
7. Social education and social welfare.
8. Housing, road construction and other local development projects,
9. Administration.
10. Games, sports, recreation and physical training,

B. Implementation of the CD-programme

The Ministry of National Community Development and Social Affairs 
is the administrative and organizational channel through which the 
technical ministries should implement their programmes. The process 
of co-operation and administration has to operate on all levels from 
the central Government through a provincial and district administration 
down to the village level. Central, district and village co-ordination 
committees should be set up.
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Ministry of National Community 
Development and Social Affairs

Inter-ministerial 
co-ordination committee

District development officers

Village level workers

------------------------------------------------------

District development committees

_̂______________________________________

Village development committees

The development committees, should, consist of officials representing 
the ministries concerned a,n& their activities, and five to seven 
selected non-officials representing the opinions of the people of the 
area concerned*

The district and village development committees, have often not been 
established or put into efficient function* To achieve the participa
tion of the people in community planning and self govern$en$requires 
of course in many cases a lo:ig period of adaption* co-ordinated with 
information and education*

In promoting community development activities the local associations9 
such as edirs, ekubs, nahabers, youth clubs, women’s associations etc. 
could have an important function* Local leaders, formal and informal, 
must be utilized in carrying through the ideas and activities of the 
community development programme.
The areas selected for community development activities should be 
normal communities with reasonable chances of success in the CD-programme, 
The selected development districts should be model areas and serve as 
demonstration projects for the surroundings*

The policy of the Ministry of National Community Development and Social 
Affairs regarding establishment of new development districts is at pre
sent to have at least one district in each province* Thus far there are 
23 rural development districts established in ten of the fourteen pro
vinces, Each one should cover about one woreda (of totally 45^ i** ^he 
country). For 1966/6? there are plans of setting up 10 new districts.
The village level workers who graduated in July 1966 from the Awassa 
CD-training centre will all be employed by the ministry, and the number 
of CD personnel employed from September 1966 is supposed to reach about 
250, of which 30 are women.
In each development district there should be one district development 
officer and five to ten multipurpose village level workers. These should 
be assisted by technical personnel, such as agricultural extension agents, 
health officers, teachers etc. The unit of operation for a team should be 
not more than about 20,000 people extending over an area of about 100 
square kilometres. This unit refers closer to the average meketil woreda
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(sub-district)* The technical tee,ros ars non-existant in too many 
cases* Furthermore the co-ordination of the activities of various 
Government departments is often not very efficient. There is often 
a lack of communication and co-operation* This causes a duplication 
of work and waste of resources, if and when the personnel representing 
different ministries’ activities cannot co-ordinate the local activi
ties.

The resources of the Ministry of National Community Development and 
Social Affairs have been very limited* According to the second five 
year plan (1963 -67) the aim was to cover 40 to 50 woredas (develop
ment dis.tricte) by community development activities by 1966/67 in
fluencing 800 000 to 1 000 000. people. The ministry has, however, 
not been able to increase its budget at the desired rate, For the 
year 1966/67 the budget has been raised to Eth*$ 3*3 million from 
2*9 million in 1965/66* There is a lack of trained personnel. The 
number of people now trained is about the number the ministry has 
resources to employ, It is desirable, however, to extend the community 
development training and to get a larger yearly output of trained 
CD workers to continuously expand the programme and replace people 
leaving the profession.

Some examples of local activities in community development are 
given below%

i
use of improved agricultural tools
increased livestock production
growing of fruits and vegetables
use of more productive varieties of seed
afforestation
digging of wells
construction of school buildings
building of local roads
advice on dietary habitss nutrition
personal hygiene
sanitation
house improvement, no animals in the house
disposal of waste
making of furniture
building of stoves
marketing of agricultural products
building of storage facilities
starting of small economic projects, co-operatives
improvement of tenant relations; stimulate to put in extra efforts, 

which will give not only the landowner some output 
literacy
vocational training 
local handicrafts 
small cottage industry 
model farms
Generally the CD activities aim at raising the standards of living.
The development speed is determined by the expansion of the whole eco
nomy* The practical activities locally performed in first hand try to 
influence the economic condition of the people concerned. Other very
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important fields are literacy and general education, health, hygiene, 
nutritions water supply, road and house building*

There must be created a willingnese to work, often to work hard, and 
to encourage co-operative efforts. Better education in all fields is 
a very important base for -development* Literacy and adult education 
are especially important.

The results of the community development activities are varying* To 
some extent people h3.ve come to realise the principle of self-help 
and self-reliance, but much resistance and conservatism must be overcome. 
The community development programme as an important factor in the de
velopment efforts has been more and more accepted by the people and 
by officials on different levels and positions,

C. The national youth project

In the Ministry of National Community Development and Social Affairs 
there are plans of creating a national youth project* This organisa
tion should in first hand prepare and train youth leaders and youth 
generally for community service through various agencies but especi
ally within community development projects. Within the Ministry of 
Education there have, also been plans of starting a national youth or
ganization under which a national youth programme could function, main
ly for secondary school children. There is a suggestion that i&ese two 
programmes should be integrated and cover all youth between the ages 
of 15 to 25? both boys and girls. The aims should bes

a) to prepare youth for their effective participation in social and 
economic development of the countryj

b) to prepare youth for constructive citizenship and assistance in 
the execution of services to the community^ and

c) to enable youth to make constructive use of their leisure time 
and thus promote their physical and mental development®

One of the first items established by the organization shall be a 
national youth leader training centre. The youth leadership training 
shall give courses for both professional and voluntary leaders. The 
centre will also serve as a site for seminars, conferences etc. on 
youth problems and youth welfare. It will even be used for training 
of youth groups in various subjects and citizenship. The centre may 
ultimately prepare instructors for handicrafts, prevocational and 
vocational training. A small agricultural farm may be attached to the 
centre for demonstration purposes.
In the programme could be included establishment of work camps for 
training and work on projects of national importance, or camps for 
improving the living conditions of the communities.

The plans of starting the national youth project are so far rather 
vague. No doubt there is a need of establishing youth movements.
At present there are very few youth activities organized and few 
voluntary organizations are working in the country* The introduction 
of youth activities, made by the Ministry of Agriculture as the 
4 H programmes, has not been very succesful and further planning 
and investigation ought to be don© before a new or to some extent 
similar programme is introduced by another ministry.
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3.2.2 Co-operative development

The Ministry of National Community Development and Social Affairs 
is responsible for the co-operative development programme through 
its co-operatives department.

Legislation was enacted in the Farm Workers’ Co-operative Decree 
in 1 96O (decree no 44) to promote the establishment of modern co
operative institutions of farm-workers. Some institutions were 
established. However, the scope of this legislation being limited 
to farm workers, it was felt that it should be revised to include 
co-operatives of all types.

A more comprehensive co-operative legislation has accordingly 
been proclamated by the Government to secure the creation and pro
motion of co-operative societies both in rural and urban areas 
throughout the country. This new legislation is called the "Co
operative Societies Proclamation" 5 some of the leading principles of 
the Proclamation are the following.

1. The principal purpose and objects of co-operative societies 
will be the promotion, in accordance with co-operative prin
ciples and the requirement of nodal justice, of better living, 
i>vtter business and better met a*, as oi' production.

2. Any ten or more persons vith needs in common can form a co
operative society.

3. It will be possible to form a society of individuals only, 
which will be called a primary sooietyj unions of such societies 
can also be formed, which will be called secondary societies*

4. A co-operative society shall be a juridical person.

5. The principle "of one member - one vote" has been included*

6. It will be open to members of co-operative societies to adopt 
limited or unlimited liability.

7. The Government will help co-operatives by providing for super
vision and audit, and may consider allowing concessions and 
exemptions from taxes etc.

8. Disputes concerning the constitution operation management
of a society shall be settled through arbitration within the 
scope of co-operative law. Civil courts are barred from inter
fering in such cases.

The programme for co-operative development is formulated and in
cluded in the second five year development plan (1963-67). The 
important features of the plan can be summarized as follows.
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1. The establishment of co-operative societies must represent an 
important instrument in the achievement of the objectives of the 
plan.
2. Co-operatives are economic organizations and they will succeed 
only if they operate on economic principles, which means that they 
should be established only where conditions are suitable for their 
operation.

3c Co-operatives must not be compulsory organizations. The members 
should have an economic interest and the desire to do business co
operatively. For this reason they must be strong and capable economic 
organizations and should be based on the principles of voluntary 
membership, democratic management and shares according to contribution. 
Success in co-operation is impossible without education* Steps will 
therefore be taken to organize co-operative education of would—be members 
and the training of the staff of co-operative societies and officials 
of the Government who may be entrusted with the responsibility of 
organizing and supervising co-operatives. Funds required for these 
purposes will be made available by the Government. Having in view the 
importance of agriculture in the development of the national economy 
as a whole, during the forthcoming five year period, special attention 
will be devoted to the enlargement and promotion of farmers* co
operatives.

4. The tasks of the farmers’ co-operatives will have to be manifold, 
so that farmers will be able to solve the problems of agricultural 
production which a single individual could not solve by himself.

I. The co-operatives should handle the purchase of the
farmers’ products and market them. The co-operatives will 
purchase the products direct from the farmer, sell them 
wholesale to avoid numerous middlemen, pay for the goods 
according to quality. They will a.lso take care that the 
products purchased are cleaned, properly handled, graded 
and preserved in order to attain better prices.

II. The co-operatives will have to supply the farmers with 
tools and implements, to spread the use of better seeds 
and fertilizers, to organize and carry out plant protec
tion with joint use of machines when individual action 
would prove inefficient or too expensive.

III. Much better prices and improvement in quality can be
achieved when the co-operatives organize the processing 
of the products purchased. The co-operatives should or
ganize salting and better drying of hides and skins, they 
should pay according to quality and build storehouses for 
better preservation and manipulation of hides and skins, 
they should have flour mills, oil presses etc, in order 
to extend services to the farmers.

IV. Much larger financial means than the farmers have at 
their disposal are necessary in order to introduce the 
use of new implements and tools. Credit should not be 
extended to farmers in money but in goods and services, i.e. 
only for productive purposes.
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5* In order to carry out the tasks mentioned above it is necessary 
to start immediately the planned training of the necessary personnel. 
It is important to establish multipurpose co-operatives which will 
start with the marketing of farmers’ products and the supply of inputs 
while other activities will be developed in due course. This approach 
appears the most recommendable at the outset both on account of the 
situation in respect of trained personnel and of the experience of 
many other countries where commodity production is not the dominant 
factor in agriculture.

All co-operative societies should be registered at the Ministry 
of National Community Development and Social Affairs. For extension 
and supervision of the co-operative programme there are at present 
four supervisors (trained at the American University of Beirut), 
employed by the ministry* A number of co-operative secretaries can 
also advise and assist in the forming and management of co-operatives. 
The main object for the supervisors and secretaries is education about 
co-operative principles and management-,

Thus far there are few co-operative societies in action* The most 
important ones are handling oash-crops? such as coffee or \pege- 
tables. The number of primary societies is supposed to rise rapidly9 
especially if possibilities to receive credit through a co-operative 
will be created.
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In the past almost all material wealth in Ethiopia as in other 
underdeveloped economies was the direct produce of the farmer and 
the herdsman. This being the only source of revenue of the Govern
ment, all central, provincial and local government officials, the 
church functionaries and the army depended for their maintenance 
on the contribution of part of the produce of the agriculturalist.
The multiplicity of systems of land tenure and of taxes in kind, 
with all their regional variations, stems in part from the varieties 
of feudal or military services with which the ownership of the land 
was originally linked; for instance, ali samacth tenure involved 
the carrying of tents and military service, and gindebel tenure 
the provision of pâ ck mules. The variety also stems, in part, from 
attitudes regarding the ultimate, or residual, interests in land; 
that is to say, certain differences of tenure arise from the fact 
of whether the land was taken over by the Government, or was allo
cated to the church (semon), or to the original balabets (siso), 
or was regarded as privately owned (rist). However, these historical 
factors appear to have lost rather much of their significance.
Feudal or military services from landowners were abolished by pro
clamation more than twenty years ago, nearly all Government officials 
are paid salaries and no longer rely on income from land for their 
livelihood; the rates of tax and tithe have been standardised and 
fixed by the Government; the question of residual ownership is of 
diminished importance, for it is not a matter of great concern to 
what authority a landowner pays his tax. What interests him is the 
amount of tax which he has to pay and the rights which he may 
exercise over his land in the matter of sale, lease, mortgage and 
inheritance. Therefore the time may already have come when it will 
be possible without undue dislocation nd with considerable ad
ministrative advantages to convert the vast majority, if not all, 
of the existing forms of tenure to one form of individual owner
ship, the rights and obligations of which can be clearly defined 
by law,

A, I/and ownership

At present the most important systems of land ownership in Ethiopia 
are gebbar semon, maderia, rist-gult and radad-rist,

Gebbar is a system of land tenure under which a person who has 
acquired land by purchase, grant or inheritance pays land tax to 
the Government as prescribed by law. In the past, the owners of 
such land were subject to various dues in addition to land tax and 
•ere required to tender personal services to Government officials.

These ai.es and services have been abolished by the Land Tax Procla
mation no 70 of 1944, The owners of gebbar land now pay land tax, 
aerat, education tax and health tax direct to the Government* They 
can sell, lease or mortgage their land. Their rights in land a,re 
heri table*

3.3 Land reform
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Semon land of which the primary or reversionary interest has been 
vested in the church is semon land* This primary interest carries 
the right, confirmed in Proclamation 2 of 194-2, to collect and 
retain for church use land tax, tithe and education tax from persons 
settled on the land at the rate laid down by law for other categories 
of land.

Originally some landed property was granted by the Government to 
the church for its maintenance* The church apportioned this land 
among its ecclesiastical members who rendered services to it* The 
eccl esi3,stical members paid as rat to the church, but did not pay 
the land tax as they were serving the church. They have no right 
to sell, exchange, mortgage or pass on the l^nd by inheritance of 
gift to any person.

Some of the landowners, too. api)lied for a transfer of their private 
land tc semon in order to pay tax at lower rateso These landowners 
retained the right to sell, assign or dispose of this property at 
will, even after the transfer of land to semon was completed.

At present, semen land falls into two broad categories,

a) Where the land is church gult, which has been apportioned by 
the church each holder pays asrat and education tax to the church. 
Instead of land tax, he gives his services to the church. When such 
a holder terminates his period of services, the person who succeeds 
him takes over the land and follows the same practice.

b) Landowners holding semen land pay asrat, education tax and 
health tax into the church treasury according to the classification 
of land at rates prescribed for other categories of land. The 
health tax is later transferred to the Government treasury. They
do not pay land tax, but have to pay for the services of the 
priests according to their agreements with them. This amount is 
generally higher than the land tax,

Rist-gult. Under this form of land tenure, the person having rist- 
gult is entitled to collect land tax from the landowners settled 
on the land at rates prescribed by law and to exercise certain 
judical functions. Out of the land tax collected, he pays to the 
Government treasury at a uniform rate of Eth.$ 3.50 per gasha for 
all classes of land and retains the rest with him. Rist-gult rights 
are heritable,
Maderia land is Government land granted to Government employees 
in place of salary or pension for of office or for life,
A maderia holder must pay tithe, health and education tax on his 
holdings. He may collect rentals in produce from persons settled 
on his holding. Maderia land essentially belongs to the Government, 
who can transfer’ it to another person when the maderia owner is 
convicted of crime or transferred tc another job* He may not of 
course dispose of his holding by gift or sale and his holding is 
not heritable. Under Proclamation no 221 of 195&, a maderia holder 
can get up to one gasha of maderia land converted into private 
land on payment of registration fee in the woreda treasury.



Gult is the right to own land without paying land tax (giver) 
thereon, Gult means an untaxed, but delimited area of land 
possessed by a person of good merit or a member of the royal family, 
who has a right to exercise judical power in his gult area. Land
owners within his jurisdiction ar-j liable to î ay ’k° and receive
orders from him. Gult holders are required by Government to give ser
vices in time of war, in administering their respective zones and 
undertaking other offical duties.

Hadad or hadad-rist is Government land worked upon by groups of 
persons who lived in its neighbourhood, where they held their own 
land. Governors, sub—governors and local chiefs also had hadad 
land. When the hadad land belonged to the Government, the produce 
thereof was transported to the palace.

At present, hadad land as well as other forms of Government land 
which are not granted to people, are held by the Government, but 
they are no longer worked by farmers having their land in the 
neighbourhood. These lands are administered by the Government and 
are either cultivated by people who are paid wages in cash or in 
kind or they are given to people on lease.

In the north-west of Ethiopia there is a communal system of land
tenure under which the land belongs to the extended family. In
dividual members cultivate portions of the family lands but cannot
sell portions or pledge them for loans. The conversion of maderia 
tenure to rights of full ownership was proclaimed in 1942, but that 
proclamation has not yet been fully implemented.

In 1963 a bill passed the Parliament providing for abolition of 
rist gult. The proclamation was given in March 1966. When or with 
what speed implementation will take place is not known for the 
time being.

B* Tenancy forms

The two main systems of share cropping are cabled ekol arash and 
siso arash.

Ekol arash. If a share-cropper does not own oxen of his own he 
borrows them from the landowner. He also borrows necessary equipment 
plus the seeds needed for planting. After harvest the amount of 
seeds borrowed is paid back to the landowner, usually before sharing 
takes place. Then the sharing of all products follows. In ekol arash 
the sharing is on a fifty-fifty basis and the landowner gets half 
of everything harvested. If the share-cropper has got seeds himself, 
be and the landowner put in half of the seeds each. In this case 
the fifty-fifty sharing takes place immediately after the harvest 
is undertaken.

59
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Siso arash. In siso arash the share-cropper owns oxen and seeds 
himself and does not borrow from the landowner. He also manufactures 
or lets somebody else manufacture the farm implements he needs in 
cultivation,, When planting he takes half of the seeds needed from 
his own store and half of it is provided by the landowner. After 
harvest all products are shared between the share-cropper and the 
landowner in such a wa.y that the share-cropper keeps two-thirds of 
it for himself. The landowner who gets one-third plus asrat (tithe) 
is not compensated for his input of seeds.

In both ekcl arash and in siso arash asrat is paid by the share
croppers. At the sharing one-tenth of everything is put aside to 
pay this. The asrat is taken by the landowner and he then pays the 
taxes to the authority concerned. Generally he does not pay so much 
tax, that the who'J e of asrat collected will be forwarded. The sur
plus is kept by the landowner as an extra income.

The agreements of ekol arash and siso arash may be verbal or written. 
Most common is the verbal agreement. When a verbal agreement is made 
the share-cropper must have at least two guarantors who with their 
own means guarantee that the proper share and asrat are paid. The 
agreement is continuous and there is no fixed time of renting. The 
landowner might evict his share-croppers at any time but according 
to customary law he should wait until after harvest and sharing are 
performed.
The written agreement does not give the share-cropper any higher 
degree of security. Even when an agreement is written the landowner 
might evict his sharo-crox>pers» The same rules are applied as for 
verbal agreements. Written agreements are made when the share
cropper is unknown to the landowner and in the area and cannot get 
any guarantors.

The share-croppers, whether they have verbal or written agreements, 
are allowed to quit whenever they like but generally they stay to 
after harvest and sharing.

Vhen quitting or being evicted the share-cropper in most cases 
is compensated for buildings erected by him on the la,nd. He may also 
be compensated for improvements made. The compensation is usually 
determined by the elders of the community. On the other hand the 
share-cropper•is free to remove his buildings if he wants or if 
the landowner does not want to buy them.
Besides the share-cropping systems at least one kind of tenancy 
called contract is found. Here the tenant owns oxen, implements 
and seeds. The landowner is not contributing- anything at all in 
the cultivation*, the tenant makes all investments himself. As the 
name indicates a contract is written. Here the amount of grains 
and other products to be paid in rent is settled. It has been found 
from all examples collected in the field that the main part of the 
produce is always paid in wheat. If a tenant is to pay fifteen
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Quintals in all as rent he has to pay ten quintals in wheat and the 
remaining five quintals in barley and beans* In some cases the tenant 
may decide himself in which products he will pay*

As a contract-farmer, the tenant never pays any asrat* Only the 
settled amount in quintals is paid. As the tenant according to the 
agreement has to pay the rent in wheat, barley and beans this means 
that the landowner to a certain extent can direct what crops his 
tenant shall grow.

finally something should be mentioned about the weled agid-system. 
Eere a landowner in need of money will borrow it from somebody 
else* The loan is paid back.in kinde The borrower leaves some of 
his land for the money-lender to cultivate* The money-lender keeps 
all the products for himself. When he in this way has got back the 
same value he lent to the landowner the land goes back to the owner. 
If the money-lender goes on cultivating it the landowner will have 
his share of the produce*

C, Land reform

The importance of land reform for developing agriculture is well 
recognized by the second five year development plan. The first 
phase of land reform is defined in the plan: "In the course of the 
next five years we must concentrate on the following aspects of 
land reform:
1* improvements-of landlord-tenant relations;
2. progressive taxation?
3. abolition of out-of-date holdings;
4. cadastral survey and land registration11.

The four aspects of land reform mentioned above where the respon
sibilities of three different Ministries, namely Agriculture,
Finance and Interior. A concentration of the responsibilities to 
which are set forth in the plan, was proposed. An April 1966 a new 
Ministry of Land Reform and Administration was elected and a 
minister appointed. This ministry will probably include:
1. the Mapping and Geographical Institute;
2t the Ministry of State Domain;
3* that part of the Ministry of Interior which has the responsi

bilities for land measurement;
4* the Land Reform Office, which earlier was a department of the 

Ministry of Agriculture.
The Minister of Land Reform will be a. member of the Council of 
Ministers. The creation of this new ministry may turn out to be 
an important land mark in the history of land reform in Ethiopia.

The four aspects of land reform mentioned previously and to which 
the Government according to the second five year delveopment plan 
should give its attention during the period of the plan have been 
studied by FAO experts. The different recommendations are put 
together in a volume, Land Policy Project 19̂ 4* Below is given a 
summary of the most important papers contained in this volume.
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a. Cadastral survey and land registration

Land in Ethiopia has heen measured since the reign of Menelik II 
hut even the present system of land measurement suffers from a 
number of defects and is, in particular, slow. In the last twenty 
years since measurement•was resumed after the Italian occupation 
approximately 5^ of ^he land area of the Empire has been measured.
Due to different reasons the measurements are also inaccurate. 
Numerous cases have been quoted of variation found on remeasurement 
of 500^. Mainly of these reasons it is suggested that the present 
system of land measurement should be abandoned in favour of using 
controled air photo mosaics, areas of properties being calculated 
by planimeter. Tracings produced in this manner, although not of 
high accuracy, will enable a record of rights to be quickly compiled 
throughout the Empire; they will facilitate the early introduction 
of a uniform system of taxation, and will provide data on the most 
convenient scales for later mapping.

There is adequate photo cover in existence or already planned for 
the preliminary stage. But existing and planned ground control is 
inadequate for the production of controlled photo mosaics at a 
scale of 1;10,000, For training courses and for supervising the 
technical aspects of the survey there must be appointed a qualified 
surveyer. Settlement legislation giving existing local committees 
statutery powers to settle property boundaries and ownerships is 
urgently needed.

At present an informally constituated local committee performs the 
function of settling boundary disputes, but in cases of disagreement 
a final decision can only be reached through an often lengthy process 
of court action.

In May 19&3 the costs - additional to the present cost of measurement 
by field staff - were estimated to*be about Eth. % 7)000,000, Con
trolled photo mosaics being the biggest item of expenditure would 
cost more than Eth.$5*500,000. This expenditure probably would be 
balanced by increased revenue from land taxation and by savings on 
the present program of ground measurement within five years,

b. Land registration

There are maintained in Ethiopia various records concerning landa 
They fall into two categories: firstly, the revenue records main
tained by the Ministry of Finance and secondly, the records of 
rights maintained by the Ministry of Interior (now probably Ministry 
of Land Reform and Administration) which is responsible for land 
administration, including the recording of land rights.

Records are separately maintained by the church authorities in 
respect of taxes due to the church, and by the Ministry of Finance 
in respect of taxes due to the Government, The latter is kept at 
district (woreda) level. The register contains the name of the 
taxpayer; details, such as the name of his balabat, which enables 
the taxpayer to be identified; the area of the taxpayer’s land; the 
classification of his land; his consequent tax liability; and the 
record of his payments. In cattle tax regions details of stock owned
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by the taxpayer at the last count are entered instead of details 
of his land holding*

In addition to the district tax register the Ministry of Finance 
maintains centrally a master revenue register. It is to a large 
extent a duplicate of the district tax register, but contains no 
record of tax paid.

The existing records of land rights, which for the most part are 
maintained by the Ministry of Interior (land reform and aministra- 
tion) fall into three general categories:

1. records of original grants;
2. records of conversion from one tenure to another;
3. records of mutations,

A register of land rights should be capable of providing an exact 
description of all rights (recognized by law or custom) in any parti
cular piece of land at any particular time, None of the recording 
presently maintained in Ethiopia fulfil these conditions.

Consequently it is recommended to establish a system of registration 
of rights in land to be organized separately from the tax registers.
The new register, of course, has to be based on a cadastral survey, 
including settlement or adjudication as mentioned above.

The capital costs are estimated at about Eth.$ 100,000, The annual 
costs could be covered by fees for dealings in land.

c. Tenancy reform in Ethiopia

As tenancies are not at present recorded, there is no knowledge even 
of the number of tenant farmers in the country or of their distribution. 
Estimates of the proportion of tenant farmers to the total number of 
farmers in the country as a whole have varied widely, but it is pro
bable that about two thirds of the farmers of Ethiopia are tenants.
Also because tenancies are not at present recorded, nothing is known 
of the size of tenant holdings nor of the proportion of land cul
tivated be tenants to the total amount of land cultivated. As the 
contents of tenancy agreements are in general left to the sole 
discretion of the parties and are seldom written, little is known 
of the conditions of tenancy, particularly conditions relating to 
the amount of rent, the manner of payment, and the services other 
than payment of rent, which are still demanded from tenants by som<* 
landlords. (See, however, section b above). No separate returns 
are mode of court cases involving tenancy disputes; it is impossible, 
therefore, to obtain an accurate idea of the amount, of litigation 
from tenancy disputes, of the type of litigation, or of the effect, 
if any, of certain existing provisions of the civil code as, for 
example, the obligation of the landlord to provide interest free 
loans to his tenants c± the tenant’s right to retain seed for the 
next crop with his landlord. A summary in very brief and general 
terms of tenancy situation in the various provinces of Ethiopia is 
contained in "Land tenure in Ethiopia", a publication prepared in
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1962 by the planning board. From tbis publication and from some 
field investigations it is possible to make five generalizations 
regarding agricultural tenancies in Ethiopia!

1. in the vast majority of cases tenancies rest on verbal 
agreements;

2. in the vast majority of causes rent consists of a fixed share 
fo the total crop payable in produce;

3* tenancies are very often of long duration; that is to say 
tenants have in many cases farmed the same piece of land for 
a generation or more;

4. the customs and tradtions of the country and* to the same
extent, the existing law tend to place the t@imnt in an inferior 
bargaining position ot his landlord;

a large proportion of the farmers of Ethiopia are tenants and 
a large proportion of the cultivated land of Ethiopia is farmed 
by them.

Since this was stated in 19^3 some more investigations have been 
made by the Central Statistical Office. On the request of IBRD and 
SIDA the land reform office has performed preliminary land tenure 
studies in four areas* The results thus obtained do not change the 
above mentioned generalizations*

The present tenancy legislation of Ethiopia is contained in the 
civil code which was promulgated in 1960. It is highly unlikely 
that either landlords or tenants are as yet generally aware of their 
rights and obligations under the code, and until they are, much of 
it will remain sterile legislation..

Some of the code provisions are only appropriate to a tenant 
society at a more advanced educational level than that of Ethiopia.

A number of important provisions of the code are limited in their 
effect by being made subject to any custom to the contrary; these 
provisions include those governing the amount of rent and the manner 
of payment; the right of a tenant to sublet; the duration of the 
agreement when the term is not stipulated; and the right to terminate 
and renew an agreement. Of all these measures of reform proposed in 
the paper concerning tenancy reform two are of outstanding importance
1. a change from unwritten to written and registered agreements;

2. a change from share tenancies to fixed rent tenancies.

The remaining reforms proposed in the paper fall into two groupst

1 rent reforms, including rent control rent revision and rent 
remisson;
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2« reforms to ensure security of tenure for the tenant, including 
a minimum term of tenancy, rights of renewal for the tenant, 
the conditions under which a tenancy may be terminated, transfer 
of tenancies and compensation for improvements,

During 1965 and 1966 preliminary drafts on let.islationBon cadastral 
survey, land registration and iandlord-tenant relations have been 
prepared and submitted to the Ministry of Land Reform and Admini
stration,
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3.4.1 General aims, organization, structure, total enrolment

The right to knowledge is one of the fundamental human rights, 
Education is one of the -major factors in development, Education 
can accelerate social and economic development.

These statements try to emphasize how important education is. 
Education, in it broadest sense, means to aquire knowledge of 
doing new things in ways not known before or doing familiar things 
in unfamiliar ways.

Illiteracy is one of the largest obstacles to the development 
efforts. In the 1950's most African countries were busy expanding 
their primary school system, often so fast that the standards were 
lowered. The emphasis has, however now been changed to secondary 
school education. It is said that if good elementary education is 
wanted, efforts shall be put into secondary school and university 
education to get good teachers. Lack of people with high level and 
intermediate level skills sets an effective limit on development.

To date Ethiopian education has emphasized the learning of academic 
subjects. Vocational and technical training has been given sec
ondary importance. There must be a change to meet the great need 
of skilled technicians and workers requiî ed for meeting the demand 
of the developing society.

Adult education is a very important part of the educational pro
gramme. It is not possible to wait a generation to mobilize a 
country's human resources for tasks of national development.

The demand for education is such that it cannot be met by the 
current resources. Most schools fall short of the necessary 
standard. The problems of Ethiopian education are thus both of 
quantity and quality. Less than 10p of tlie number of school age 
children attend primary schools. About 3070 of the 6-7 year old 
children attend the first grade, only about 2,5^ of the 15 years 
old children the 8th grade.

With this as a background and the fact that hardly 1070 of 
Ethiopia’s total population of about 25 million people are 
literate, it is obvious that there are many political, economic 
and social problems to solve. The educational system in Ethiopia 
calls for a selection of priorities. Emphasis should be laid on 
those forms and types of education and training, which will be most 
efficient for reaching the desired goals of social and economic 
development.

Several ministries are dealing with education but all general 
education and most of the specialized education is subordinated the 
Ministry of Education and Fine Arts, the organization of which is 
shown in table 11.

3.4 Education
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Table i2. The structure of elementary and secondary education

Elementary school

Faculties of
Senior general the University Skilled
secondary school technologist

(12 + years
Specialized job of training)
training courses

Junior secon-
dary school

1 7 8

10 11 . 12

Trade Institutes

10 11

Special job
training
courses

Teacher
training

Polytechnic
Institutes

Semi-skilled 
(12 years of 
training)_

Qualified
elementary
teachers

Technicians 
(12 + years 
of training)

Artisans
and
craftsmen

Semi-skilled
workers

Unskilled
workers
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Until 1964 grades 1-8 have been classified as elementary school, 
grades 9-12 as secondary school. The structure of elementary and 
secondary education and the curricula for the courses have however, 
been revised. The implementation of the new structure with new 
curricula will be completed in 1967/68. At present the revised 
programme and new material are gradually being adopted*

The school system now provides six years of elementary education 
after which an elementary school leaving certificate will be 
received. The elementary school is followed by two years of 
junior secondary and four of senior secondary school, that after 
examination entitles to the Ethiopian school leaving certificate, 
which is the entrance qualification to university studies.

The structure of the school system is shown in table 12.

T'otally for grades 1-12 the distribution of schools, teachers and 
students in 1964/65 is shown in table 13.

Table 13* Grades 1-12, number of schools, classrooms and teachers9,

Number of
Schools classrooms Teachers Students

Government schools 978 6,283 6,387 290,909
Mission schools 233 1,124 1,336 37,874
Private schools 297 1,183 1,334 41,589
Church schools 123 376 402 17,732

Total: 1,631 8,966 9,459 388,104

The number of students enrolled in different types of schools in 
1964/65 is shown in table 14*

a Definitions

Primary (elementary) school: grades 1-6.
General (academic) secondary school: junior secondary, grades 7-8;

senior secondary, grades 9-12.
Government Bchool: operated by a Government agency (e.g. Ministry

of Education etc.).
Mission school: operated by missionary societies with or without

assistance from the Government. The assistance may 
be in form of land, building or staff.

Private school: operated by some private persons or institutions or 
religious organizations with or without assistance 
from Government agencies.

Church school: maintained and operated by the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church Administration. In most cases these schools 
teach reading, writing and religion, but some follow 
the curriculum of the Ministry of Education.

Technical and vocational schools aim at preparing pupils directly
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for a trade or occupation cosher than teaching.

Teacher training aims directly for teaching.

First level: primary school.

Second level: general secondary, technical? vocational and 
teacher training.

Third level: university*
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Table 14. Students snrolled 1964/65
Number of students

Elementary
Govern
ment

Non-govern-
ment

Total

Grade
ii
11
ii
H
II

1
2
3
4
5
6

94,000
55.700 
41,100 
29,100 
21,800
15.700

39,200
19,800
13,700
8,600
5,600
3,400

133,200
75,500
54,800
37,700
27,400
19,100

Total: 257,400 90,300 347,700 of which about 
27$> females

Junior secondary
Grade
n 7

8
11,400 

9,000
2,300
2,000

13,700 
11,000

Total 20,400 4,300 24,700 of which about 
23% females

Senior secondary
Grade

i» 9 
10 
11 
12

6,400 
3.600 
2,100 
1,000

1,100
700
400
300

7.500
4.300
2.500
1.300

Total 13,100 2,500 15,600 of which about 
17^ females

Vocational, techni
cal teacher training
I
II
III
IV

2,365
1,842
1,449
1,176

197
139
88
81

2,562
1,981
1,537
1,257

Total 6,832 505 7,337 of which about 
21$ females

University
Grades 13 - 17 1,643
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3.4»2 Primary education

As Ethiopia has one of the highest illiteracy rates in the world 
and as education is very important in the development of a country 
muah attention must be paid to elementary education. The ex
pansion the last few years is considerable, even if available 
staff and economic resources have not been sufficient to meet the 
demand. Secondary education has been left behind, but the policy 
is being changed. It is not possible to build up a primary educa
tion without extending secondary and higher education also, if 
the quality of the teaching should be kept at an acceptable level 
or at least not be lowered too much.

Education of school age children is a long term investment. The 
results will turn out slowly since the young people will not in 
a long time influence the economic life of a nation. Education 
must in spite of this be given priority out of human, social and 
political reasons.

Education is not only carried out in Government schools. The non- 
Government schools play a significant role in the general educa
tion of the population. The missions, church and private schools 
following the curriculum of the Ministry of Education contribute 
about one fourth of the students in grades 1-12. When the students 
in the non-Government schools which are not following the curriculum 
of the Ministry of Education are taken into account, the balance 
is much in favour of the non-Government schools. The Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church schools have an estimated enrolement of 600,000 to
700,000 students. No doubt there i3 a difference in the quality 
of education between these two school systems, but as far as re
ducing the rate of illiteracy and the extension of basic primary 
education the contribution of the church schools must be considered 
to have great importance.

A very low ratio of the total number of school age children is en
rolled in primary education. This could be a strong argument in 
favour of expanding primary schools. The possible extension must 
however have a limit and considering the lack of teachers and the 
urgent need to put some of the scare resources into technical- 
vocational education, the current rate of increase of the enrolement 
in primary schools must be considered satisfactory.

Table 1S. Students enrolled in primary schools, grades 1 - 6
1960/61 - 1965,/66a

Government Non-Government
Academic schools schools Total
year Students increase /c Students increase p Students increase 7&

1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1962/64 
1964/6S 
1965/66

175,000 - 49,000 - 224,000 -
183,000 4.6 54,000 10.2 237,000 5.8
204,000 11.5 64,000 18.5 268,000 13.1
234,000 14.8 83,000 29.7 317,000 18.3
257,000 9.8 91.000 9.6 348,000 9.8

- - - - 378,000 8.6

a Traditional oi'thodox church schools are not included.
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The enrolment in primary schools has increased by about 10fo in 
average during the last few years. A substantial part of the 
increase comes from expansion of non-Government schools. Des
pite this much less than 10/« of the primary school age children 
are at present enrolled in elementary schools* In the develop
ment plan a large increase of primary education is foreseen. One 
of the main reasons for this is that the recruitment base for 
secondary education must be widened. An extended elementary 
education is also a necessity to be able to train skilled workers 
urgently needed in the development of the country. There are 
suggestions of including some technical and vocational training 
into the curricula of primary education. School workshops and 
school gardens ought to be established, i.e. handicraft, home 
economics, gardening, agriculture, forestry etc, should be in
troduced to make the teaching less theoretical and more practical 
in order to adjust education to practical needs.

There are some different estimates about the possible rate of 
growth of primary education. One forecast says 900,000 pupils in 
primary schools by 1968/69 or more than 25'7° of the primary school 
age population. This means that the increase of enrolment must 
become more than double that of recent years, i.e. a yearly increase 
of about 25f>*

The most limiting factor to expansion of elementary education is 
the lack of teachers. There are now between 6,000 and 7,000 
primary school teachers. About half the number are graduates 
from teacher training institutions. About 20)o of the teachers 
have no teacher training at all. A large number of the trained 
teachers has during recent years attended only a one year emergency 
course. To be able to increase the number of primary school pupils 
to 9OO5OOO at least 15,000 more teachers are needed. The present 
capacity of the primary teachers training institutes might cover 
15 - 20/o of this, including teachers with a one-year emergency 
course.
A more realistic forecast might be about 5^0,000 pupils in grades 
1 - 6  by 1968/69? i.e. a yearly increase of about 10>. The 
training of teachers and the building of new schools must be the 
basic requirements for the expansion, if the quality of the teaching 
should be kept at an acceptable level.

The average primary school class has about 45 pupils. In lower 
grades there are often as many as 60 to 65 pupils. From a peda
gogical point of view this number of pupils is far from desireable.

In primary education all teaching is done in Amharic. Some "English 
is taught, usually from grade 3.

To become permanent literate an elementary education of four years 
is considered to be a minimum, six years is desirable.
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A very serious problem is the high drop out rates. Only one 
child of six of those starting in grade 1 reaches grade 6. 
Some two thirds of the losses occur in the first two years as 
seen below:

1962/63 196 4/65
Grade 1 100 100

11 2 50 57
11 3 36 41I! 4 26 28II 5 17 20It 6 13 14

There may be several reasons to the high drop out, some of
are:

teaching generally of low quality;
teachers insufficiently trained;
no adequate teaching material;
school facilities and location less suitable;
children needed as labour at home;
private financial difficulties.

Whatever the reason may be the high drop out rates must be 
defeated or it will be a great waste of resources and energy.

3*4*3 Secondary education

Until recently the secondary education has followed a purely 
academic curriculum. A wider and more appropriate range of 
subjects should be introduced in order to modernize the curri
culum. Some experiments of adding practical subjects to the 
curriculum have been undertaken by a few Government secondary 
schools with assistance from USAID. The pilot schemes have been 
successful and it is proposed to include some practical training 
in the courses for all secondary schools.

The total enrolement in secondary schools (table 16) has almost 
doubled from 1960/61 to 1964/65* The most rapid increase is 
observed in grades 9 - 12„ Still the number of students in 
general secondary education is far too low to form an acceptable base 
for recruitment to university studies.. The drop out rate ia very 
high, less than one third of the students starting grade 7 complete 
grade 12. Of the grade 12 graduates only about 20jo obtain a school 
leaving certificate at a standard adequate for university entrance.
A one-year preparatory course must be given to a large proportion 
of the students admitted to the university.

The full capacity of the secondary schools is not always utilized 
due to the high drop out rates and the resulting small class units 
in the higher grades. The quality of the education is to a large



Table 16 * Students enrolled in secondary schools

Grad® Government schools Non-Government schools Total
1 9 6 0 /6 1 1 9 6 2 /6 3 1964/65 1 9 6 0 /6 1 1 9 6 2 /6 3 1 9 6 4 /6 5 1 9 6 0 /6 1 1 9 6 2 / 6 3  1 9 6 4 /6 5

Junior 7 7,135 8,882 11,375 1,231 2,069 2,326 8 ,3 6 6  10,951 13j701
secondary 8 6 ,4 2 8  7,352 8 ,9 7 6  1 , 0 2 0  1 , 5 4 1 2,020 7,448 8 ,8 9 3 1 0 ,9 9 6

Total 13,563 16,234 20,351 2,251 3,610 4 ,3 4 6  15,814 19,844 24,697

Senior 9 2,409 3,707 6,365 460 694 1,173 2 ,8 6 9 4,401 7 , 5 3 8
secondary 10 1,429 2,315 3,617 291 4 10 6 8 5 1 , 7 2 0 2,725 ■ 4 , 3 0 2

1 1 1*303
4 8 5

1 , 2 4 2 2,117 19? 260 40 6 1 ,5 0 0 1,.502 2 , 5 2 3
12 663 1*023 208 149 251 693 8 1 2 1,274
Total 5,626 7,927 13,122 1,156 1,513 2,515 6,782 9,440 15,637
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extent depending on the teachers qualifications. A large pro
portion of the secondary school teachers are foreigners. Many 
of these are peace corps volunteers with no or little teaching 
experience, A very large proportion of the Ethiopian teachers 
is not fully qualified for teaching at this level.

Table 17. Teachers in general secondary schools 1964/6Sa

Ethiopian Foreign Total

Government schools 847 446 1*293
Mission schools 108 111 219
Private schools 250 192 442

Total 1,205 749 1.954

The output of university trained secondary school teachers is at 
the moment less than 30 per year but is estimated to rise to 
about 225 by 1970. No doubt the secondary schools will still 
'or a long time be relying on foreign teachers, which may be ac
ceptable as the teaching is in English on this level. The ex
planation to be very high drop out rate and the number of fail
ures at the school leaving certificate examination must, however, 
be sought in insufficient teaching and lack of teaching materials.

There are plans for a large expansion of the general secondary 
education. The Ethiopian Government has in April 1965 submitted 
a request to the International Development Association, IDA, 
regarding assistance for the extension of secondary education 
programmes. A loan is new granted and the project has recently 
started. Completion of the project is expected to take about 
42* years.
The project includes construction and equipment of 54 ft©"** a.nd 
extension and equipment of 23 existing secondary schools.
Student hostels and staff houses are also built at most of the 
schools. USAID will provide industrial arts equipment for 18 of 
the existing secondary schools. The total enrolment of Government 
secondary schools is supposed to rise to 5 1? 400 by 1971 from 
33,500 in 1964/65.

a Includes teachers at secondary schools with primary schools 
attached. About half the number is supposed to be teachers 
only on the secondary level.
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3*4*4 Technical and vocational education

There is an urgent need of skilled people on the intermediate and 
lover levels. It is probable that the shortage of local skilled 
manpower is one of the main reasons why implementation of the 
development plans are behind schedule* Thus far technical and 
vocational education have received very little attention in the 
educational system} the existing forms are the comprehensive 
schools which teach trade and vocational subjects as well as 
academic* The technical and vocational schools aim directly at 
teaching a trade or occupation* Most of the initiatives have been 
taken by for^gn&rs and they are in majority among the teachers 
in this type of schools (table 18)*

Table 18* Teachers in comprehensive, technical and vocational 
scholls 1964/65

Government comprehensive
Ethiopian

125
Foreign

1S 1
To tal
30^

Government technical, voca
tional and teacher training 157 134 291

Mission technical and
vocational 4 17 21

Private technical and
vocational 4 30 34

Total 290 362 652
aK ac«aaar.w :«sjBx;® aw =2*titacaca*accat«BatjRrsK S2:as»ssaBtf:3e»5235saK

a) Academic section included.

Many of the technical and vocational schools have large problems 
with lack of teachers, insufficient facilities and teaching 
materials* In the expansion programme for secondary education 
supported by the IDA the Asmara Technical Institute will get new 
accomodations and equipment and the Addis Ababa Technical Institute 
will move to existing modern buildings and be supplied with new 
equipment.

The number of students enrolled in specialized secondary education 
has risen considerably during the last few years, but the expansion 
cannot at all keep up with the demand* The number of students is 
shown in table 19* Besides, several industrial concerns and some 
Government departments have in-service training of their employeed, 
but there is no statistics available*
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Table 19* Students enrolled in specialized secondary education
1964/65

Comprehensive schools
agriculture, grades I-III 
commerce, grades I-IV 
industrial arts, grades I-IV 
home economics, grades I—III

Technical-vocational and 
teacher training schools 

teacher training, I-IV 
commerce, I-IV
technical and vocational, I-IV 
public health, I-IV 
agriculture, I-IV 
others

To tal

Students

171
19 272
683
332

1,828 
568 

1,455 
405 
292 
331

No of schools and 
departments______

2,458

4,879
7,337
zszzz =s =:

2
7
56

6
3
56
2
3

20 all Govern
ment schools

25 of which 8
-- are non-Govern-

ment schools

The agricultural education programme is important as agriculture 
represents about f&fe of the gross national product. In two compre
hensive schools some agriculture is taught in grades 9-11* The Agri
cultural Schools at Jimma and Ambo were started in 1946 a,nd are 
giving the normal secondary school courses in fecienoe, mathematics 
and English. In addition to this agronomy^ soil science, livestock 
production, poultry production etc. are taught in grades 9-12. There 
are plans of changing the curricula for Jimma and Ambo to plain 
vocational agricultural schools with three-year courses. The 
present output of students from Jimma and Ambo is about 90 per year.

The graduates from the Agricultural Schools can get employment 
as agricultural extension agents etc. or continue their studies 
at the College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts at Alem&ya and 
obtain a BSc degree. The capacity of the College is about 75 
students per course but it is not fully utilized at present.

Primary school teachers are trained at four Government institutes. 
Assistance for staffing and operation of these is provided by a 
UNESCO/UNICEF project. The students are selected after completing 
grade 10 of general secondary education arid trained in a two-year 
course.

In combination with the expansion of secondary schools there are 
plans of replacing one of the existing teacher training institutes 
and construction of an additional one. The annual output of 
graduates would then be about 1000 per year. To cover the demand 
of qualified teachers even this is too little.

As practical subjects are to be included in the curricula for 
general secondary schools there is a great need of teachers in 
these fields. At present there is no training institute for 
teachers in practical subjects in the country.
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Within the secondary school programme supported by IDA a new 
practical teacher training institute will he established, attached 
to the department of education of the university. There will be a 
two-year diploma course to qualify teachers for practical subjects 
in junior secondary schools and a four-year degree course for 
teachers on the senior secondary level. The annual intake of 
students will be 90-

Education on the -university level started in 1951 by the foundation 
of the University College in Addis Ababa, Haile Selassie I Uni
versity is now the only university in Ethiopia, It was founded 
in 1961 and has the following faculties: agriculture, arts, building, 
business, education, engineering, law, medicine, public health, 
science, social work and theology. The annual intake is 800 students 
and about 1,650 students are currently enrolled. The full facilities 
of the university are not utilized, owing to difficulties in obtaining 
students of adequate ability.

More than 1,000 students are studying at universities abroad. The most 
important fields of studies are social science, medical science, 
engineering and education,

3*4*5 Adult education

In the programme against illiteracy adult education is very important. 
In order to raise the rate of literate people the adult education 
must be given sincere attention. Literacy is supposed to develop a 
sense of responsibility and raise the individual productivity.
Literate people react more readily to the requirements of a developing 
society, and there is a great shortage of human resources and skilled 
workers at all levels, which is a hindrance to development.

The adult education should be co-ordinated with the total educational 
programme. It should no be literacy only, it must be connected with 
more practical education related to the people’s every day life and 
actual occupations, Agriculture, health, nutrition, hygiene etc. 
must become integral parts of the programme. Adults made literate 
in a short training period will not stay literate for long, if 
continous training is not provided. The follow-up material is of 
greatest importance, At present there is a lack, of items to read in 
general for the newly literate. The aim is functional literacy.

To meet the need of adult education many government and non-govern- 
ment agencies have taken up literacy and adult education work. The 
Ministry of Education has opened community schools, started evening 
classes and are experimenting with a radio literacy programme for 
adults. One of the basic tasks of the Ministry of National Community 
Development is to provide basic education in the fields of primary 
schooling, hygiene, nutrition, child care etc. Since it was found 
that many soldiers and policemen were illiterate, both the Armed 
Forces and the Police Force organized adult literacy programmes.

Examples of other public agencies sponsoring literacy programmes are 
the Imperial highway Authority, Electric Light and Power Authority 
and the Municipality of Addis Ababa,
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The National Literacy Campaign Organization was founded in 1962*
It will give instruction in the reading and writing of Amharic 
and elementary arithmetics. The teaching staff consists of 
volunteer teachers, students and other adults. It has centres 
in Addis Ababa and all the 14 provinces. For the tree years 
1962-64 the budget was Eth,$ 125,000. About 180,000 persons were 
participating in literacy classes and about 60,000 were given 
certificates of completion.

Yemissrach Dimts Literacy Campaign was organized in 1962 by the 
Ethiopian Evangelical Church Kekane Yesus. The litov-.oj programme 
extends into commumity development activities such as nutrition, 
health and agriculture* There are centres throughout the country. 
This organization is doing very well in producing sufficient and 
effective instructional materials for basic teaching and follow- 
up reading.

Other organization sponsoring literacy programmes are the YMCA,
Y¥CA, Women*3 Welfare Association, Teachers* Association, Orthodox 
Church, Eritrean Evangelical and Lutheran Churohes* Literacy 
Campaign and the Confederation of Ethiopian Labour Unions.

The problem of defeating illiteracy is enormous and it should not 
be expected that voluntary organizations can influence the literacy 
rate to any larger extent. The Government must accept the re
sponsibility and an essential part of the total national resources 
must be spent on adult education in a developing country. In order 
to be able to defeat illiteracy to any appreciable degree the 
Ethiopian Government has submitted a request for support to the UN 
Special Fund. The proposed selective and intensive literacy project 
will be concentrated to three areas, namely the agro-industrial area 
south of Addis Ababa, the coffee growing, areas in Kaffa province and 
to Makele and its agricultural hinterland in Tigre province. 
Supporting services at the national lev.el should be established,.
A National Literacy Institute shall produce textbooks on a high 
pedagogical level; teaching aids and follow-up materials. The 
National Studio-Visual Centre shall produce films and filmstrips 
demonstrating for instance hygiene, nutrition, agricultural skills 
and new patterns of family and community life. Communal listening 
and television points should be set up. A linguistic institute 
might also be organized with the objects of studying the teaching 
of literacy both to Amharic and non-Amharic speaking students and 
advising on linguistic aspects of the production of textbooks and 
follow-up materials.

According to estimates 200,000 people will be made functional 
literates within five years at a total cost of US.S 6.6 million, 
of which the UN Special Fund should contribute 2.1 million.

Some further investigations on the problem of defeating illiteracy 
on a. larger scale in Ethiopia have lately been undertaken by an 
UNESCO mission.
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3*5 Commerce and industry 
3.5*1 Consumption
The population of Ethiopia in 1966 is estimated to be 22,6 million 
and it ie expected that this population will grow to 25 million in 
1972 and 27 million in 1977* At present about 90$ of the population 
is employed in agriculture, but it is expected that this figure will 
decrease owing to a faster growth of industrial and non-agricultural 
employment. It is expected that in 1982 about 70$ of the population 
will be employed in agriculture. The present urban population is 
estimated at 7$ of the t.otal? but it is expected that this share 
by 1982 will grow to 25$.
The estimated national per capita income rose during the first 
five year plan from Eth.$ 89 to Eth*$ 97. The average growth rate 
was estimated at 1.7$ P©^ annum. It is, however, expected that the 
per capita income will increase at a higher rate or at 2.8$ per 
annum during the second five year plan and in 1967 reach a value of 
Eth. $ 119* The personal consumption per capita is expected to rise 
from Eth.S 83 in 1962 to Eth,$ 89 in 1967.
At the same time as there is an increase in the consumption this 
consumption is becoming diversified. Use of such items a© clothing 
and foot-wear and other durable goods shows a higher rate of increase 
than battic food products* The estimated consumption in 1962 and 19^7 
for some produots is given below:
Table 20, Estimated per capita consumption in 1962 and 

some major products 1967 '

Item Unit 1962 . W
Cereals kg 184.0 185.2
Meat kg 16,0 17.0
Sugar kg 1,8 2.3Cotton textiles m^ 2.3 4.3Foot-wear pair 0*3 0.5
Source% Second five year plan, page 87*

The table shows that there will be a mte.rk.ed increase in durable 
commodities compared with non-durable, Still, however, the major 
part of the consumption consists of food products. A rough cal
culation shows that production plus imports minus exports of durable 
consumer goods (i.e* all types of manufactured consumer goods) 
reaches a maximum figure of Eth.$ 200 mil. or some Eth.$ 9 per 
capita*1
Manufacturing together with handicraft and samll scale industry 
made up 6.7$.of the domestic product in 1963. Therefore one can

Calculated from*figures in Statistical Abstracts 1965.



safely conclude that other products than food In average only 
come to some 5-10$ of total consumption* It must also be noticed 
that this consumption is mainly confined to urban areas, whereas 
in rural areas durable consumer goods are bought only to a 
negligible extent*
There is at present a scarcity of data on the consumption and 
buying pattern of individual households in rural and urban areas, 
but the situation is steadily improved as the Central Statistical 
Office is planning and executing detailed consumer surreys.
Some data on rural consumption are found in a report on a pilot 
survey in the Shoa province*"* There were serious problems of* 
measurement but the result still gives us a picture of the consumption 
of an average household in the area. The average nuinber of persons 
per household was 4*6* The average recorded household income was 
Eth..$ 134- annum* Total claimed cash expenditure for various 
commodities was 50$ higher* probably over-stated* The original 
and corrected figures are shown belows
Table 21* Average reported cash expenditure per household in 

Yerer and Keryu awrajas, Shoa province
15th*$ per annum Adjusted

and family figures 60$
Coffee 29 17
Salt 10 6
Sugar 5 3
Berbere (overstated) 17 10
Onions 12 7
Oil 15 9
Kibie 17 10
Soap 6 4
Meat J22_______._______
Total food 133 80
Clothing 62 36
Utensils 2 1
Tools 3 2
Transport 5 3
Doctor 3 2
Repairs 1 1
Tax (other than rent) 9 5
Total durable produots
and services 85 50

Total cash expenditure 218 130
■t r  xs n  a  c m  s* n  at S3 le e s ss is  ss a  a : is  s  s j ae a : s* s  s  s  »  er se 8* h  t t  =* s  as s& a : e= rs is  s  ss sstB k  jx  3 : a : is  %  tc s?3£ *  m  «  9  an

Report of a sample survey in Yerer and Kerya awrajas, Imperial 
Ethiopian Government* Central Statistical Office and Ministry 
of Agriculture, Addis Ababa, 1964* •
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To the above figures should he added the consumption of home-produced 
food. There are no figures on the consumption of livestock hut the 
crop figures show the followings
Table 22. Annual household consumption of food grains and legumes 

(Shoa province)
Weight Adjusted Estimated cost (at

(in 100 kg) figures prevalent market prices)
(in 100 kg) Eth.l

Grain .
Teff
Sindie (wheat)
Gebs (barley)
Sorghum 
Bokolo (maize)
Total grain
Per capita consumption 
Legumes
Shimbra (chiok-peae)
Bakela (beans)
Ater (peas)
Miser (lentils)
Total legumes 
Per capita consumption

It was estimated by the investigating team that the quantities 
above were overstated by more than 50$. A correction has been made 
above, reducing the figures given to 60$,
The total family consumption of various products (apart from home- 
produced livestock) adds up to the following*

3-7 2 . 2 44
3.3 2.0 49
2.9 1*7 20
1,7 1.0 12
1*2 0.7 10
12.8 7 .7 126
2,6 1 .7 28

0,9 0*5 . 50.6 0,5 5
1.0 0.6 6

-0.4 . 0.2 2
3.1 1.8 18
0.7 0.4 4

Eth. 9 Eth.S iTotal family Per capita
Pood, own production 144 32 54.Food, purchased 80 17 29Other products, purchased 42 • 9 15Services and taxes 1 2

Total consumption 271 59 100
There are also some consumption data in another rural study of 
63 farms in the Galmo and Terre villages in the provinoe of Harrar 
which was un&ertakne in 1962.1 It vas found that the farmers did

Davis, K. C. Mohamed, A. & Wayt., W.A. (19^5) organization,
Terre and Galmo villages, Harrar province* Imperial Ethiopian College 
of Agricultural and Mechanical Arts, Haile Selasie I University,
Dire Dawa, Ethiopia,
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not contribute any significant surplus to enlarge the market supply, 
out were only managing to subsist. Most of the corn was consumed on 
the farm and the primary source of income was from the sale of chat 
(a drug plant) which amounted to Eth.S 72 per farm and year. During 
the period studied there, was a negative income derived from live
stock, as cattle was purchased on an average at Eth.$ 21 per farm 
in excess of sales. The rest of the income (not stated) was obtained 
through the sale of small amounts of farm prod.uce, whenever, the need 
for cash occurred. The estimated farm and household expenses can be 
seen from table 23 belowi

Table 23. Estimated annual farm and household expenses, Terre 
and Galmo villages, Harrar province

Farm expenses
Eth. $ $

Tools 11.33 15.4Seeds 1.47 2.0
Land rent O.44 0.6
Hired labour 0.92 2.6
Livestock 38.61 52.5Land tax 19.71 26.8
School fees 0.07 0.1
Total 73.55 100.0
Household expenses
Food 139.53 45.2
Clothing 135.20 43.8
Household utensils 15.74 5.1Furniture 3.09 1.0
Fuel 15 .12 4*?
Tota-l 308.68 100.0
Per capita 61.54
s r  3 s  =  s  s e s r s s s r s s r s s s r r r s r s r s i r s s s j s r r : CZ 3Z

The figures in the two studies give - in spite of the lack of 
reliability some indication of the composition of consumption in 
a rural family, Mere than half of the consumption consists of home- 
produced food* Food makes up about 80^ of the consumption* ”*
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the above d.ata is that 
there is very little purchasing activity and that this is especially 
true for consumer durable products.
3.5.2 Commerce

A. Characteristics of markets and marketing

The situation of marketing in Ethiopia is aptly described in the 
second five year development plan (p. 233):

According to official figures the consumption of meat per family 
should be about 74 kilograms per annum, which at a price of about 
Eth.$ 0.60 a kilogram amounts to a total consumption value of about 
Eth.$ 45.00.



'’Narrowness and a very limited scope are the fundamental character
istics of the Ethiopian market* Due to the present level of develop
ment of the economy as a whole and th6 dominant position of agriculture 
within it, a considerable part of production is of a subsistence 
character* and for that part of production the market is not an 
agent between the producer and consumer, i.e. the producer is at 
the same time the consumer of his own products. His purchasing power 
is very small and does not permit larger market expansion* The re
mainder of the population is relatively small in number (10$ of the 
total, population) and due to an undeveloped, population, cannot present 
a stronger incentive for market expansion. The insufficiently developed 
transport network which does not yet cover all parts of the country, 
aa well as the dispersed population which is scattered over the whole 
country, and in certain parts not settled permantly, are additional 
faotors which have seriously limited the expansion of the internal 
market".

As is evident from above only a small part of the total gross 
national product ever cosies into the marketing system* An estimate 
shows that after allowing for seed, loss through spoilage and on 
farm consumption, the average proportion of grain that is marketed 
off farm amounts to about 15$ of the crop, with a high for wheat 
of 3&$ and a low for sorghum of 11$* The same propox-tion for 
vegetables is 2$$> with a low for lentils of 22$ and a high for 
ohi«k peas of 30$. The proportion of oilseed that is marketed off 
farm iB remarkably higher, with an average of 33$s ranging from 
nug 29$ to castor bean with 50$ of gross production.

It was also estimated (second five year development plan, p. 233)
thq,t in 19^3 the volume of trade in consumers* goods was Eth.l 654.5 mil.
which is some 30$ of total private consumption.

B, The marketing system

Of Ethiopia's 22.5 million inhabitants about 1.5'million are found 
in urban areas and the remainder in the country. The urban areas 
consist of about 165 cities and towns, about 20 of which have a po
pulation of more than 10,000 inhabitants, about 20 between 5,000 and
10,000 and the rest less than 5*000 inhabitants. The two big cities., 
are Addis Ababa with about 48O.QOO inhabitants (19&5) &nd Asmara 
with 140,000 inhabitants (1965).

The distribution of population in Ethiopia together with the pro
duction and consumption structure sets the framework for the marke
ting system. The differences in urbanization and purchasing power 
lead to differences in number, size and kind of marketing activities.
Five major types of marketing centers can be discerned: the city 
market (Addis Ababa), the town markets (small and medium-sized 
towns), the primary markets (market villages), the secondary markets 
(permanent market places in the rural areas not attached to any 
village) the. tertiery markets (spontaneous markets, o£tten consisting

%

^Experience Inc, (1966) the Ethiopian Grain Corporation 
Addis Ababa, (mimeograph).



only of a few farmers sitting- near some foot-path,, and with a very 
limited supply of products). The more urbanized the market, the 
wider the assortment of activities performed and the wider the choice 
of goods. In the large market centres there are mainly permanent 
places of business, selling manufactured goods and foodstuffs, whereas 
the percentage of trading farmers increases as the market placed 
decrease in siae.

Table 24 gives a rough idea of the marketing system* The city markets 
and the town markets mainly supply consumers that are not themselves 
venders of any commodities* The further down in the market system 
one comes the more prevalent is the number of vending consumers, 
i.e. farmers who bring produce to the market to sell and for the 
proceeds buy other products in the market. Of course there are also 
products by-passing these channels, e,g. some manufactured products 
may go directly from manufacturers to market villages. It is, how
ever, especially on the lower echelons of the system usual that a 
primary market supplies a secondary market, i.e. that a vender from 
a secondary market goes into the primary market, buys some goods, 
e.g, household utensils, loads them on a donkey and sells them next 
market day in the secondary market. In the same way supplies might 
be bought in the secondary market and brought into the primary 
market for resale. Especially the cattle trade seems to move in this 
fashion, the cattle are herded from market to market, sold for 
slaughter or for transport to the next market. But as is usual in 
all market systems the full chain may even in this case be by-passed. 
Buyers from Addis Ababa may go down to small market villages and buy 
cattle that will be brought directly into Addis Ababa and be 
slaughtered there.
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Table 24. The principal character of the market system in Ethiopia

Mann f ac turer b

| Market villages 
(primary mar
kets)

Secondary
markets

Farmers

Farmers

Tertiery
»

.....

... ... ...... ............

Farmersmarkets
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la th® grain -trad® it i© al$© usu&l to hm# a large m&aber of 
Middleman hamdlijag the product until it is finally sold to tlx© last 
buyer, the sill. First th® gr&in is brought to primary markets And 
from there to secondary' aarteets* There axe no data on the a&ount 
of gr&ia that is brought in directly by producer® to niddleaen at 
®arket plaoes ms against the mownt, that is bought by agents.
About 15-20$ of the harvest ©ay enter the asarketiag systea* mostly 
for sale to area* outside the producing region. This amount is moved 
by a network of haying agents and wholesalers, to which the pro duo® r» 
are in the hahit of selling* There are probably strong personal ties 
and in some cases even financial ties between producer and buyer,
Each siddlenan charges a fee and may aonetimes even adulterate the 
product with dirt to increase the weight# Allowing for oertain market 
price# in the main centres , the utilisation of a large miaber of 
niddleaen leads to a rather low purchase price fros the producer*
As is evident fro® the above there are no olearcut delineation® 
between the different marketing functions; a person nay act both as 
a wholesaler and retailer at the sasse time* Usually, however, one 
sees in the sarket sosae specialisation both in the open farmer's narket 
and in the markets for manufactured goods* Sob© of the narket vil
lages and also the market town of Asella will be described in section 
6* 6, where the results of sojs® aas&il pilot studies are presented.
There are no general data on taarkeiing in Ethiopia* but a study of 
the town of H&sareth ( b©iw#®n A&di® Ababa «md the project region ) 
contains some information on industry and coaaer©#* A brief 
description will be gives belo'ss*
Basareth is the capital of fearer and &®r®y%a awr&ja in the Shoa 
province, 9$ kilometres south east of Addis Ab&b©* There arc both 
an asf&lt road and a railroad connecting H&sn&reth with Addis Ababa.
The number of inhabitants 1© 27 *000* Th© mdn sources* of incoae 
in the town are trading* Gk>verais»®&t service* hot@l business, 
labouring in public saad private construction work* coolie labour for 
unloading and loading and soae agriculture* There are also guards, 
»a*ons, tailors , doaestio servants $ weavers and irood sellers* Only 
about a fourth of th® males aged 15 y&ars a&d above claim to have 
regular monthly salaries or daily wage®j other® are either traders 
or casually e«ployed or living on property* The wage® range fro» 
a high of Eth* $400 a month for the best paid). Goverasent employees 
to a low of 32th* $10 for domestic servants ( in addition to food 
and housing).
There are 295 retail stores, a few grain and oil ail la, cereal 
warehoueeo, a nail factory and a civet collection centre* There 
is a cattle market on Wednesdays and a cereal market on Thursdays,
Of the 295 stores, 85 are licenced and the others too saall to take 
a licence. The total yearly sales of all the stores in the town can 
be esti&ated at Bth.31.7 million (probably, however, the sales 
figures have been soaewh&t understated in the survey)* The purchases 
per capita in R&sareth thus aisount only to Eth. $64. As there are 
3*7 aestbers in each faaily, total family outlays in the established 
stores (not in the market place) can be estimated at about 
1th* $240 per year* To this should be added .purchases in the 
sarket and also estimated rent* which is about Eth* $120 a year.



It is odious fros these figures that even in & rather large towa 
the purchasing powor i® very low *nd correspondingly th?- tot&l 
Activity of trad® not very significant. This is reflected in the
turnover of the individual store*.

The average turnover of all stores is Eth,&5»900 per ycart or pJbout 
Eth, $20 per &«y (assuming 300 of business). There* arc 174
stores with sales of less than Eth.$10 per day* 75 stores that. ?«11 
between Eth.$10 and 29 per daj, 39 stores that sell for 3th* $30 to 
99 per day sad 7 stores with, eali$ of &ore than Bth*$X00 per day# 
The nuaber of stores in various lines of business and their treerage 
and total turnover per month oaa b© seen from the table 25 below?

Table 25. Retail shops? in Hasareth in 1962
Type of business Hu&ber of store® Averg&c Tf- t*;.I Per

General stores 141

turnover
1Sth.|/
aonth

322

eoww ■— li'yunuuii
Mh. $[
xr.o&th

45,738

s01_

31 * 8
Cloth traders 49 779 38,17? 26,, 6
Grain stores (and oil 
and flour mills) 38 725 2 9?4&8 20.5
Barbers IS 59 1,066 0.7
Carpentry and timber 12 530 6,350 4*4
Butcheries 9 562 5,05? 3.5
Shoe and leather stores 6 56 350 0o 2
Goldsmith and watch stores 4 525 2,100 1.4
Pharmacies 3 1P060 3?l80 2.2
Photo stores 3 383 1.145 0.8
Laundries 2 650 1,300 0,9
Mirror store® 2 105 210 0,1
Hardware, eleotrioal supplies 
and paint setore 1 59ooo 5,000 3c 5
Engineering goods 1 2,400 £,400 1.7
Garage 1 1,0 50 1,050 0,7
Book store 1 650 650 0.4
Liquor store 1 300 300 0.2
Bakery 1 250 250 0.2
Radio repair 1 200 200 0.1
Metal repair 1 100 100 __ (h i

295 ” 4§L 144s H I 100.0

The validity of the (survey is not knowa but i^verth®!©®® grnr-
ral eonolusicns regarding aarketing say be dra'an* It in. evid«r; *:
that marketing at present la oondacted on & very »eall c;>ale ar.--’ 
that the largest volume gees through general stores, and sloth ~.:ar. 
grain, traders. The number of specialised stores ia aadl and 'v 
voluffie of trade going thorough these stores insignificant (this r:>l-jszz' 
is probably not only oonsumer products)• Table 25 gives a gene^rl
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consequently V  turnover for each establishment ot vendor. If 
we look at sarketing frost the ooneu&er4® point of viewf w© will
find - especially in the rural areas ~ that input is l&rgs*
The eonsuaer will walk or rid® vary far to ooa© to the market*
Often* as w® have seen, the faraser has tho double role of being a 
seller and buyer« A surrey by the project preparation teaa in the 
area south of Asella shows that a large nusber of market places are 
visited by the fsraers* Aaong 5° people isxtrviewed the smsber of 
different market plaoes mentioned, counted to 43* Sose of these 
were considered m aain sources of purchasing, whereas others were 
visited secondarily* It is not known how far the consumer is
willing to walk to visit a aarket place, hut soe© informal interviews
in Amelia (Arussi) and other markets show that farmers issy he on 
the road four hours or ©ore la each direction# Th* ®tu3y of the 
62 farms described in section 3*5*1 showed that the £&s»er® on 
an average made 2 trips to the ss®rk«t each week*

Also in the market place there its raois® input fross th® consumer ®» side 
ahove what is usual in Xess traditional societies* Xt is common 
for the seller to ask for a higher price %hm th© final price sad 
the buyer in hi® turn offers a lower price* Aft@r aose bargaining 
the final price is decided up«m* A© both the seller and the buyer 
knows the rules-of this gra®5 the bsrg&ining Bay actually have no 
real significance in the -prim fix in$ hut be nore or a social 
activity that only tend& to lengthen the trsam&otioxx tiae*
Hot srueh is known about the aethods the Bsiddlemea use for calculation* 
Xt is, however, evident frera inforssaX interview® that more or lees 
standardised rules are followed, oft@n involving traditional &&rk-ups 
in the tern of fixed fee© for various function® performed* As quality 
standards vary and as there rarely are any unified weights and 
measures (see below section 6,6) it is often quite difficult for the 
buyers to get a proper idea about prices and compare various offers« 
There also seeas to he a lack of market information, when the producer 
sells to a wholesaler* The seller is then often a price*-taker rather 
than a prioe-aaker and as he does not know the prices of other nearby 
Market places he is in no position to influence the priea?»s&king 
process# His choice is to accept an offer or to reject it* This May 
he the reason for the large price differences that nsy exist in dif
ferent geographical locations, price differences that are greater 
than the transport cost fron one location to another* An exastple of 
this is shown in the table below, concerning the price differences 
between Addis Ababa and the average prices in the province of Arussi 
(about 150 kilometres south-east of Addia Ababa) for various kinds 
of grains
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Table 27. Coasaodity price comparisons first half of 1£63.
Arussi average ov«r m& /or undo? basic Addle Ababa 
price in dollars p®p quintal*

Sources Sbeparienoe Inc. 1966p p. 36*
The transport cost par quintal (100 kg) froa A«ell& (Arussi) to 
Addis Ababa can be estiaated at Eth* $1*10.
Th»re ara also seasonal difference® in prie®5 rminly for T&rloua 
types of grain. Aa a general rule about 30 par cent of the crops 
ara sold during the harvest aozrsh® of January-?ebruary, 20# in 
March and tha reaaining 50$ over th© next ni&e months* This usually 
lea&a to low prioes in JfeUW&rsr-F̂ 'bruary suid rising prices further 
on during tha season. (If iher© ara no extraordinary aeasures in 
tha B&xkot suoh aa imports of foreign grains)* &b exa&ple is found 
in table 28.
?abla 26* Seasonal prioa differences in 19&5 tor brovn teff* com 

and white wheat.

Source* Experience I no. 1966, chaptc I9 111 and Tt.

Aa tha famer usually ia in urgent naad of cash whan tha harvest 
aaason comes ha cannot wait for tha prioa increase but may instead 
have to aall when prices ara at their very lowest.

(Erpe of grain

Barley
Com
Had teff 
&ix®& wheat 
Chick peas 
Hug

13.55 
12.90 
18.02 
19*59 
11*45
18.56

9*55 
12.20 
16.62 
13*49 
13.65 
20* 56

-  4.00 
- 0.70
+ 0.60 
-  6.10 
+ 2.20 
+ 2.30

.Average annual 
Addis Ababa

Thera is in principle free competition on the Ethiopian market. (There 
is an unfair trade practices law that forbids all endeavours to
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curtail cosapetition. Government say ispoee aaxisua prices or regulate 
th© sis© of m&rgin& for products or in industries or trade sectors 
where there seems to be price fixing* So far ther® have been inter
vention e.g. in gasoline pricing and sugar pricing. On th© 
tiass there seems? however? to be control of entry both into industry 
and into cosasaerce as each 'busings® has to hav& a lic&nc© issued by 
th® Ministry of Industry and Commerce in order to start operation.
There &re? however, (sea th® report on $a»ar$t.k above) also causes 
where business undertakings work without this licence*

C. Th$ future deTeiop&ent of marketing

In ths first fire year plan th® internal Ethiopian market expanded 
at $.n annual rat© of growth of 5<,2f>* Th® incr«as<£ m m  highest in 
irregitjaent good® and rat? materials. There were also new features 
in the organisation of trade* Two state organisations, the Coffee 
Board and the Grain Corporation were created to influence the market*

In the second fire y®&r pl&s a rate of growth of 6,7% per annus in 
consumer goods and about 2$% in r m  material and investment (goods is 
expected* This means that the eh&re of raw material® will increase 
and the share of consumer goods decrease* The market for consumer 
goo&i will* however, increase in absolute figures. The increased 
voiu&e of goods will set a oojaplex task for internal trad©. (Second 
fire year pl®js9 p. 236}? "The second firs* year plaa will start a 
process© of internal economic integration in Ethiopia in which internal 
trade will have to play aa important role* It will have to link 
successfully the msmifacturiag industry and agriculture* as th* 
supplier of th© accessary raw ssatsrial. On the other hand? the pace 
of the modernisation of agriculture will dependf saoag other things, 
on the efficiency with which th© necessary modem technical saeas© 
are supplied* particularly in those areas where their use will increase 
most rapidly, Finally, commerce suet contribute to th® expansion of 
the market for consumer goode by developing a desire on the part of 
the rural population to u®e sore indue-trial goods as well as by re
directing the attention of industry to th® r&x-iety and quality of 
good® demanded by consumers.,f
One of the ®oet important tasks in the second five year pism is' the 
development and organisation of the purchase of agricultural products 
through organisation® get up for the promotion of agriculture in 
general. Particular attention, should in this ressp©ct be devoted to 
th® organisation of trad® in wheat and other oersals for the domestic 
market. It was forecasted that during the second fire year period 
the total investment in internal sad foreign trad® would amount to 
Eth.$22 mil.
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Th® anticipated expansion of tbs market will induce' private commercial 
establishment to invest more in trade* Government action will mainly 
be limited to price control and to a stiiauliiiive credit policy, in 
particular to facilitate the expansion of the retail trad© network.
It is also in accordance with the plan an urgent task to Ethiopianise 
the retail trade*

Dc Th© Grain Corporation

Th© Ethiopian Grain Corporation was created in I960 in ®n effort to 
improve th© grain marketing system. Its predecessor was the Ethiopian 
grain board, established in 1950 in order to increase production 
and exports of grain*

?h@ object of the Grain Corporation is to encourage th© production 
of agricultural products by stabilising the aarket, improving the 
quality of agricultural products ©ad 'by exporting agricultural 
products# The corporation to that respect will operate purchasing 
stations and purchase at fixed prices and to ©ell the products 
abroad or in th© country, Th© capital of the corporation is seven 
million Ethiopian dollars* subscribed by the Development Bank of 
Ethiopia* th© Commercial Bank of Ethiopia and the Investment Bank 
of Ethiopia* Th® powers of the corporation are vested in a board of 
directors selected from various ministries and th® subscribing banks. 
The capital was originally Eth*$15 six. only about 2 mil. of which 
■was actually paid up. The amount available -was used to buy 100,000 
quintals of grain at an average of Eth-$20 per quintal• As the 
corporation had no facilities of its own, storage space had to be 
rented, In 1^62 a programme for the construction of storage facilities 
was started which in the and of fiscal year I965 had resulted in a 
capital investment of Eth.$2,500,000 and a storage capacity of 
18?000 tons at various locations. The total volume handled in the 
same year fcas, however? only 3*000 tons.

Ixlq to lack of working capital and losses on operations th© activities 
of the Grain Corporation h&v® been curtailed and during various 
periods it has been out of operation* In the spring of 1966 a con
sulting firs ®ad@ an analysis of th© operations of the corporation 
together with recommendations for future operations* A new manager 
has been appointed from the fall of 1966 and it is to be expected 
that th© activities of the corporation in future will have a decisive 
influence on the marketing and especially the pricing of grain.

E. The Livestock and Meat Board

On the recommendation of FAO marketing experts the Livestock and 
Meat Board was established in March 1964. The objects of th® board 
are to solve problems in relation to the production and marketing 
of livestock and livestock products? by encouraging th© production 
and marketing of healthy and high-quality livestock, poultry* meat, 
eggs and by-products, by collecting and disseminating information 
regarding production and marketing of the products mentioned, by 
promoting th© establishment and supervision of improved stock routes,
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watering points and marketing facilities* The board will also 
stimulate research, assist and facilitate the carrying out of ve
terinary and related services and finally promote sales by adver
tising at home and abroad and by participating in international 
trad© fairs*

All the powers of the board are vested in a board of directors 
selected from various ministries and among traders, processors and 
producers, under the chairmanship of the minister of agriculture#
The activities of the board are performed by a permanent etaff 
headed by a general manager*

The board ia self-supported by fees charged on all livestock, meat 
poultry, eggs and by-products processed in or exported from Ethiopia. 
The fees vary between Eth#$0,02 per head of poultry and Eth#$1#50 
per head of cattle# The sum of these fees at present both finance 
the activities and give an excess delivered to the Ministry of 
Agriculture and is used to maintain veterinarians for control of 
export al aughtering*

So far the board has mostly concentrated its activities on the 
export market*

The export sales are undertaken by specialized firms and the board 
supplements their worke The export possibilities for canned meat 
seem to be rather good# At present there are two canning plants 
in Asmara, one in Keren and one in Dire Bawa# Bue to animal 
diseases such as foot and mouth disease, rinderpest, anthrax etc# 
the meat export must be limited to canned meat*

From the new abattoir in Shashemene frosen meat is exported to 
Gibraltar where it is mixed with Australian meat, o&nned and im
ported to the United Kingdom as a Cornu: omJhealth product#

The concentration of canning plants to Kritrea (Asmara and Keren) 
has resulted in a shortage of slaughter cattle in this region#

There is an interest from export firms to construct more abattoirs 
and canning plants# An essential task of the board is to advise on 
location of such plants in relation to the volume of seasonal supply 
and routes travelled by livestock coming from producing areas# 
Generally, when facilities exist the cost of transporting processed 
meat is only 60% of the cost of moving the livestock. The board, 
therefor©, tries to convince the export firms that the most econo
mical location for new abattoirs is in the producing areas,,

The board is also engaged in the export of hides and skins# Next to 
coffee, hides and skins are the most important export items*
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Th© quality of th& hides and skij&a is poor, ©specially from animals 
slaughtered outside the abattoirs* Only a small percentage of the 
slaughtering is done in municipal or cossffisroi&X abattoirs.

The "board intends to establish regulations for the improvement of 
Md®§ and skins,, A ecsasdselon i?ill be appointed by the board to 
advis® on matters relating to tha improvement of flaying, processing 
and marketing of bides and skins.

3*5*3 Industry
A, Characteristics of industry

Before the s©cond iforld -war the industrial activity in Ethiopia 
was low with an estimated number of factory workers of no more than 
2,500." In 1949 this number had increased to about 10,000, saainly 
in textiles, cement, grain silling, tanning and ehoisr manufacturing, 
oil silling and soap a&nufacturing. Sine® 195$ th« growth of industry 
has proceeded rapidly and in 1957 the first fiv® year plan m s  im
plemented followed in 1962 by tk@ second fire y<s?ar plan* The basic 
targets for industry in the first plan was accelerate tbs develop
ment especially of the processing of locally available raw ss&teriale*

The value of manufacturing increased during the first five year 
plan from Eth.#32*6 nil* in 1957 to Eth*$116*3 ail. in 1962* and 
the number of workers employed fro® 18,700 to 27,000, In I965 the 
value of manufacturing was Eth* $228 mil. and the nusfber of people 
employed about 45>000* The main favourable factor for the developing 
of Eanufaoturing was the existance of raw materialf whereas the limi
tation of the market and difficulties of transportation retarded 
the development* There -were substantial incre&e^g ®*g* in the pro
duction of frozen sseat, su^&r* beer* win®, cotton fabrics, gunny 
bagSj leather shoes, bricks and glass bottles* As industries the 
food industry and textile industry showed th© highest growth rate*
The figures are given below*

The information in this and the following section baa been obtained 
from “The second fiv£~y$ar development plan", 1962 ®nd "Monthly 
bulletin"* "Addis Ababa Chamber of Cohere©, vol* III no 5 - 7, 1966 
and Manufacturing industry of Ethiopia, in figures", Ministry of 
Com®ere® and Industry, Addis Ababa s 1966.



Table 29. Production of some important industrial products, 1957-1964

Product 195? 1962 1963 1964
________ _____________________________________________ (estimation)

9b

Meat, frozen (tons) 683
Meat, canned (tons) 1,290
Sugar (tons) 16,181
Salt (tons) 132,292
Edible oil (tons) 4,350
Flour (tons) 23>000
Beer (hctl) 41,780
Wine (hctl)  ̂ 12,900
Cotton fabrics (000 m^) 5?000
Gunny bags (000 pcs) 700
Leather shoes (pair) 203,000
Matches (000 pee) 11,800
Cement (tons) 26,860
Bricks (000 pcs) 5*670
Glass bottles (000 pcs) 3,300 
Round iron bars (tons) -

5,500 5,000 5. 500
1,000 3,000 1,500

38,000 39?632 68,002
153,000 1955805 187,434

4,800 5?150 5,500
24,000 26,500 31,000
67,000 87,770 116,500
18,600 22,500 26,000
21,300 34,500 44?000

2,800 4,100 4,600
248,000 390,000 420,000

16,000 18,000 25,000
29>000 40,000 40,000

8,000 11,500 15,000
7,500 11,600 11,134
- 2,747 4,500

Textiles and food are consequently still the major industries as can 
be seen from tables 30 and 31 which show gross value of production 
and employment in various industries*

Table 30. Gross value of production in various industries 1957-1965

(in thousand Eth* $)

Branch of 
industry

1957 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Food industry 33,300 41,900 45,300 53,050 59,900 74,500
Bevera.ges 7,900 9,400 9,800 12,950 23,000 37,230
Tobacco, mfg. 4,000 4,100 4,500 4,650 4,130 5,355
Textile ind. 24,800 35,900 39,000 55,000 63,000 65,413
Leather and 
shoe industry 3,100 4,100 4,500 4,880 6,000 10,818
'food industry 3,000 1,300 2,900 3,250 3,600 6,555
3uilding and 
non-metal mL 1,500 5,550 5,325 5,200 10,309
Printing and 
publishing 1,200 1,400 2,450 3,500 4,978
Chemical ind. - 900 950 3,050 3,100 6,782
Steel, metal & 
electro ind« 1,900 5,300 1 ,650= 2,180 5,200
Others 3,700 2,400 2,500 2,550 2,885 668

Total 82,600 108,000 —i. C\ ■0 'Ol 0 148,805 176,500 227,817



Table 31. Employment in different industries 1937-1964

Branch of industry 1957 1962 1963 1964

Î ood industry 1,500 10,200 11,070 12,557
Beverages 960 1 ,350 1,565 2,580
Tobacco, mfg. 410 450 460 443
Textile industry 4,770 10,100 12,175 13,800
Leather and shoe
industry 940 960 1,000 1,200
"Wood industry 1,800 1,450 1,540 1,720
Building & non-
metal industry 720 1,290 1,280 1,290
Printing & publishing 320 400 550 790
Others 2,280 1,400 1,860 2,420
Total 18,700 27,600 31,500 36,800

In a survey made by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry in 1966 
concerning manufacturing industry in Ethiopia the number of com
panies covered were 248 and comprised almost all companies with 
10 or more employees. It was found that most of the companies 
were in food and the beverages industries and that the major part 
were located in Addis Ababa and Asmara, as can be seen from table 
32. Table 33 shows the distribution of employees in different 
industries and locations.



Table 32. Location of establishments in 19^5

(Number of establishments).
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Total 248 67 37 2 22 20 24 18 20 24 11 3

Addis A.baba 1 18 25 17 1 9 12 16 8 15 8 5 2
Asmara 38 22 14 1 10 8 - •3 4 15 5 1
Dire Dawa 13 5 2 - 1 - 3 1 1 _ - -
Nazareth & Wonji r** 4 - - - 1 1 ' - 1' -
Dab3?e Zeit 1 1 - •- ~ - — ~ _ " _

Gondar 1 — — — — — - —
Makale 1 1 ~ - ~ - - -* - - -
Bessie 2 1 1 - - -- - - - - - -
Walgue Woudo (Arussi j 1 1 - ~ — - -- - - - - -
Debre Markos 1 1 - - ... — ~ ~ ""

Keren 1 1 — — - — — t
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Table 33- Distribution of employment by branches and by location in 1965 (Number of employees).
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Total 43> 5^3 16,189 2,235 445 14,854 1,859 1,877 2,770 1,024 1,414 773 138
Addis Ababa 16,169 2,139 1,203 391 6,554 1,259 1,184 1,533 930 421 420 65Asmara 8,327 1,595 697 54 3,230 600 — 726 81 989 282 73Dire Dawa 3,757 379 32 - 2,929 47 357 13Nazareth (Wonji) 11,459 11,271 - - — 3 104 _ ?6Debre Zeit 67 67 - - - - - - - - -

Gondar 71 71 „ r
Makale 7 7 _ _
Dessie 69 20 49 — _ _ _
Shashemene 73 73 — _ _ „
Debre Markos 10 10 ~ - - - - - - - - -
Keren 120 120 .
'̂ uiha 19 19 - - _ _ _
Denkalia 75 75 - - — _ _ - _
A 8 sab 153 153 ~ - - - — — — •mt
Maasawa 194 190 - - - - - - 4 - -

Hagere Hiwo t 164 164 _ _ __ jr _ _
Karrar 372 - 90 — — — 302 —
Bahar Dar 1,890 - ~ 1 ,890 ~ — — — _.
Dobre Berban 251 - - 251 ~ — — — _ _
Awassa 336 336
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The production targets for the second five year plan are outlined 
in the following way"*: HThe industrial programme for the second 
five year plan represents a continuation of industrial develop
ment from the first five year plan period, and at the same time at
tempts to deal with the industrialization tasks which arise from a 
long term development of the national economy. For these reasons 
the development of manufacturing industry which is anticipated for 
the second five year plan is considerably more intensive and diver
sified. The pace of future industrial growth is based on the analy
ses of the overall economic development of the next five years in 
co-ordination with the forecast development of other economic ac
tivities. *’

One of the main objectives of the second five year plan is to en
courage agro-industrial economy by developing processing industries 
that will use raw material from agriculture. The plan will, however, 
also create a structural basis for heavy industries such as iron 
mines, power plants and iron and steel works.

In the second five year plan a total number of 121 industrial pro
jects with a total investment value of 5th. $ 425*9 million were plan
ned to be constructed as can be seen from the table below:

Table 34. Industrial projects to be constructed within the second 
five year plan

B. The future development of industry

3ranch of industry Total number of Projects to be New projects
projects completed or

reconstructed

Pood industry 29 3 26
Beverages 3 1 2
Tobacco manufacturing 2 1 1
Textile industry 15 6 9
Leather and shoe industry 9 1 8
Wood industry 
Building and non-metal

3 — 3
industry 16 3 13
Printing and publishing 2 1 1
Chemical industry 
Steel, metal and elec

22 1 21

tric industry 16 1 15
Others 4 - 4
Total 121 18 103

Source: Second five year plan, p. 201.

1 Second five year development plan, Addis Ababa Oct., 1962, p.183.
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Of the total amount to be invested between 1963 19^7 according
to Ministry of Commerce and Industry about 30 per cent would go to 
chemical industry, 23 per cent to food industry, 16 per cent to 
steel and metal, 11 per cent to building and non-metal industry,
10 per cent to textile industry and the remaining 10 per cent to 
the other six industry groups.

The gross value of production is expected to increase in 1967 ^7 
200 per cent compared with 1962 with different growth rates for va
rious industries as can be seen from the table below:

Table 35« Planned gross value of production in 1967 in absolute 
figures and as a percentage of 1962 production

Industry Gross value of produe- Planned value of produc
tion in 1967 (plans), tion in 1967 as a percen-
in thousand Eth.S. tage of 1962 values.

Food 140,705 310
Beverages 16,900 172
Tobacco 6,500 144
Textiles 88,860 228
Leather and shoe 25,400 564
Wood 5,700 197
Building and
non-metal 28,000 509
Printing and
publishing 7,300 521
Chemical 36,110 3,801
Steel, metal and
electric industry 10,600 no value in 1962
Others 3,500 140

Total .J£2i5IL. -....

00

in the following some of the main plans for the establishment of new 
industrial enterprises are described: 1

a) Food and beverages industry

The establishment of six slaughter-houses mainly intended for ex
ports with a total annual capacity of 600,000 hey,ds of cattle is 
anticipated in a near future.
Two edible oil plants and a margarine factory will be established 
and the products will be sold on the domestic market.

1 Second five year development plan, Addis Ababa.
From Monthly bulletin, vol.Ill no 6, June 1966. Published by 
the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce.
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There are also plans for the establishment of fish processing 
plants in Assab, Massawa and at the inland lakes. Three milk 
processing plants with big capacities will be erected.

There are some prospects for production of canned fruits and 
vegetables in Ethiopia which may lead to the establishment of 
new factories. New flour mills will be built, sugar production 
will be increased and there may also be possibilities for choc
olate and biscuit factories. The beer industry is expected to 
be. enlarged and finally there are plans for the establishment 
of a powdered coffee plant,

b) Textile industry

Further investments are expected in the production of cotton 
yarns, quality cotton and wollen clothes, cotton and vollen 
knitwear, rayon, and other textile goods. There will also be 
new umbrella and carpet factories etc.

c) Leather and shoe industry

Several leather factories with a total capacity of 7,500 tons of 
leather and shoe factories with a capacity of 5 million pairs 
will be established. The leather and shoe industry will be 
oriented towards export, even though the domestic consumption of 
leather and shoes is growing fast.

d) Wood industry

At present there are several saw-raills and one plywood factory 
and some furniture industries. One pulp and paper factory with 
a capacity of about 7*000 tons, one veneer mill and one hard 
board factory are under construction.

e) Building industry

Two new cement plants have just started operation and one asbestos 
cement plant is under construction. There will be five new brick 
plants and three new lime factories in the future. The establish
ment of a ceramic industry and an electro porcelain factory is fore
seen.

f) Chemical industry

There is a high level of import of chemical products in spite of 
the facts that basic raw materials exist in the country. The ex- 
istance of wood has justified the establishment of a pulp and paper 
factory, which in its turn leads to the erection of a caustic soda 
factory, a carbon bisulfide factory and a factory for production 
of sulphuric acid.

The largest chemical project is the oil refinery which will start 
operation in 1^66 and refine ^00,000 tons of crude oil annually.
There may also ba possibilities to develop a petro-chemical industry.
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Another soap factory is planned. The needs of the leather 
industry will lead to the construction of two large tanning 
factories. The existing glass industry will be expanded and 
a new factory for glass sheets is planned.

Among other new products within the chemical industry are 
pharmaceutical products, perfumery, cosmetics etc., ferti
lizers, P V C products, paints, plastic products and tyres.

g) Steel, metal and electric industry

There are at present nine small steel and metai factories.

When the domestic supply of iron is secured, it will be pos
sible to build a steel plant and also to start a more in
tensive construction of a metal and electric industry.

There are plans for an agricultural machine and tool factory, 
a metal processing plant, a metal construction plant and a 
household appliance plant. There will also be a tractor as
sembly plant, a motor car assembly plant and a ship repair shop.

Within the electric industry factories for car batteries, 
electric installations and electric bulbs are foreseen.

h) Printing and publishing

The present plants are expected to be expanded to meet the in
creasing domestic needs.

i) Small scale industries

There are prospects for small scale industries in almost all 
branches of manufacturing. It is expected that the initiative 
in many of the small scale industries will come from the pri
vate sectors. Among the fields mentioned are milk processing, 
alcohol extraction, preservation of fruit and vegetables, pro
cessing of qualitative stone, timber, pottery, various kinds 
of knitting ware, making of baskets etc.
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An extensive and ■well maintained highway and feeder road system 
not only benefits a country economically, but socially and ad
ministratively as well. Good roads afford an opportunity for the 
inhabitants cf a community or province to visit relatives and 
neighbours in other areas, to exchange cultural ideas of mutual 
benefits and to understand and appreciate more fully their fellow 
nationals. Free economic and social intercourse creates greater 
understanding among separate communities and makes the access 
to the several seats of Government easy for all citizens. This 
access is a two-way channel, which also enables Government 
officials and administratives to reach and understand the citizens 
of their country and to effectively carry out their duties and 
responsibilities*

Economic benefits resulting from road improvements are discernable 
first in the direct reduction in transportation costs and then in 
the stimulation of regional economic activities. The ability to 
move the goods and services swiftly and cheaply from the centre 
of production to the market areas is an advantage derived largely 
from g od roads.

Hoad building for use of motor vehicles was initiated in Ethiopia 
sometime in the late 1920Ts. Approximately 2,000 km of allweather 
roads were reported to be in constant use when the Italian aggression 
started in 1936. During the occupation the Italians, utilizing 
large quantities of forced labour and some 60,000 imported Italians, 
built and improved about 5?000 km of roads and trails..

Almost without exception these roads consists of a 3 to 4-metre 
wide telford base constructed from hand set stones. Approximately
2,500 km were given a single asphalt-surface treatment.

Hovever, roads and bridges deteriorated because of the war effort. 
With the liberation in May 1941 road construction was at a stand
still and a gradual decline of the existing road networks set in.
With world war II continuing elsewhere in the world, there was 
little equipment and few skilled engineers to be assigned to 
Ethiopia’s highways.

Meanwhile, the Ministry of Communications and Public Works was 
entrusted the job of maintaining and building .roads- With con
ditions being what they were, this agency was unable to cope 
efficiently with this big task. His Imperial Majesty realizing 
that one of the most important keys to the development of the 
country was an efficient transportation system established in 
January 1951 ^be Imperial Highway Authority to be the agency solely 
responsible for the construction and maintenance of the nation's 
highways.
The sum of US. $5,000,000 was borrowed from the International Bank 
of Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) for the purchase of road

3.6 Ethiopian highways: past, present and future
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building equipment and supplies. The Government supplemented this 
I3RD loan with Eth.$ 23,000,000 in initiating the authority's 
programme. Agreements were made with the United States Bureau of 
Public Hoads to furnish personnel for the direction and super
vision of the authority's undertakings.

Ten primary highways totalling 4,340 km in length were selected 
for improvement under the initial programme. 2,857 km of roads 
in various parts of the country were selected for maintenance.

The first programme being successfully completed, the second was 
initiated in 1957. tinder this programme approximately 1,300 km 
of new roads were constructed and 457 km improved through widening 
and realignments (see figure 2). The cost of the five-year programme 
was approximately Eth.$ 110 million.

The third highway programme was initiated by early 1963. Under 
this programme it is intended to extend Ethiopia’s road network 
into the potentially rich western provinces, to improve access 
to the port of Assab, to open up the great undeveloped areas 
of the lower Awash River Valley, and to furnish feeder roads to 
supplement the primary routes. Projects proposed for construction 
under the third highway programme total approximately 700 km of 
primary and secondary roads, 1,000 km of feeder roads and 1,040 km 
of asphalting (see figure 3). The third highway programme will 
soon be completed.

The Imperial Highway Authority, since its inception fifteen years 
ago, has built and rehabilitated 6,300 km of highways. Of this 
length over 1,700 km are asphalted. During the same period over 
sixty-five bridges (excluding structures with less than a 5 metres 
span) were built. In 19^5 alone the Authority's Construction Di
vision constructed 225 km of gravel roads throughout the country 
and 260 km of roads were asphalted. Hoad construction projects 
numbering over twenty are presently under progress.

The necessity of providing the public with good and safe roads 
makes highway maintenance imperative. The Authority's Maintenance 
Division has undertaken a year-round maintenance service on the 
nation's 6,80C km of highways. Routine maintenance work includes 
the spreading of crushed stone or select materials, clearing 
culverts and the emergency work of removing landslides.

A provincial road division was created some years ago to build 
feeder and secondary roads and bridges in the provinces. It has 
expanded its activities throughout the country. Construction of 
feeder and secondary roads is in progress in eight of the country's 
fourteen provinces.

The Survey and Design Division, which iias survey crews throughout 
the country, has surveyed and designed more than 700 km of roads 
in 1965*
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With the improvement and extension of the highway system there has 
come a considerable increase in all types of traffic in the country. 
Motor cars and buses have multiplied as a means of private and pub
lic transport. The number of motor vehicles on the roads of the 
Empire have e.g. grown from 8,000 in 1961 to 30,000 in 1965.

Scheduled bus transportation from all principal centres and some 
minor places has mushroomed. From Addis Ababa it is possible to 
travel by bus along principal routes over a distance of 10,000 km to 
24 provincial towns and districts.

Work has already started towards initiating a fourth highway pro
gramme (1967-1972). Major projects tentatively proposed for con
struction in that programme include the construction of about 7^0 km 
of primary highways, 850 km secondary and feeder roads and 1,400 km 
of asphalting of existing highways. Roads included in the fourth 
highway programme are shewn in figure 4.

The second five year development plan emphasizes the increasing de
mand for transport facilities, particularly those that provide con
necting links between existing facilities, and those that expand the 
existing road system into new regions to open them up for economic 
development. In accordance with the plan particular attention has to 
be devoted to the construction of provincial and feeder roads as well 
as of bridges for the roads. In addition to the adequate organization, 
which the Government will have to set up to extend technical assistance 
to the provinces while constructing these roads, the provinces them
selves, by collecting contributions in money and kind will also have 
to participate in constructing the provincial and feeder roads on their 
territory. Thus it will be possible to build 1,000 km of feeder roads.

In accordance with this programme a Provincial Roads Division has as 
mentioned above, been created within the highway authority. This di
vision has both staff and operational responsibilities. It provides 
technical engineering assistance in matters relating to provincial 
roads and maintains liasion between the I H A and the provinces 
concerning proposed or existing projects.

Initially there were established two secondary feeder road construction 
crews. The resulting roads -ire allweather roads, built on secondary 
standard, with 7 metres shoulder to shoulder width and one lane bridges 
and culverts built with provisions for easy future widening. From 
1967 on, it is proposed that the pace of these provincial road con
struction activities should be stepped up by the outfitting and train
ing of five additional construction crews and an improved equipment 
of the existing ones.

The combined costs for necessary equipment plus training of new 
personnel for the proposed expanded provincial roau building programme 
will be about Eth.$ 9*2 million.
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The costs for the actual construction of provincial road projects 
would be borne jointly by I H A. and provincial sources.

It is estimated that the. provision of these 5 additional road crews 
will raise the Imperial Highway Authority's production capacity in 
this type of work to 400 km of secondary standard roads per year, 
enabling it to meet its goals by 1967.

With respect to the Chilalo awraja, original plans for the fourth 
highway programme do forsee the construction of a new road in 
secondary standard from Asella down to Dodola situated along the 
existing road from Shasemene towards the east and asphalting of the 
Awash Asella road*

The operations of Imperial Highway Authority have mainly been financed 
by the Imperial Ethiopian Government itself and the International 
Bank of Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). The first IBRD high
way loan 1951 nn 3th.$ 12*5 million. This loan together with 
Eth.$ 23 million allocated by the Government was, as mentioned above? 
used for the authority’s initial three-year programme. Credits amount
ing to Eth. 5 37«!> million and Eth.$ 33*75 million have been extended 

IBRD for Imperial Highway Authority’s second and third programmes 
respectively.

The Federal Republic of Germany has granted further loans on totally 
Eth.3 17-5 million for the purchase of equipment for feeder road 
construction and for the engineering and construction of a highway 
from Dilla down to Moyale at the Kenyan border.

USAID has also made credits worth "3th. $ 20.75 million available for 
different Imperial Highway Authority programmes. That agency has also 
made proceeds from American cotton sales, worth Eth.$ 3*5 million, 
available in the form of assistance to the Authority.

Loan proposals for initiation of the fourth highway programmes were 
presented to the World Bank in September 19 5̂* The total cost of 
that programme was proposed to be about Eth.S 225 million out of which 
Eth. S 140 million for primary roads, Eth.3 25 million for secondary 
and feeder roads and 60 Eth.3 million for asphalting of existing roads.

About 657̂  of the total cost is thought to be loan financed. For the 
construction of secondary and feeder roads local contributions of about 
Eth.& 7 million are anticipated.
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Through an Imperial Proclamation of March 14 1966 a local self- 
administration will "be established on the awraja level.

The legal status of the awraja administration shall be that of a 
public body with the ability to conclude contracts. Under super
vision and control it will have all powers and duties necessary to 
make and carry out decisions in building, furnishing-, maintenance 
and operation of elementary schools, health stations and centres, 
sanitation and other public health facilities of a similar or re
lated nature. It shall be responsible for water supplies, irregation 
canals and minor dams and shall be partly responsible for the con
struction and maintenance of local roads and minor bridges*, Further
more it shall foster and encourage trade and commerce and develop 
local marktea and marketing arrangements* In collaboration with 
the Ministries of Agriculture and Community Development it shall 
perform activities in these fields. The minister of interior 
together with ministers concerned may decide what else shall be 
carried out by the local administration* Supervision and control 
shall be carried out by the central Government according to the 
national or regional plans, programmes and general policies as 
may be adopted.

The local administration is directed by a council. The awraja 
administrator, or in his absence his deputy, shall convene the 
representatives for their inauguration to the council on May 5 
following the election; he shall also preside without vote over the 
first meeting of a new council until the chairman of the council 
is elected. The awraja administrator shall provide an official of 
the local administration to perform the secretary functions of the 
council* In addition to the inauguration of the council there shall 
be three regular sessions of the council during each year. One such 
session shall be held at the appropriate time for discussion and 
determination of the awraja budget for the coming fiscal year. The 
chairman shall in consultation with the awraja administrator fix 
the times of the sessions and meetings and determine the agenda 
of each session. The chairman may, in consultation with the awraja 
administrator, convene a special meeting of the council at any 
time necessary or when requested by one third (1/3) of the 
representatives.

The awraja administrator shall be the head of the local administra
tion, which shall have such organization and staff as are required 
to meet its needs and perform its function. The general instruc
tions for the organization and staffing shall be issued by the 
minister of interior in consultation with such minister of ministers 
as may be concerned.

It shall be the responsibility of the local adminstration staff 
to advise the council and implement its decisions. They shall 
also co-ordinate the activities with the national or regional 
programmes adopted by the competent authority. The local adminstra
tion staff shall ales prepare an annual budget.

3.7 Local self-administration
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In his capacity as advisor to the council, the awraja administrator 
shall advise in meeting procedures, attend meetings of the council 
and there answer questions put to him by the representatives and 
advise the council on the appointment of other staff members of 
the local administration.

The costs of the local administration shall be borne locally.
However, grants-in-aid may be provided by the central Government.

The awraja adminstrator shall prepare a draft of the annual 
budget and upon presentation of it by him, the council shall discuss 
and approve the same not later than June 22 proceeding the beginning 
of the fiscal year* The approved annual budget shall be made publicly 
known by suitable means to the inhabitants of the awraja. In the event 
that no annual budget shall have been approved by the council before
the beginning of the fiscal year, the budget for the previous year
shall continue in force until a new budget has been approved. The 
laws determining the fiscal year of the central Government shall apply 
to local administrations.

The proclamation will enter into force on July 7? 1967. The first
council shall be elected on February 8, 19̂ 7*
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3.8 Agricultural credit 

3.8*1 Existing credit situation

The only specialized source of institutional credit to the agri
cultural sector is at present the agricultural department of the 
Development Bank of Ethiopia, which extends medium-term loans at 
7$> against pledge of property under quite stringent regulations.
Total loans extended from 1951 until June 1 9&5 amounted to Eth.fc 
14 million (that is, less than one million per year). Outstanding 
loans as of September 19^5 totalled Eth,$ 7.2 million. Out of the 
total amount disbursed, Eth. $ 6 million went for general agri
cultural development purposes (average loan Eth.$ 16,000),
Eth.$ 6.5 million for coffee estates (average loan Eth.$ 4>500), 
and Eth. $ 1,5 million for small agricultural loans, most of which 
were for only a few hundred Ehiopian dollars. These loans were 
discontinued since i960. At the end of 1963 6$$ of these loans
were overdue, and court procedures had been initiated for 60$>
of the loans. However, collection is still progressing and the 
balance outstanding as of October 1965 has been reduced to 
Eth.$ 287,000 for principal and Eth.$ 95»000 for interests.
These loans dit not contribute in a significant way to farm de
velopment; most of the money was spent to cover day-to-day needs 
of the farm family, or for non-agricultural purposes. At present 
no institutional credit ie available to small farmers.

The commercial credit that percolates to the agricultural sector 
is unknown. Credit advanced by supplier of agricultural input, 
implements and machinery is practically non-existent. Considering 
that the gross value of agricultural production of Ethiopia is 
estimated at about Eth.$ 1,500 million, the contribution of organized
credit can be said to be negligible*

No systematic survey of the traditional credit system (relatives, 
landlords, merchants, moneylenders, etc.) and of the level of rural 
indebtedness has yet been carried out in Ethiopia, Information col
lected in 1964 by the Commercial Bank indicates rates of interest 
charged by moneylenders, in excess of 100$, with a registered peak 
coming to the equivalent of 9^0̂ . Some credit is advanced by rela
tives free of interest, and some by landlords to tenants, but the 
amount does not seem to be considerable. Recent data about rural 
indebtedness in the Wolamo awraja are collected by the Central 
Statistical Office, Limited assistance has in special cases been 
extended by the Ministry of Agriculture and of Community Development 
to farmers in the form of crop credits (mostly in kind), particularly 
in connection with settlement schemes and seed distribution pro
grammes.
There are only a very few trained credit officers in the DBS and 
none of the existing training institutes are giving courses in 
credit operations.
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3.8.2 IBBD/FAO - project

The project is Lhe first- phase of a two-phase programme for the 
modernization of Ethiopian peasant farming. The first phase would 
operate on a limited scale in two selected areas over a period of 
three years. The second phase would include an intensificaticn of 
the operations in the two areas, as well as an expansion to addi
tional areas.

The first phase would include the following actions:

a) studies of farm practices to determine deficiencies and possi
bilities for improvement; this would include the operation of 
field trial farms and demonstration plots;

b) studies of the present marketing system and ways to improve it; 
the establishment of organized marketing for selected crops in 
the two areasj

c) the training and education of staff for the various services;

d) measures and/or regulations to ensure that farm operators would 
reap the benefits of participating in the project;

e) the construction of farm-to-market roads;

f) the organization and operation of an effective extension and 
veterinary service in the two areas;

g) the issue of loans for specific purposes to farmers; 
be a forerunner of the full-fledged credit system to 
in pase II*

Most of these actions for the Chilalo area are included 
project, and the project presented to IBRD in this area 
only local roads and credit to farmere*

The second phase would include:

a) the issue of short-, medium- and long-term loans aimed at farm 
development, under conditions which will offer an incentive to 
the farmers to participate;

b) continuation of the operation of experiment and demonstration 
farms and of the various agricultural services;.

c) widening of the scope of the organized marketing system;

d) continuation of the road building programme.

The specific actions to be included in phase II and their costs 
would be determined on the basis of studies included in phase I*

this would 
be developed

in the SIDA 
includes
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4. SOME INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES

The economic growth of one scctor of the economy is obviously 
dependent on and influences the development of other sectors 
of the economy* Also within a certain sector the rate of growth will 
be related to the interplay of different forces, Unfortunately the 
present experience and the availability of basic information do not 
allow an exact or even approximate determination of the causal rela
tionships, but a few examples may illustrate the argument.

The develoj-ment of the peasant farming requires that veil tested, 
locally adopted, new techniques are available as a basis for the 
extension effort. It is also necessary for the farmers to have 
an incentive to use such innovations, i.e. the land tenure condi
tions must allow the farmer to reap the benefits of a possible 
change. The new implements or agricultural supplies must be available 
for the farmer to buy and in certain cases he must have access to 
credit at a cost which is reasonable in relation to the return of the 
innovation, which he is trying to introduce. It is of course also 
imperative for the farmer to see a possibility to market the addi
tional amount or the improved quality, which is the result of the 
innovation, at a fair and secure price. The possibilities of the exten
sion service to transfer its message are obviously related to educa
tional standard of the farmers and the possibilities to market the 
produce ma.y depend on the access to good roads and the availability 
of a processing industry. Bad health may impair the economic develop
ment but is often caused by malnutrition, bad housing and contaminated 
water supply.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the description in section 3 
of the prevailing institutional and organizational structure seem to 
underline the necessity of an intergrated approach. The road network 
is still in many places deficient. Even where main trunk roads exist 
there is a definite need for less elaborate feeder roads. The market
ing system has many inefficiencies as can be seen by large seasonal 
and geographical price-fluctuations and excessive margins. The educa
tional facilities can only cater for a small part of the population* 
Agricultural development is hampered by deficiencies in the land 
tenure system, lack of locally tested innovations, the limited re
sources of the extension scrvice and the almost complete absence of 
institutional credit for the small farmer. The effects o.f any activity 
in isolation can, therefore, be expected to become rather limited. 
Available resources do on the other hand not suffice for an effective 
improvement programme on a national scale. The economic and social deve
lopment of rural areas thus seem to require intensive integrated 
efforts in limited areas of great potential , An additional purpose of 
such concentrated efforts must be to develop methods, staff and 
financial resources for a rapid expansion of the development effort 
to new areas.

The idea of a concentrated effort has, already been advance concerning 
the extension service by Mr. E.M. Siira^ agricultural extension advisor. 
There are also available some international experiences with respect 
to regional integrated development.

u  E.M. Siira, Present status and problems of the agricultural ex
tension department and recommendations. USAID, Addis Ababa, 
January 30, 19^5»
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The intensive agricultural districts program*® in India.'1 is 
designed to solve that country's acute food shortage through arid 
integration of marketing credit and extension and a concentration 
to geographically limited areas of great potential. Even if natural 
economic and social conditions very it seeass important to try to 
draw the conclusions frorg such interns.tional experiences* The tears 
has "been particularly inspired by the development approach in east 
Pakistan (the Comilla project) and Israel ana would therefore j.ike 
to give a brief account of these experiences and draw sorae conclusions 
for a regional development project in Ethiopia.

4*1 The Coiailla project'1

The present Coiailla project must be studied on the background of 
earlier attempts to rural development in east Pakistan. During 
the British administration in the beginning of the 20th century an 
etteiapt was made to introduce co-operation among the farmers. This 
effort was, however, largely unsuccessful due to corruption among 
the co-operative officials and non-supervised lase of the credit 
extended.

After independence, 1947? local Government was introduced and in 
1953 a village aid programme was started. A village level worker 
was responsible for the extension work in a certain area. In 1959 
the academy for rural development was started basically to train 
staff for the village aid prograjnae.

It was found, however, that the programme so far had given very 
meagre results and furthermore that the staff of the academy did 
not really possess any solution to the difficulties. The academy 
was then granted permission to start experiments in the area 
(thana approx. 150,000 inhabitants) around Comilla.

1/ Report on India’s food crisis and steps to iseet it. Ministry of 
Pood arid Agriculture , Hew DeIhi 1959*

Intensive agricultural district prograoiae. Report 1961-63. 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, New Delhi 1963.

2/ The project is well documented through a series of publications 
issued by the Pakistan Acadejay for Rural .Development, Comiila, 
east Pakistan.
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Th© 138,310 ideas in the new approach that was launched by the 
Comilla Academy can be stated as follows

a) Development requires an intimate co-operation between the 
central and the local administration and economic association® 
of the people living in the area,

b) A co~operatiofa between the peasants is necessary in order to 
solve irrigation, drainage and mechanization probleas and to 
improve the marketing and credit structure*

c) In order to accomplish future improvements> peoplo must be made 
to abstain from certain possibilities of immediate consumption 
and to save and invest in order to expand the economic activities *

d) Eduoation and training is of vital importance, Th® farmers ought 
themselves best to know their own problems and should be mad© 
responsible for their solution with the help of the extension 
service. The best agent in the village ought to be a Hao&el~ 
farmer" elected by the peasants themselves, The "sode1-farmerM 
should be given ample opportunities to discuss his probleas with 
competent staff and to see and be trained in- improved agricultural 
techniques*

e) Open access to all transactions by the Government and the local 
administration and within the co-operative movement is necessary 
to avoid corruption.

f) Better tools and equipaent are necessary to transform traditional 
agriculture.

The academy tried to initiate activities designed to realize this 
programme.

Through a continous evaluation one tries to isolate the success and 
failure elements of different activities and in the programme itself.

The project has so far shown considerable progress and has also been 
successfully tested in three other areas (thanas)* It is now being 
applied over a whole district (20 thanas). It is at the moment 
impossible to pass a final judgement on the success of the project 
but it seems to have shown enough strength to merit a closer scrutiny 
of how the point above have been accomplished,

a) Co-ordination of the development effort

The lowest administrative unit in east Pakistan is the Union 
Counoil which is responsible for local roads, health, water etc. 
besides police and legal functions. It has certain tax powers 
and can also receive grants-in-aid. The Thana Council is a co
ordinating body consisting of all the union chairmen in the area 
+25$ Government employees and 2yfo by the Government selected 
members.
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Th© Comilla approach involves the setting up of a Thana Development 
Centre composed of the Thana Council, the Thana Training Centre 
(see below d) and Thana Co-operative Association (see below b).
These institutions work: in a co-ordinated and integrated programme 
to support the institutions at the village level, i,e* the village 
co-operatives, the union councils and the school system (children 
and adults). The institutions are located together and the centre 
thus contains the offices of local as well as central Government 
officials and the co-operative association* It also provides teaching 
facilities for the training of villagers*

The Thana Council co-crdinates the efforts of tha union councils 
to improve the infrastructure of the area* roads, drainage and other 
projects,which cannot be carried out by an individual or even a 
single co-operative society alone. An intensive training programme 
to develop managers ana skilleu workers for such projects allows 
the unions to carry out those projects on a self-help basis.

Co-operative programme

East Pakistan is characterized by a village settlement and the co
operative primary units are formed on a village basis. 9?he new 
society is required to elsct its own manager, accountant and model 
farmer, who are requested to come for training at the development 
centre in Comilla weekly* The transportation is subsidised by the 
central. co-operative association* The village co-operative society 
is also expected to hold a meeting with all its members weekly to 
discuss all business transactions openly and plan for the future.
At this occasion the model farmer tells about his experience at 
the centre* A thorough inspection of the society is provided. The 
village co-operative applies for credit on the basis of a joint 
plan and distributes agricultural supplies, A number of non-agri- 
cultural societies of carpenters, rickshaw-drivers, truck-owners 
has also been organized.

The central association undertakes activities in the fields of 
credit, training, marketing of produce and distribution of supplies, 
processing and storage and joint use of machinery* It has proved 
very difficult to compete with the private merchants in marketing 
of particularly rice, the main staple product.

The threat of a co-operative venture in this field has. however, 
increased the efficiency. The board of the central association was 
in the beginning dominated by officials. As the share capital of 
the village societies increases, the responsibility is gradually 
transferred to elected representatives.

c) The credit and savings programme

The central association issues loans to the village societies 
on the basis of their loan requests. These are originally built 
up on the basis of verbal applications made by tne farmer himself 
at the weekly meetijngs. The loan ceiling for each member is tied 
to the amount of his share capital plus savings. Mortgage security 
is demanded.
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The interest rate to the farmer is set at about 12-15/6 to cover 
the costs. Funds for the programme are obtained from a commercial 
bank, A very strict discipline is maintained and the .repayment is 
extremely good. The internal capital formation is successfully 
stressed,

d) The training centre

A great amount of weekly and fortnightly training of veilager - 
more than a thousand - is carried on continously at the Thana 
Development Centre, These village leaders are co-operative managers 
and accountaints, model farmers, religous leaders, women organizers, 
union council members, staff for the road and drainage projects etc.
It is a very integrated and changing programme. As it was found 
essential to gain the.support of the women and effort was made to 
find money-earning activities for them and to teach them the basic 
facts. As the religious leaders initially opposed the programme 
a scheme was developed to engage such leaders in the project as 
teachers etc. A small demonstration farm is maintained for the 
teaching of the model farmers. Government employees of different 
categories are engaged as teachers.

e) Mechanization

The introduction of a modern technique was stressed heavily. In 
spite of this effort - the success has been rather limited. This 
may be due to the small size of the farms in the area. The effort 
is nevertheless considered to be essential mainly from the point 
of attracting the farmers interest and make him join the co-operative 
society. It is probably important to have at least one good innovation 
to attach the whole project to in the beginning. The introduction 
of drilled wells has provided such an innovation in the Comilla-area.

f) The role of the academy

The academy is serving as an initiator and evaluator of the project 
and is continously training staff for an expansion of the activities. 
The research has up till now been centered on the social sciences 
but the academy has deman^d possibilities to under-take applied 
biological experimentation to develop locally tested innovations.



Rural development- is often hampered by the absence of a general 
method for integrating the economic conclusions of agricultural 
planning with the many factors affecting rural life. The main dif
ficulty arises from the fact that agricultural planning, both at 
the national and the farm level, i* mainly economic, whereas rural 
development is influenced by a wide si>ectrum of non-economic fac
tors. Agriculture is not only a. means of livelihood. - it is a way 
of life, and the basic unit of production - the individual farm 
- is a. part of a unique social structure - the rural community.
The planner of agricultural development must therefore overcome 
not only economic - but also social-and organinational problems.
He must understand the interaction of these various elements arid 
evaluate their mutual effects. Because of th« importance of the hu
man factor, rural development planning is general , and planning 
of agricultural production in particular, require methods somewhat 
differing from those applicable to other’economic activities of na
tional development.

Rural development is particularly important in the developing 
countries where it is partioally synonymous with national develop
ment. This is due to several reasons.

1. Agriculture is still at a subsistence level. Conversion to a 
market Economy can be effected primarily through an increase 
in agricultural production - to supply food-stuffs and raw 
materials for non-farming population - and to provide farmers 
with the means to purchase manufactured products.

The majority of the population lives in rural areas and is en
gaged in agriculture; any development programme planned for 
the population as a whole must start with the rual area.

3. Nutritional standards are 1ow, and the primary demand in the 
quest for a higher standard o:p living is for more farm products.

4. At the present stage of development, large-scale industrializa
tion of the western type is not the key to rapid progrt-sr-, es
pecially since these nations possess neither the required 
capital for investment in large industrial enterprises nor . 
the skilled manpower to operate them, For these reasons, rural 
development is central among the many j>robl.erns facing the new 
nations.

This paper describes the hods of agricultural planning and rural 
development that have evolved in Israel, and which today comprise 
the framework for the implementation of rural planning and develop
ment in this country.

4*2 Rural development through regional planning in Israel.^

T)
-bctraoted from an article by Raanan Wei tz in Journal of Farm 
Economics 19&5
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A. Macro-planning

Macro-planning deals with the allocation of the basic means of pro
duction 3-mong the different branches of agriculture so as to 
achieve the most suitable use of resources under prevailing con
ditions. This system is composed of four main steps.

a. Forecast of national economic development so th?„t the development 
of the agricultural sector can be approj>r.iately incorporated in it

b. Detormination of the faotors affecting the demand for agricultural 
produce: evaluation o^ demand trends in local markets, assessing 
of export possibilities and forecast for prices of agricultural 
produets.

c. Projection of the sup; ly factors o^ agriculture: these include
a survey of menas of production (land, water, climate, invest
ments, etc.), which determine the potential supply of agricultur
al products. Also included is an evaluation of the progress of 
agricultural know-how, which is expressed in greater yieldsf new 
agricultural techniques and increased production efficiency,

d. Determining the most satisfactory alternative for the structure
and comj'ositiori of the different agricultural branches, on the
basis of all the x>reviously mentioned factors, and best fitting 
the general policy of national economic develojwient. This is 
especially important in a dynamic economy developing at a quick 
pace, where prior recognition of changes induced by development
is essential in order to prevent crises in a^ricultural production 
This can be done mainly by increasing the mobility of means of 
production between the different branches of agriculture and 
regions«

B. Micro-planning

The second system is micro-planning which deals with the structure 
o^ the various farm types «nd the determination of their si'/.e and 
number. Mic.ro-planni.ng aii.os at the Oloc- tion of additional pro
duction mv.-’.nfi among the fa.rm units so that the sum of their agri
culture production equals the planned national agricultural produc
tion, and the average income of the farmer does not 1-‘g behind 
the projected increase in the average jer capita income4

C. The integration of the two systems

-’ast experience has shown that there are inconsistencies between 
the aims defined by agricultural planning on the national level and 
actual production in the individual farm. The mechanism of the free 
market ami price system cannot balance it without grave social con
sequences, which in the final analyses are also detrimental from the 
economic point of view. A suitable method of‘ planning and implementa
tion is thus called for, capable of integrating the systems of rnacro- 
and micro-planning and implementing the resulting conclusi ns.
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A third, intermediary system is therefore necessary. This third
level of planning and implementation is required not only to corre
late conclusions drawn from economic planning, but also to allow 
for the non-economio factors which determine the fate of the develop
ment process. This third system may he denoted "regional planning”.

Regional planning has the following aims*

a. to survey the primary resources of natural wealth and manpower
according to the specific characteristics of each region;

b. to seek out the most favourable alternatives for the development 
of the various economic branches in the region, within the over-

« all framework of national planning;

c. to translate economic, social and organizational planning, for 
the specific region, into X’hysical terms nnd concrete projects;

to plan the means of implementation, and maintain direct rela
tionship with actual results.

In this light it can be stated that the purpose of planning on the 
regional level is to give detailed expression in horisontal terms 
to the aims of national planning within the confines of specific 
regions.

The regional planner aims at an integrated development on the regional 
level, and has therefore to tnke into account all the economic, 
social, organizational and political factors of development.

The regional plan should therefore cover all aspects relating to 
the rural area, namely:

a. agricultural development, i.e., adapting agricultural production 
to new farm-type models;

b. integrating industry into the rural area;

c. creating conditions for the establishment of adequate services 
and amenities in the rural area.

a. Adapting agricultural production to new farm type models

The correlation of macro- and micro-planning causes constant changes 
in tne farm type models, thus determining the allocation alternatives 
of the basic means of production - soil, water, capital, etc. - in 
such a way that the average predicted income of the farmer will be 
consistent with a predetermined goal. The income level is, of course, 
dependent not only on the dimensions of the means of production, but 
also, and sometimes mainly, on the increase of know-how,forms of 
community organization, or co-operative institutions, etc.
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Only on the level of a specific region, with certain attributes 
and characteristics, can the iaplicati.cn of the theoretical farm 
type models be realized and translated into practice. At this 
level, it is possible to take into account the actual effects of 
changes in the dimensions of production means and of agricultural 
know-how on the community organization and on the average farmer.
While actual implementation of changes toward desired goals is 
a theoretical proposal at the national level, it becomes a practical 
reality at the regional level.

b. Integrating industry in the rural area

The increased efficiency in methods of agricultural production, and 
the concerted effort to ensure the income level of the farmer by 
regulating and redistributing means of production, will of necessity 
cause a surplus of manpower in agricultural regions. It in necessary 
to absorb this surplus in order to avoid disruptive influences on 
the social structure of the rural community. The integration of 
industry and/or agricultural settlement in the rural area is a 
constructive solution to this problem, which is common to all 
countries with developing economies.

Experience has shown however the need to consider not only the 
economic factors directly connected with the industrial process 
but also general, comprehensive factors of regional development, 
frequently the establishment of a particular industry is the pivot 
for development far greater than the strict production economies 
resulting from the industrial activity in itself. In such cases, 
a decision would be taken to establish a particular industry in a 
rural area even though from the narrow view-point of the factory alone, 
it might be preferable to locate it in an urban area. This probleas 
should be carefully studied, especially in developing countries 
where concentrated industrial development tends to create two social 
strata in the population - urjban and rural - which are at opposite 
poles socially and economically. The detrimental consequences of 
such stratification are obvious.

c. Creating conditions for the development of adequate services 
amenities in the rural area

Rural communities usually ahve small populations. The individual 
rural community is not therefore capable of supporting adequate 
cultural and economic services on its own. A widening gap has thus 
formed between the city dweller and the rural detter, which is in 
part responsible for the drift of precisely those productive and 
intellectual elements from the rural areas which are necessary for 
the progress of their development. It is therefore clear that one of 
the basic conditions for rural development is the creation of satisfac
tory conditions, not only for education and advancing the present 
settlers, but for attracting and securing those capable of implement
ing and leading the development.

Only if the policy-makers and planners have the authority and tools 
to control the factors determining all three aspects can they 
succeed in the implementation of economic programming and development.
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Thus a distinctive change has evolved in Israel regarding the 
fundamentals of planning, organization and implementation of rural 
development. This change is expressed mainly in the spatial organiza
tion and structure of the rural regions and in the structure of 
regional authorities responsible for rural development.

D, The spatial organization and structure of rural regions
The spatial organization of the development .region in Israel is con
structed in four levels: the family farm, the village v/hich consists 
of a number of family farms, the composite rural community which in
cludes several villages around a service centre and the region as 
a whole which centres around the .regional town,

Organization and implementation of regional development

Israel's practice in regional development has empirically created 
an organizational structure for development based on a receprocal 
relation between planning and implementation and on a regional 
authority entrusted with all the development activities in the region.

a. The reciprocity of planning and. implementation

Experience has shown that nn predetermined plan can allow for all 
the social, economic; c'.nd organizational problems arising from the 
application of national planning to local conditions, The relative 
importance of many factors cannot be Quantitatively assessed, ;nd 
thpir evaluation is left to the discretion of the regional policy- 
mak«r or comprehensive planner. Other ‘‘actors cannot even be Poreseei;, 
and become evident only after implementation has begun. The appearance 
of unforeseen factors is inherent in the process of development. 
Comprehensive regional planning is not a single act, by which a deve
lopment plan for a certain number of years is determined. A change in 
the accepted concept of planning is imperative. Planning and implemen
tation must be linked by a "feed-back” mechanism, through which the 
plan is constantly r^-analysed in the light of reality. Planning 
should therefore be regarded as a dynamic process > closely interwoven 
with implementation, and flexible to allow for the solution of 
c u r r e n t p ro b 1 e m s .
Tt is possible to discern five successive stages in the process of 
regional deveiopment, which form a closed circle.

I. .Determination and formulation of objectives

The objectives of the development project within the region are 
determined in accordance with the general policy of national 
planning, which is mainly - or wholly - economic. The regional 
planner must be able to translate this general policy to terms 
applicable to the specific conditions within the region.

II. Collection of data

All data necessary for preparation of the regional plan should 
be collected concurrently with the determination of the objectives 
of the project. Not only economic and physical data, but also data 
concerning the human element ;md its problems are of decisive 
import ance.



III. Preparation of the plan

On the "basis of these data, a forecast of development 
is made, and a plan is formulated to achieve the desired 
aims .

IV. Preparation of the implementation stage

The organization of tools for the development authority 
should then be prepared for the actual implementation of 
the plan: the range of operation is determined according 
to priorities derived from the regional plan.

V. Follow-up of the implementation stage

Conclusions from the actual development process should be 
drawn continously, thus testing the appropriatness of the 
plan. This may lead the development authorities to modify 
the plan or even the original objectives. This explains
the necessity of the built in "feed-back” mechanism in the
process of development at the regional level.

The operation of this kind of development planning, which is a con
stant integration of planning (in the usual sense) and implementation
can be done only through a special institutional frame-work. The 
responsibility of the development authorities is to ensure operation 
of the closed circle described above wielding their authority to 
actuate the ’’feed-back” mechanism.

b. The development authority

From the above it would seem that at the present level of our 
knowledge, no analytical approach exists which could replace the 
dynamic process outlined, which can be operated only by a ’’human 
mechanism", i.e«, an institution with the proper structure and 
preparation. This is the foundation of the planning structure which 
has evolved in Israel, and which is carrying out comprehensive rural 
development.

The basic characteristic of the authority responsible for rural 
development activities in Israel is its decentralisation into separat 
regional authorities. This structure is essential for two reasons: 
first, the development team is able to establish close contac,t 
with the population of the region and to aquire detailed knowledge 
of regional resources and conditions; and second, the authority 
is able to carry out the "feed-back" mechanism which cannot be 
effected on the national level.

The success of any development scheme depends first of all on the 
local population. Their attitude towards proposed changes is a 
decisive factor, that should always be taken into consideration.
The development team must therefore reside in the region and 
maintain close relationship with the rural communities through 
their recognized leaders.
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The team can then serve both as a connecting link between the govern
ment and. the individual communities and os a motivating power for 
development within the region. The spatial structure of settlement in 
Israel described above facilitates this objective, by T>roviding the 
professional personnel with adequate services and suitable place of 
residence in the rural centre.

In order to carry out the "feed-back" mechanism of planning and 
implementation, the develoi'ment authority must constitute an inter- 
disciplinar group of all professionals needed for the development 
activities: economists, sociologists, agronomists and administrators.
The regional director should be responsible for the development policy, 
co-ordinate the activities of the various team members and be capable 
of seeing ea.oh process as a part of the whole scheme. Tea.m leaders of 
this sort are new to the development field and have usually squired 
their knowledge through first-hand experience.

c. The optimal size of the development region

On the basis of information at our disposal today, both in Israel and 
in other development regions, it seems that the deveJoprnent region 
should consists of a number of rural communities that can be rationally 
linked to a regional town. This link may be direct or through the 
intermediacy of rural centres. In a larger region, comprehensive plann
ing as here proposed, presents too many difficulties. The proposed size 
is large enough to prevent undue division of the national masterplan for 
agriculture, and small enough to allow for a "feed-back” mechanism and 
for evaluation of the particular factors and conditions of the region. 
Therefore, the size of the region is basically defined by the develop
ment function and not by distance, natural boundaries, or general ad
ministrative divisions.

d. The organizational structure of development authorities

In conclusion, the proposed approach of regional planning for rural 
development .rests on two basic ideas: the first, that planning and 
implementation must be integrated and operated by sj:ecially construct
ed organization, and the second, that this process-, is possible on.’iy 
within the bounderies of a functionally defined region. The whole 
system of agricultural planning and development at the national level 
must therefore be built on regional units, invested with a large of 
independence in both planning and implementation.

However, the fields of activity of the development team;- usually come 
under the jurisdiction of different governmental departments. The 
regional director - or the head of the development team - must 
therefore have greater authority over representatives of the various 
government departments participating in the development process.
This presents a. b^sic conflict between the concept of regional develop
ment and the administrative system in the majority of states, This 
conflict is esj'ecially marked in the developing countries, in most of 
which authority is centralized, a fact which may often be attributed 
to historical reasons. This situation can be overcome only by separa
ting the planning and implementation functions for devlopinent from the 
regular service authorities of the various government offices.
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The lack of unified, empirically verified and practically applicable 
development theory is of course most disturbing in the planning- on 
a rural development project. The experiences cited above are obvious
ly a subjective selection and there exist other experiences which point 
in a slightly different direction. ’>ue to the striking success oF 
the above programmes it seems nevertheless desirable to try to draw 
some conclusions for the organization and introductory activities of 
a possible rural development programme in Kthiopia.

The first conclusion is undoubtedly that such a project must be very 
flexible in order to allow for modifications in light of the experience 
gained. A thorough evaluation of all the activities that are started 
must be provided to guide the future planning. One of the important 
objectives of the project should be to find methods for rural 
development in Ethiopia and to brain staff in this approach ( section 
9.1 and 9.3.7)*

In order to provide a bridge between national planning and planning 
of individual enterprises a regional organization should be created 
(section 9*1)• Cn the basis of a thorough survey of the natural and man
power resources of the selected region and the targets established for 
the economic and social growth a. blue print for the development of the 
region should be designed within the framework of the national plan.
A first sketch of such a plan is provided in section 8 on the basis 
of a description of the area selected (sectionb). The regional planning 
unit should also translate the plan into concrete projects and an 
action programme (section 9). The regional planner must have a very 
practical approach.

The integration wiil require a co-ordination of the development efforts 
within the region. The activities of different ministries must be 
co-ordinated, mutually and with the activities of the local administra
tion and oriented towards the same goals as defined by the plan (section
7-3).
It will also be necessary to encourage private r>articipation and initia
tive both individually and in a co-operative form in order to achieve 
the desired economic and social development. The regional development 
organization must be given a large amount of financial independence 
and directly control or co-ordinate the activities of the staff placed 
in the region by the ministries.

The development of able and responsible leaders in the local self- 
admini stration as well as technically competent and venturous farmers, 
businessmen, craftsmen and industrial enterpreneurs must be one of the 
foremost tasks in the rural development effort (sections 9.^, 9.6 and 
9.8).

4*3 Conclusions from international experience
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This is also the conclusion of T* V. Schultz (with reapsot tc farmers) 
in hie snalyaes of traditional agriculture, as can be seen fro® th® 
following quotation© s

"Th® c®ntral argument of this Study has set the stag® for human capital 
as a major souro© of economic growth from agriculture. It runs a® 
follows x
The economic basis of th© slow growth of s penny ©conossy is not to be 
found generally in observable inefficiencies in the wsy th© traditional 
agricultural factors of production are allocated} nor i© it to b® ex
plained by sub-optimu® rates of saving© and investment in such tradi
tional factor®, because th® rat© of return at the margins is generally 
too low to warrant ad&ition&l askings and investment, given anything 
lik® normal preferenses and motives* Th© economic b&eis for rapid 
growth under thes® circumstances do©© not li® in exhortations pertain
ing to work and thrift. Th® key to growth is in acquiring and using 
effectively some modern (non-traditional from th® point of view of the 
exp©ri®nce of people in a penny economy) factor® of production. As has 
boen seen, thes© modern factors &r® often concealed by ©oonoisiste und«?r 
an expository contrivance called "technological change”. Th® suppliers 
of modern agricultural factors are, among others research people who 
work in agricultural experiment stations* Their contributions in this 
connection are of critical importance* F&nser© in their role as- d®~ 
aander© of th® new factors accept the® when they are truly profitable. 
But$ typically, farmer® in traditional agriculture do not search for 
theia. In th® end, such depends on farmers learning how to us© modem 
agricultural factors ©ff@ctiv®ly. At this point, rapid sustained 
growth rests heavily on particular investments in far® peopl© related 
to th® new skills and new knowledge that far® people rauet aquir© to 
succsed at the g&m® of growth from sericulture. "
This will require an intensified and integrated extension, community 
developaont and adult education approach. Th® understanding of th® 
local society nust b© strengthened and a strategy for winning and main
taining th© confidence of th© local population must be arrived at*
Th® us© of model f&rs?-@rs elected by th® peeasnts th®aas®lv®© may be & 
prominent feature of the agricultural extension effort. It will prob
ably b® necessary to organise a co-operation asaong th® f&rssers to find 
an efficient solution to marketing, oredit and processing probie^e.
Fro® th® experience cited previously it sees® important, howevers that 
th® people regard th© ©ducation&l and co~op®rativ© effort ae thoir own 
project and that th© role of the project staff her© is reduoed to th%t 
of catalyst and teachor. . The approach must b® tried and tested in a 
smaller area before it is expanded to other parts of th© region* Th® 
initiation of th® programme will b© considerably facilitated if th© 
extension programme can. be based on on© or several high yielding and 
well tested innovations*

^  T. W* Schults. Trsnsforsing traditional agriculture Tale Uni
versity pres® 1964 pp 176 - 77*



The development of new- techniques and inputs will be of critical im
portance for the program©. It is* however, generally not possible 
to directly apply research results fro® other countries or natural 
regions. Another quotation fro® Sehults^ay illustrate this*

modem material inputs are seldom ready-made, They can rarely 
be taken over and introduced into farming in a typically poor community 
in their present form. They must be fitted to the particular conditions 
of agriculture in the poor community. Differences in biological require
ments are especially important. Many of them are associated with differ
ences in latitude. For example, a variety of hybrid com suited to Iowa 
will do better in Indiana than it will in Alabama, Breeds of dairy cow© 
that are productive in the te®p©rat© sones are not up to tropical con
ditions, Soils, too, differ greatly fro® son® to sone, and these differ
ences affect significantly plant, fertilizer, water and cultivation re
quirements o There are very f®w reproducible agricultural factors in 
technically advanced countries that are ready-piade for moet poor com
munities.
In general, what is available is a body of useful knowledge which ha© 
made it possible for the advanced countries to produce for their own use 
factors that are technically superior to those employed elsewhere. This 
body of knowledge can be used to develop similar and as a rule superior, 
new factors appropriate to the biological and other conditions that are 
specific to the agriculture of poor communities*s>
Applied research for th® development of looally adapted and well tested 
innovations is thus another essential ingredient in the program® (sec
tion 9.2). Th® need for such an activity was felt rather deeply in the 
Comill& project, although it has; as yet not bees established. The in
novations developed should be suited to the prevailing farm sis® and be 
of suoh nature that the farmer will have the skills and the financial 
resources to adopt them. In view of the rapid population increase and 
the relatively slow expansion of employment in the non-agricultural sector 
the stress should be on increasing the output rather than reducing tha 
input of labour.

2This is spelled out very nicely by Myrdal»
"Fro* one point of view* the moans to raise th© yields can Is® generttl- 
ly characterised as the application of a more productive technology.
In many cases this cannot be done to the greatest advantage simply by 
taking over the production techniques from the rich countries where 
the yields are higher and steadily rising. For this there are two 
main reason®. Th© specialised and localised research about soil, climate, 
water and many other* things in the tropioal and sub-tropical regions, 
which would be needed for a maximally successful readeption of these 
techniques, is largely undone. And contrary to what happened in the 
rich countries, where almost from the beginning the labour force in 
agriculture was decreasing, the production techniques in the un
developed countries have to be adapted to a continuous increase of 
workers in agriculture. For decades to come the total labour force 
will be rapidily increasing, as I have already pointed out} and in
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^  op. cit. p. 147
2j Q. Myrdal. Land reform in its broader economic and social setting. 

Land reform conference, FAO, Rome, 1966.
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most underdeveloped couEtrieB industrialisation will not give much 
additional employment for a considerable time to come; until a much 
higher level of industrial isation is reached it may decrease the 
labour force in manufacturing* In agriculture there is regularly 
very much initial under-utilisation of labour*

All this* which I cannot take the time now to demonstrate in greater 
detail, implies that the new agricultural technology, the application 
of which could raise the yields substantially in the underdeveloped 
countries, will have to be very different from the technology that 
has with ever greater success been utilised for that purpose in the 
rich countries. It has to be founded on much more programmed, prac
tically directed, specialised* and localised research then has as yet 
been carried out? and it has to be extremely, and increasingly, 
labour-intensive to provide ¥ork for the largely underutilised labour 
force in agriculture that will continue to increase very rapidly for 
decades,”

Improvements of roads, water, housing etc* are often a precondition 
for accomplishments in the fields of marketing, animal production and 
health. The local administrations must be assisted in the planning, 
execution and financing of such projects but may through training of 
skilled craftsmen and project managers gradually assume a greater 
responsibility (section 9«?)«

Industrial development may releave the pressure on land and provide 
cutlets and supplier for an increasing agricultural production. At 
the same time th© industrial expansion often presupposes a secure 
supply of raw-materials from the agricultural sector and/or a demand for 
its produce. There is thus a strong interdependence between th© two 
sectors* From th© experience in Israel rural industrial projects will 
tend to halt the excessive urbanization which characterises most de
veloping countries and act as a catalyst to the prograss of rural areas* 
The social benefits are thus said to outweigh &ny possible drawbacks for 
the enterprises. The ©volution of industrial enterprise will pre
sumably require some initiatives by a Government organisation, the 
introduction of a trade school and advice and support of newly created 
firms through an aotive business extension (see section 9*5 ®n& 9*6).

The importance of certain services, such as land measurement and reg
istration* and veterinary services r&s not illustrated by th© examples 
given above. Progress in animal husbandry will to a large extent d@p©nd 
upon the organisation of e.n effective disease control. Institutional 
barriers in the form of insecurity of land ownership or inefficiencies 
in the landlord-tenant relations will result in lack of economic incen
tives for a large part of th<s far.nerr* Ufo credit can be extended to 
such farmers and the modernisation attempts will have no meaning for 
this group unless the institutional framework is changed. Activities 
to this effect are thus necessary ingredients in the integrated 
approach (section 9*7)*
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An interesting question is what role an aid-giving nation oan play in 
a comprehensive progr-e®®® of th© type illustrated by ®,g‘» the Coailla 
project above* There seema to b© no difficulty for foreign personnel, 
if needed, to staff th$ positions as planner®, ©valuators, research 
workers during an initial period* Fsither should there by any draw
backs of using foreigner® as veterinarians, land surveyors, trad® 
school teachers, ros-d engineers or industrial ma&ager until domestic 
staff is available* The big question refers to th® uae of foreign 
staff in all important development of the husaan initiative and 
ability through an integrated extension, C.D. and adult education 
effort* STo doubt this is th.® sector where well“»trained and mature domestic 
staff are mostly needed right fro® the start, A development oriented 
eooisl-antropologiet or sociologist m8y s however, be the key person 
in this programs® even if h# ie a foreigner* Such persons are$ how
ever 5 extreaely scarce* Sine® Ethiopia has available a nu&ber of veil- 
trained agriculturists, community development workers etc, , there should 
b© possibilities to undertake a venture of the kind here discussed*

It seesss appropriate to end this section by a quotation from the open
ing address by Ounnar Myrdal at th® recent World Land .Befora Conference t

"Vhat i© needed is a co-ordinated attack or* inequality, poverty and low 
productivity, where land reform, community development, agricultural 
extension services, co-operation and many other efforts towards rural 
uplift are not isolated from each other but planned and pursued ac a 
combined policy* More specifically, without measures to reduce monop
oly over land ownership it i© unrealistic to expect these other reform 
efforts to accomplish much.

This combined operation, to be effective, must inolude also education.
And as is now becoming more generally understood, it is not enough to 
increase the enrolment of children in schools* Both in order to make 
the schooling of children more effective, and to bring down more.- rapidly 
the illiteracy rate, adult education must be given a muoh ssore prominent 
place than it has usually awarded. And a higher rate of functional lit
eracy, all other policy efforts will bring greater result® more rapidly.

What I am spelling out is, of course, the need for modernization gener
ally by education and induced changes of attitude and social institu
tions over th© whole field® Land reform, and, more generally^ policy 
efforts to strengthen th® bargaining power of poor cultivator© and work
ers are, however, necessary component parts of the modersisation drive 
and without it no other policy efforts will have much success, m  we can 
seen demonstrated in many underdeveloped countries today* But the oppo
site is also trust Without keeping up the modernization drive in all 
other respects, lend reform will not accomplish ssucfc - and will indeed, 
mostly not be iaaplejcentedg even if it is enacted*"
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In the aid-memoir, which serves as a basis for the agreement between 
the two governments to survey the possibilities for co-operation in 
a regional development ■ project, the following- criteria are cited as 
important for an effective utilization of the resources within a 
possible project.

1. The natural conditions within the region should be favourable to 
agricultural improvements. To utilize the Swedish experience a 
region suitable for grain, oil-seed and animal production rather 
than coffee and other tropical crop production should be pre
ferred.

2. The area should have a need for additional agricultural experi
mentation.

3. The area should be a part of a larger homogeneous region to 
maximize the impact of the findings at the agricultural experiment 
station.

4. Good communications should, be assured or be possible to create 
without too much delay.

5. Favourable land tenure conditions should prevail. It would be 
advantageous if
a) the proportion of farmers who farm their own land is high,
b) the proportion of Government land is high,
c) the land is farmed regularly by the same family,
d) there is available a large amount of land which is extensively 

used at the moment, but where more intensive farming could be 
established.

6. The local administration should be ready to support the project 
wholeheartedly and the people in the area should be interested 
in the development effort.

7. The availability of Ethiopian personnel should be good or the 
Government should be willing to give increased support to the 
different services in the region.

8. It would be an advantage, if Swedish supported field activities 
already exist in the area.

It has also been stressed that a close co-operation with a possible 
IBRD assistance in the fields of agricultural credit, feeder roads 
and regional development is considered to be of utmost importance.
The Ethiopian Government thus indicated the following five areas 
for consideration by both the Swedish and IBRD teams.

1. The Wollamo (Soddo) awraja in the province of Sidamo
2. The Chilalo awraja in the province of Arussi
3. The Harrar awraja in the province of Harrar
4. The Jibatina Wetcha awraja (Backo) in the province of Shoa 
5* The Teguletinal Bulga (Debre Berhan) and Menzina Yifat

(Debre Sina) awrajas in the province of Shoa

5. SELECTION OF AREA. FOR THE PROJECT
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In a preliminary report of December 1965 the IBRD team rated the 
five areas in the following fashion on the "basis of the information 
available at that time.

Criteria

1. Services

Areas under consideration
1 • Sod&o 2, Chilalo 3*Harrar 4*Bac&o 5*^ebre Berhan

Debre Sina

available yea yes yes will have weak
2. Connection 

to market yes ye3 yes yes weak
3, Potential of 

cash crop yes yes yes yes yes
4« Settled peasant 

farmers yes yes yes some yes
5. Repeatability yes yes yes yes doubts
6. Land tenure

situation accepta-ble
yes some

doubts
doubts yes yes

7. Information 
available yes some some some some

Points awarded 7 6 6 5 5i
Priority rating 1 2 3 cJ 4
The Swedish investigating team started its work on the fourth of April 
and after a week of briefing on various subjects the team began a 
tour of the five areas. Time did of course not allow any more deep- 
going survey but fche brief visits were neverthelese thought to give 
a good picture of the agricultural conditions and the infrastructure 
available. With supplementary information from other sources, (sta
tistical, experimental etc.) the team therefore ventured the follow
ing conclusion with reference to the criteria cited in the beginning 
of this sections

1. Wollamo (Soddo). The most profitable crops in the area are prob
ably ensete, maize, teff, sorghum, coffee, ground-nuts and cotton.

Since the Swedish experience in the production of most of these 
crops is rather limited it is considered unwise to suggest this area 
for the project.

2. Harrar. A similar reasoning could be applied to the Earrar awre.ja 
and the chat.? sweet potatoes, and the so?.?ghum production in this area*

Since it is intended to create a very close tie between the farmers 
the extension and CD work and an experimentation of applied nature 
it is also recommended for at least this first regional development 
attempt to incorporate experimental facilities in the project itself« 
Thereby* it will be possible to find out what facilities are actually 
needed to apply the findings of general agricultural research (domes
tic as well as foreign) to the problems of a particular area*



An association to an existing agricultural research station like 
the Agricultural College at Alemaya is, therefore* at this stage 
considered less desirable, although the professional links roust 
be very strong. Furthermore, the Swedish possibilities for assis
tance in applied experimentation would presumably be more produc
tive if utilized to establish another link in the network of 
experimental stations rather than reinforcing an existing station. 
For those reasons the Harrar awraja seems at this stage less suit
able for the project*

3« Backo. The argumentation above could to some extent also be 
applied to the Ambo awraja as a German supported experiment station 
is situated just across the border in Wollega and as the UHDP 
supported Institute of Agricultural Hesearch is about to establish 
its main station at Holleta, 45 vest of Addis Ababa.

4. Debre Berhan - Debre Sina. The natural conditions in this region 
seem less favourable than in the other four areas* The collection of 
basic information about this area (as also about the B&cko area) is 
less advanced which may prolong the survey if this area is chosen 
for the project,

5. Chilalo. The natural conditions of the Chilalo awraja seem to 
be very favourable to agricultural production and the area is s. 
part of a vast homogeneous region. The Chilalo awraja also seems 
best suited to the Swedish experience since its main possibilities 
are within the fields of grain, oil crop and animal production.
Some supplementary experimentation is needed for areas of this 
type. The awraja has good road connections with the Addis Ababa, 
Debre Zeit and IT&z&reth markets and with the railway link Addis 
Ababa - Djibouti* The communications within the area are less 
developed* There are some doubts about the land tenure situation
in the area since the central statistical office and the land reform 
office have obtained different conclusions as can be seen from below

Central statistical office Percentage of holdings
Owned Partly owned Rented

Chilalo awraja 44 8 48

Land reform office Percentage of farmers that are
Owners Tenants

Chilalo awraja Tio woreda 33 66
Becoji woreda 25 ' 75
Munessa M 50 50
Sire " 15 85
Kofele w 25 75

A very limited survey of two small areas around Asella conducted 
by the team seems to correspond closely with the results of the 
land reform office. Some signs of improvements of the landlord- 
tenant relation in the sense of an increased frequency of cash 
leases and written contracts can, however, be detected*
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In preliminary ta^ks his Exoellency the Governor General of Arussi 
"-as indicateo. a great interest; for the project. The people of* Arussi 
are considered quite progressive, maybe because of the fairly recent 
settlement of great parts of the province*

6, A brief visit was also paid to Makale mainly to study the regional 
development effort within the framework of the Tigrai development 
organization. The impressive work of this organization under diffi
cult natural conditions is believed to be of gr^at interest if and 
when activities are started in the regions above.

As a result of the above considerations the investigating tea-m con
cluded in a memorandum to the Ethiopian Government of May 10. that 
the Chilalo awraja in Arussi was the most suitable fox a possible 
Ethio—Swedish regional development project.

On July 14, H.E. the minister of agriculture confirmed the Ethiopian 
Government's acceptance of this conclusion (appendix 2).
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6, DESCRIPTION OF AREA 

6e1 Physical data

A, General geography

Geographically East Africa is characterized by two very extensive 
plateaux: The central plateau to the northwest and the eastern 
plateau to the southeast, separated by the long tectonic Rift 
Valley. The central plateau slopes in a general northwestern 
direction and the eastern plateau slopes generally to the south
east, towards the Indian Ocean*

In the deepest parts of the broad Rift Valley there is a series 
of lakes, among them Lake Ziway and Lake Langano in the middle of 
Ethiopia, A line in a north-southern direction in the middle of 
these lakes makes the eastern boundary of the Chilalo awraja, the 
chosen project region (see attached map, which is a copy of the 
British war office map in the scale 1: 500 000).

Lake Ziway and Lake Langano are situated at an altitude of about
1.700 m. They are mainly surrounded by relatively flat lowlands.
On the eastern side of the lakes the land, sometimes very steeply 
and sometimes only gradually, rises towards a high plateau of 
varying width: on spots less than 5 km wide, partly up to 40 km 
wide. The altitude of the high plateau, which generally is very 
fertile, varies from 2,500 - 2S800 m in the southern parts down to 
2,200 m in the northern parts.

The eastern limits of that high plateau slopes up towards a range 
of high mountains which is mainly extended in a north-south direction: 
mt. Ancfola, mt. Chilalo, mt. Badda and mt. Bncuolo reaching alti
tudes of about 4,000 m. The highest peak, mt. Badda, has an altitude 
of 4,400 m. The range of mountains (a line following the waterridge) 
makes the eastern boundary of Chilalo.

The Awash river, a big river coming from the western plateau and 
following the Rift Valley in an eastern to northeastern direction, 
makes the northern boundary of the Chilalo awrajae

Asella, the capital of Arussi province and the Chilalo awraja, is 
situated at a place, where the high plateau is most narrow® From 
Asella onwards the range of mountains has mainly a north-eastern 
direction. The area is about 40 km wide between the northern of 
the parts of the mountains and Awash river, and is sloping gradually 
down to that river. This slope forms a very fertile land as long 
as the altitude and consequently the rainfall is sufficient. The 
northern areas of the slope are parts of the dry lowlands in the 
Rift Valley.

In the north-western parts of Chilalo there is an unfertile and 
dry plateau within the Rift Valley, Gille Plain, mainly at an 
altitude of about 2,200 m. One mountain there, mt. Borra, reaches
2.700 m*
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The big river Wabi Shebele forms the southern boundary of Chilalo,
The southern parts of 'Chilalo are separated from the middle and 
northern parts through a range of high mountains, mt, Encuolo, mt. 
Cacca and mt, Boset, all of them reaching more than 4?000 Kt, 
Cacca, in fact the highest peak, of Chilalo, reaches an altitude of
4,5oo m according to th.e map mentioned above.

The southern part of Chilalo, the Kofale region, is drained through 
a great number of north-south directed streams and rivers, falling 
into Vabi Shebele,

The middle part of Chilalo (the area between Asella and the mentioned 
east-western range of mountains) is drained through a number of 
small streams falling- into the Catar river. That river passes in a 
south-northern direction through a deep canyon from the high plateau 
down to the lowland and falls into Lake Ziway,

The northern part of Chilalo is mainly drained towards the north
and the Awâ '1 river. In accordance with a rough calculation on
the map mentioned above Chilalo comprises about 10 100 km^ of land,

B. Administrative subdivisions

The boundaries of the Chilalo awraja and of the old subdivisions, 
woredas, are roughly indicated on the attached map. The awraja has 
recently been subject to some administrative rearrangements. Un
fortunately, it has up to now been impossible to get details about 
the new woreda boundaries. The population census refers to the 
old woreda division demonstrated on the map.

C, Main centres and their facilities

Asella town, the province and the awraja caĵ ital, has about 12,000 
inhabitants. There are primary as well as secondary schools, a 
modern hospital, health centres, a market place, electricity and 
water supply and telecommunications centre. There is also a Swedish 
mission, running a primary school.

Uuruta town (about 4>5^0 inhabitants) is situated in a fertile 
agricultural area within the northern part of Chilalo. Huruta is 
a big market place and has also a primary school.

Bhera town (about 1,800 inhabitants) is situated along the highway 
from Nazareth to Asella at the place where the road to Sire and 
further on to Arba Gugu as well as Ticho awrajas forks. There is 
a primary school a health centre and a market.

Sire town (about 3,100 inhabitants) is situated in the north
eastern corner of ChilaJo, It is a market place. There is a mission 
(Sudan Interior) with a school and a clinic. There is also a 
Government primary school.
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Be»oji town (about 1,900 inhabitants) is an important market place, 
along the road, 50 km south of Asella. There is a primary school 
and a health centre.

Munessa (about 700 inhabitants) is a market place situated about 
50 km soutwest of Asella. The Swedish mission haa a clinic and a 
primary school here. There is also a Government primary school.

Etaya is a fairly small village with a big market along the high
way from Awash up to Asella. There is a primary school.

Sagure is also a market place along the road from Asella to Becoji. 
There is a primary school.

Kofele town (2,100 inhabitants) is situated in the southern part 
of Chilalo along the highway from Shasemene to Dodola. There is 
a market place and a big primary school. There is also a Swedish 
mission with a clinic as well as a primary school.

Further information about primary schools is given in section 6.8.

D. Population censes

In accordance with a census recently undertaken by the Governor 
General of Arussi privince, the population of Chilalo is divided 
into districts (woredas) and subdistricts (meketil woredas) as 
follows (referring to the previous administrative set up):
Tio woreda
Asella town 12,079
Asella meketil woreda 25,164
Sagure " " 33,S40
Dugda M H 18, 667
Huruta town 4,561
Huruta meketil woreda 41,850
Dhera town 1,793
Dhera meketil woreda 16,229

To tal 154,303
Sire woreda
Sire new woreda 42,432
Sire town 3,107

Total 45,539
Munessa woreda
I)egaga meketil woreda 16,199Balimeda meketil woreda 15,527
Cator Genet woreda 14,371

Total 46,097

Kofele woreda
Cama meketil woreda 25,104
Saymena meketil woreda 26,787
Kofele town 2,081

Total 53,972
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In accordance with the figures above there are 355?340 inhabitants 
in the Chilalo awraja*

E. Hoads

The actual road situation in the Chilalo awraja is roughly shown 
on the attached map. The only regular highways in the awraja are 
the one from Addis Ababa passing Nazareth and Soddere leading to 
Asella, being of primary Imperial Highway Authority standard, and 
another one from Siiasemene to Adaba constructed in secondary 
standard. There is also an allweather road from Asella down to 
Becoji constructed by the local people.

The construction of a new road from Asella over Becoji down to 
Dodola in secondary standard is included in the fourth highway 
programme.

Besides asphalting of the highway from Awash river up to Asella 
(sceduled to be carried through during 19^7) the Imperial Highway 
Authority does not seem to have any other actual road construction 
plans concerning the Chilalo awraja.

Existing feeder roads, all of them only dry weather roads, are 
roughly illustrated on the map. These roads are mainly leading from 
the highway to the market places.

F. Airport facilities

There is an 1,100 metres long, very simple landing strip in Asella 
situated in an open area along the highway to Becoji about 3 km 
south of the town centre. The civil aviation authority forsees a 
future 300 metres extension of the runway in northern direction.
No other landing strip exists in Chilalo.

G„ Electricity supply

In Asella thery is a diesel electric power plant, established in 
1962. A 250 Hp generator gives an output of 138 kW, It runs from 
8 o'clock in the morning till midnight. The power plant supplies 
740 consumers, most of them private persons. All public establish
ments are electrified. There are also 350 lamps in streets and other 
public places. The total consumption is about 440,000 kWh a year.
The price of one kWh is Eth.S 0.15. The capacity corresponds already 
to the demand. There are no extension plans for the time being 
but the technical arrangements will make a future doubling simple.
There is no other public electricity supply existing or planned 
within the Chilalo awraja.

In Awash river, some kilometres downstream the bridge of the highway 
from Nazareth to Asella, two big hydro electric plants, Awash II 
and Awash III are under construction. They will have a capacity of 
45>000 kW each and will start operations during 1966 and 1 9&7
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respectively. It would seem easy to construct the corresponding, 
about 60 km long, transmission line along; the highway if new 
industrial and other j)owerdeir.anding activities in the Asella 
area would make it necessary.

The Catar river, draining the main part of Chilalo, has a fairly 
good water flow even in the dry season. It passes through a deep, 
mostly rock walled canyon before reaching the low land where there 
is a swamp and a small lake about 15 km west of Asella, The total 
fall.of the river when passing from the Munessa high plateau to 
the lowlands is also fairly steep. The existing map in 1:500 000 
suggests a fall of about 600 m on 20 km. Some preliminary investi
gations concerning the possibilities to establish hydroelectric 
power production, in combination with an agricultural irregation 
project, may be carried through,
H. Water supply
In Asella there is a public water wupply, constructed in 1954*
Just above the town are some springs giving a fairly clean water. 
The water is brought from the springs to a reservoir containing 
about 100 from where it is taken to the town through a 1-J-" 
pipe. The water is brought by gravitation from the springs to the 
consumers. There are 3 public taps, 350 private houses plus all 
public buildings are supplied. There is a considerable shortage 
of water, mainly due to the very slender dimension of the main 
pipe line.
An improvement of the water supply of Asella is presently being 
considered by the municipality department of the Ministry of 
Interior. There does not exist any other public water supply in 
the Chilalo awraja.
The people and the cattle in Chilalo are getting their water 
supply from the large number of streams and rivers scattered all 
over the region, but also directly from the big lakes, Ziway and 
Langano, in the west. The water resources in the area between 
Awash river and Gondi and also in certain other parts in the low
lands are very limited. The same is 3aid about the Munessa plateau. 
Prom an economical point of view it is mostly wrong to drive 
cattle tens of kilomtres many times a week just to get water.
Thorough investigations of the water resources are planned. 
Proposals on the solution of these problems should thereafter 
be submitted to the local and central authorities.

I, Telecommunications
There is a telephone line along the highway from Nazareth over 
Awash down to Asella and Becoji supplying the main places along 
the road with telephone. The line from Asella to Becoji is just 
completed. From Dhera there is also a line up to Sire, Kofele is 
supplied with telephone through a line from Shashernene which 
is extended to Dodola and Adaba, For the moment there are no 
further extension plans.
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J. Housing

In Chilalo scattered homesteads is the most frequent pattern of 
residence. Sometimes some homesteads are concentrated into small 
family hamlets,,

The composition of the homesteads differ according to the size of 
the household and the prosperity of the family* Very often a compound 
consists of several "buildings: one or two living houses for the 
households members, servant lodgings, possibly a guest house and a 
number of grain stores. The animals are kept within the compound 
during the nights and for their protection a roofless cattle shed 
is erected. In places where wood is scarce the compound sometimes 
lacks fencingo Wood fences might be replaced by walls made out of 
mud.

The skeleton of the house is constructed of wood, usually from 
eucalyptus trees. First the wall poles are erected close together 
to form a circle and after that the conical roof frame is added.
The joints are mostly fitted together by bark stripes or bast-fibre. 
The walls are plasterer with mud. Sometimes cow dung is used. The 
roofs are thatched and do not have any vent-holes for smoke. There 
are no windows in the walls and only one low and narrow wooden 
framed doorway is opened up in the wall and provided with a simple 
wooden door. As there are no fixed sinoke-holes the smoke must force 
its way through the thatching of the roof.

Inside the living houses some beds made of mud are mostly built 
along the walls. The floor consists of tramped mud. The fireplace 
is always put directly on the floor, with a depression in the floor 
serving as a protection.

Besides being the residence of the household members the living 
bouse also serves as a stable for horses, calves and sick animals. 
There is often a special apartment, marked by a mud wall, arranged 
for the calves.

The grain stores lock like big roofed baskets. The big container 
usually keeping 700-1,000 kg of grain, is elevated some decimetres 
from the ground. The framework is made out of eucalyptus branches 
which are tied together at the bottom. The upper ends form a wide 
circle. The frame is plastered on the outside with mud and on the 
inside with cow dung. The container is topped by a thatched conical 
roof.
In the towns but also in many marketplaces the houses mostly are 
constructed out of poles and mud but with a square form and with 
roofs out of corrugated iron sheets. The finish and standard 
varies widely: from houses with many rooms, doors and windows 
of European type, cement flooring and inner ceiling, indoors and 
outdoors nicely finished ana painted, down to hut standard where 
the main difference from the usual farmer's hut is the square form 
and the corrugated ironsheeted roofs.



6.2 Leadership, organization and attitutdes within the 
traditional society

Before a project is started it is of great importance to know about 
the existing forms of leadership in the area selected. These forms 
of leadership might be divided into two main categories! one constituted 
by the formally recognized leaders as an extension under the meketil 
woreda Governors, one by informal leaders selected by the people,

A. Formal leaders

The governor system represents a form of leadership which is of 
highly marked authoritarian type. Through the governors orders and 
information are communicated to the people. The people lock at them 
as just representatives of the Government and do not count them 
as members of their own local community. The attitudes towards them 
are generally of a negative character and people expect through them 
increased taxes and extra duties.

One institution used by the meketil worda Governors in their contact 
with the people is afarsata, an assembly of all people concerned 
within a certain geographical area, The boarders of these geographical 
areas may differ according to how many people are wanted to partici
pate. Afarsata is summoned especially when theft or any other crime 
has been committed. The governor then goes with his followers to 
the area where afarsata is going to be held and. stays there until the 
problem is solved and the culprit is punished. When a theft has been 
occurred, the thief not found, and the stolen goods not restored, 
the people in the area are ordered to compensate the petitioner and 
are forced to collect money to pay the fines.

Under the meketil woreda Governor we find minor leaders on the local 
level: the balabatt, golmasa, chicka, shum and (in some areas 
sanacha).

The balabatt derives his position from earlier historical events.
During the time when the southern and western provinces were incor
porated to the Ethiopian State great changes were imposed. These 
changes were caused by the invading Amharas and were especially con
cerned with landowning and leadership. All land was taken by the 
State and up to J was kept by it. The rest was redistributed to 
persons whom the conquerors considered to be local leaders. These 
persons were not always accepted as such by the people. They were 
given the title balabatt and at the same time they got the respon
sibility to carry out some administrative tasks, i.e. they had to 
look after that orders were obeyed and that information was forwarded 
to the people. They also had to act as local judges and conciliators. 
These tasks are still carried out by the balabatts.

The balabatt title is lifelong and inherited by one of the bala- 
batt's sons, generally the eldest*

13̂
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In many provinces, even in Arussi, where private ownership of land 
had none or poor tradition, a balabatt very often distributes his 
land among his relatives and followers® The land owned by the state 
was to a great extent .granted to veteran soldiers belonging- to the 
Amharas and the Shoa Gallas, Part of this land was also sold to 
individuals.

Under the balabatt we find the golmasoch (sing, golmasa, Amhario) 
who are the leaders of 20-30 gashas each. It is their duty or right 
to communicate the people’s thoughts and problems to the local 
authorities, a task that they often have difficulties to perform.
A golmasa also helps the balabatt to carry out his duties.

The chicka shum, at last, is an official elected for one year.
After every election the name of the new chicka shuiD is reported to 
the local authorities. He is the one who tells the people when it 
it time to pay taxes, when an afarsata is to be held etc. He also 
functions as some kind of police. It is up to him to take to the 
court a thief or a person who has not paid his taxes. Within his 
area he is responsible for other people*s security,

B. Informal leaders

To get a real picture of the situation out on the country-side it 
is also necessary to mention something about the informal leaders 
who will be found, especially in the Galla dominated areas. Even if 
these leaders have no official position their influence on the 
common farmer is very strong.

The informal leaders, called shimagelewoch (i.e. the old men,
Amharic) are forming some kind of a council. They are elected by 
the people in an area and the assignment lasts as long as they are 
capable of doing what is expected of them. As soon as any of the 
council members is failing to do this he will be replaced. The 
size of the area within which the council is operating- may differ 
according to how many suitable men are living there.

The members of the shimagelewoch are persons held in very high 
esteem by the others living in the area. They should be good farmers, 
they must know the morals of the community, what is right and wrong, 
and they must have a strong conciliatory capacity never taking any
body’s side when trying to settle a dispute. In the surveyed area 
the shimagelewoch are five highly esteemed persons, one of them 
is the balabatt and one is his sone

The role of the shimagelewoch is to act as supervisors to the 
other farmers when they face any problems. They act as consiliators 
in disputes and through their position in the community they are 
also able to excommunicate persons who are failing to fulfil their 
social duties.

It must be judged as very important for the development worker 
to know who the informal leaders are in an area before the work
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is started* If good relations can be established with them, if 
thorough explanations are given them about the work, there will 
through their influence be greater possibilities to engage the in
dividual farmer,

C« Associations and working bodies

The highland of Arussi is to a great extent populated by immigrants 
mainly from the north. Between the original inhabitants, the Arussi 
Gallas, and the Amharas cultural differences prevail. When it comes 
to forms of collective collaboration these differences are obvious.
The southern part of Ethiopia, where we find Gallas, Sidamos,
Gurages and others, co-operative efforts characterize the social 
organization; In the northern parts, among the Amharas, a more 
individualistic pattern can be distinguished. This may influence 
the situation within different areas of the selected awraja 
depending on from which group the majority of the people comes.
In the area surveyed up to now most of the institutions for co
operative work common to the traditional Ethiopian society have 
been found. These institutions may be divided into two categories.
One might be directly translated as co-operative associations 
while the other category is composed of collective working bodieB.

a. Co-operative associations

Of the ma.nifold self-help institutions which have been traditionally 
established in- Ethiopia at least four are common among the Arussi 
highlanders. Here we find ider, mahaber, semoete and ekub. Originally 
ider, mahaber and 3embete belonged to the orthodox church but as 
religion is a part of and belongs to everyday life these institutions..;, 
are of great importance even outside the domains of the church.
Ekub can best be described as a co-operative savings club®

Ider is an association where people can meet and discuss common 
problems and get help in times of emergency. The members are re
cruited from a limited area and all grown up persons, usually 
males, may enter it. There is no limited membership and a person 
does not have to be elected. No member contracts are drawn up nor 
any other formalities needed. The main aim of the members joining 
this association is to organize a mourning when death occurs and look 
after that an honourable funeral is held* They also go together 
and meet the expenses connected herein. Funerals are expensive and 
require investments too high to be met by an individual households 
the ider group is also assembled when accidents lijtce fire, cattle 
death and the like occur. When a farmer’s comj;ound has burnt down 
the members of the group to which he belongs come, bringing building 
materials and other things needed.

Generally men who by other reasons (richness, local leadership etc, ) 
are of importance will be the leaders of the ider.
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At th© local level the ider is of great- significance for the project. 
Through this institution information can be obtained and the pro
gramme explained.

The mahaber is from the beginning a purely religious association.
The members consist of men or women who have decided to come together 
to partake in the communion. They assemble on a certain saint®s day 
once a month. The Ethiopian calender has a cyclic character and the 
highest ranking saint’s days are celebrated each month on the same 
date. Therefore a mahaber always is named Mahaber Mikaeli, Mahaber 
Mariam, Mahaber Giogis etc. The meetings are held at the different 
members' houses in turn. It is the duty of the host to provide the 
guests with food and beer (talla). Every mahaber has a priest as 
a member. He blesses the bread and the beer which compose the communion 
meal.

The mahaber is also meant for helping the poor when they are in 
need and misery. As the ider it helps with funerals and at every 
meeting the members deposit a little amount of money. People who 
neglect this are fined.

More formalities are needed to be a member of a mahaber than to be
come a member of an ider. Friendship, kinship and attachment to a
certain saint are the criteria which make people go together to form 
a mahaber group, A new member must be approved by the association 
and those who are disobedient to the rules are expelled. The mahaber 
has well defined group limits and may therefore be said to come 
closer to a modern organized co-operative society. Even if not a 
presidency with chairman and other officials is elected we will find 
the mahaber connected with some kind of leadership structure, A 
respected person might have won the others' confidence or a mahaber 
might be gathered around a leading person so that the association 
will turn out to be a local political set.

Here may also be noted that the name mahaber is used for the modern,
organized co-operative societies that now are introduced in the 
Ethiopian society. Through this name the people recruited to the 
co-operative enter a type of society partly known to them. With this 
background it should be easier to explain the clearly defined purpose 
of the society. However, a mahaber already in existence should not 
be transformed into a modern co-operative as it is closely tied to 
the traditional structure. At the same time its members are coming 
from far away and cover a large ares, within which other mahaber 
groups exist. It is necessary for the modern co-operative to have 
a well defined, small area or a group of people from which its 
members are recruited. This is directed by the need of constant 
supervision and control. As far as possible the co-operatives 
should be formed of people from the same area and with a natural 
feeling of belonging together*

The sembete .resembles the mahaber to a great extent. The main 
differences are the more restricted area from which people are 
coming, the frequency of meetings and the attachment to the church
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instead of a saint. The sembete is held every Sunday after service 
in houses outside the church compound. Every sembete includes a 
priest and some deacons as members. According to the rules each 
member in turn has to bring- talla, bread and kollo (i, ee a mixture 
of roasted grains). Like the mahaber group this association discusses 
common problems, plans, the agricultural work and also helps members 
in need. Also here people who do not fulfil their duties are expelled. 
The priest and the deacons are the leading members of the sembete.

The ekub is the last of associations to be described* It is a late 
phenomenon in Ethiopia but is becoming more and more popular in 
all sections of rural and urban society. It might best be described 
as a savings club which includes both banking and lottery. The ekub 
is composed of persons who are attached to each other in one way 
or another* A chairman, a secretary and a cashier are elected. The 
secretary writes a contract in which the purpose, the rules and 
the number of members of the ekub are stated. In this contract 
the monthly stake from each member is also fixed; every member 
must sign the contract with signature or finger print and must also 
choose two guarantors who will guarantee with their own money that 
the prescribed stake is paid in proper time.

Through the lot the collected money is distributed monthly. If the 
number of members are 20 and the stake Eth.$ 10 per month and member 
the one who wins will get Eth,$ 200. This money he can use for in
vestments or whatever he likes. The same person cannot win again 
until all 20 members once have got the ekub. To avoid that the 
first winners will quit the association and ceaso to pay their 
stakes the strict rules with guarantors are necessary. This also 
gives the ekub its character of combined bank and lottery.

It is common that the first pool is given to the chairman without 
casting of lot* Some associations also practice to give the second 
pool to the secretary. From the third pool onwards the lot is cast 
among the members.

The ekub may also function as an "exchange institute”. If one member 
is in need of money ha can ”buy ekub”from the winner. The one who 
buys gets the whole amount minus which goes to the one who
sells. When the buyer wins in his turn he has to give the whole 
amount to the one from whom he bought.

On the countryside where access to cash is restricted and where 
the objects of investment are fewer than in urban areas the ekub 
is not of the same importance as in towns. However, it is generally 
prevailing in the Chilalo awraja and together with the ider, mahaber 
and sembete groups it constitutes a good background in the traditional 
structure for the development of different forms of organized co
operative societies. At an initial stage these related types of 
associations may be used for spreading of information among larger 
groups of farmers whom the project aim to reach. This stands especially 
for the mahaber, sembete and ider groups where discussions ordinarily 
take place*
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b. Collective working "bodies

In the surveyed area two different collective working bodies 
function, wanfala or jige and dabo, These are the two most common 
forms of agricultural co-operation in rural Ethiopia. Within these 
institutions such activities as ploughing, planting, weeding and 
harvesting are oarried out' jointly^ The organization of these 
activities are mainly based on verbal agreement and customary 
conventions rather than on any written constitution. Wanfala or 
jige has a strict framework while dabo is of a more loose character.

Aocording to a verbal agreement a group of farmers decides to help 
each other in the different major agricultural activities and a 
wanfala group is thus created. If a farmer receives help in ploughing 
from the others in the group he is forced to pay back the help 
during an equal.time*. If a farmer denies this he will be accused 
in front of the shimagelewochj the old.men of the area* If he still 
refuses to do his part of the work he will be regarded as an enemy 
of this local community. Orders will be expressed by the elders to 
leave this man alone, No help should ever be given him and people 
not obeying the decision will also be judged as asocial individuals 
and left alone#

Dabo has more simple arrangements* Two or more farmers decide to 
help eaoh other as soon as any of them has got any spare time*
There are no strict rules and a farmer who has got help does not 
have to pay it back*

Wanfala and dabo are sometimes decided at the meetings of the 
sembet© and mahaber groups but may also be arranged on other 
ocoasicns*
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6*3 Cli®ate 9 soils and. plant husbandry 
6*3.1 Cliaate in Ethiopia
Few countries in the world possess as good a natural environment 
for agricultural development as Ethiopia, The favourable oliaate 
is mainly influenced by the altitude, A century-old division of 
Ethiopia into four sones is based on relation of elevation to tem
perature • These sones ares
1* MQa©ll&,, or hot sones; altitude below. 1,000 aetres with an aveav 

age teeperatur® of above 20 0«
2* MWeyna Daga” or teapefrate sones; altitude ranging frosi 1,800 to

2,400 netres with an average temperature of X6-2G°C0
3* wJ)agaM or oool zon®s? altitude ranging from 2,400 to 3?900 isotres 

with an average temperature of 10-16 C,
4* *fUrecH or mountain ssones; altitude above 3?$00 ssetreeu
The Rain ©liaatio problem is the distribution of the rainfall* Th® 
highest precipitation is during the Honihs of June* July* August and 
Septeaber, called the rainy season* About 80$ of the annual rai&~ 
fall generally falls during these four months* The total rainfall 
is in average ©ore than 1,000 ssa at altitudes above 2,000 n$trea 
and in some of the western provinces more than 2,000 m «  In lower 
regions the rainfall may b& 600-900 bus and in Djibouti at aa alti
tude of 6 aetres the average rainfall is 130 na p®r year*
Annual rainfall at some selected places in Ethiopia i® listed in 
table 36, There is a fairly close correspondence between the alti
tude and. the average omiual rainfall*
Table 36® Annual rainfall in average on some station® in Ethiopia
Station Altitude Average annual $uab©r of

metres millimetres of observe
Asmara 2,374 546.5 14Ass&b 10 59.8 6
Bo&ga (Mission) 1,790 1,888*7 8
Coffiboloha 1,815 988.5 11
Debre Itekos 2,509 1,434.8 10
Debre Seit 1,960 7-61.0 9Dire Dawa 1,260 606,6 10
Gore 2,035 2,283.5 9Jiaema 1,740 1,512.0 6
Massawa 0 I69.8 13
ffeghelle 1,500 526.8 9
Vonji (sugar estate) 1,500 831.1 13
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6.3,2 Geology and soils in Ethiopia
The country 'balsams to th® big highland "the Horn of Africa*1 in the 
eastern part of Africa. Th® ©esiral part of Ethiopia is covered by 
an extended highland lava plateau, which is divided into two sec
tions* the western and eastern plateau, by the Hi ft Talley* The 
Hi ft Valley extends from the Red Se% to the Kenya border at Lake 
Rudolf and further south. The orystalline highlands in the north 
and the Sudan plain in the east cover other large areas of Ethiopia.
The central highland lara plateau is covered by lava flows on 
tr&prock which overlay a series of sedimentary shales, sandstones 
and a few limestone strata. Ash deposits were widely spread from 
Tolcanoes emerging above the lava. Present-day volcanic activity 
is restricted to hot springs. Most rivers and tributaries have deeply 
incised the plateau*
The floor of the Rift Valley is covered by lava flows and ash of a 
younger age than those found on the lava plateau* The Bift Valley 
is bounded escarpments, caused by the earth movement, which re
sulted in the valley floor subsiding and the opposite sides being 
uplifted. Many streams are cascading down the sides of the valley.
The soils are mainly clay soils of different colours* Bed to light 
reddish brown oh the mountains, reddish brown on the elope® * brown 
to dark in the rolling country and very dark grey to nearly black 
in the lower parts*
The major soil problem in the highland is lack of drainage in flat 
areas, while soil erosion is serious on the slopes. In lower parts, 
soils have a too high acidity resulting in shortage of available 
phosphorus* Soil erosion is well recogniued by soil scientists, 
but not always understood by snail farmers. The lava plateau with 
its heavy clay soils is very susceptible to sheet erosion while at 
the same time resistant to rapid gully erosion* This, however, 
occurs in the Harr&r region and has turned a once productive area 
to almost infertile land* Therefore, the danger of erosion should 
be emphasised and methods designed to avoid or diminish loss of 
soil fertility by adoption of proper farming methods including con
tour farming* strip cropping and terracing. It is also to fear 
that the erosion hassards will tend to increase as more and more 
mechanical farming procedures will be adopted and small fields are 
consolidated so as to efficiently utilise modern agricultural 
machinery.
6.3*3 Cultivated plants in Ethiopia
According to the Russian plant breeder and botanist 8* J* Vavilov 
one of the eight independent oentres of origin of the world's 
most important cultivated plants is Ethiopia. In Vavilov's publi
cation "Phytogeographio basis of plant breeding" Ethiopia is 
considered to be the origin for 38 different cultivated plants*
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is considered to be th© origin for 38 different cultivated plants, 
Ethiopia, attracts attention for its exceptional wealth of genes in 
wheat and barley, in particular, Today most of the evidenoe also 
points to Ethiopia as the place of origin of sorghum sub a cultivated 
crop, A number of genera of cultivated plants are only found in 
Ethiopia, for example, the bread grain, teff (Eragroatic abyssinicap. 
Also, according to Vavilov, Ethiopia is regarded as a centre of 
origin for chick peae, lentils, field peas, flax and c&stor beans*

Because of the -side variation in climate and soils, many different 
kinds of crops can be and are grown in Ethiopia all over the year,

6,3,4 Land us® in Ethiopia

The land use in Ethiopia is described in table 37 derived from a 
report by FAO, (Agriculture in Ethiopia, Rome, 1961)*

Table 37* Land us© in Ethiopia

Land use Square kilo- Percentage of
_________________________ metres____ ________  total area
Agricultural land oropped 95jOQO S, 1
Coffee forest® 5,000 0,6
Orasing grounds 335,000 28,0
Closed forests, 40,000 3.4
Open wood land 34*000 2,9
Open brush and scrub land 295,000 25*0
Deserts 370,000 31.0
Lakes and rivers 11,000 1,0

Total l,l60,000 100.0

According to an estimation in 1964 (Statistical abstracts) the 
total land was 1,221,900 square kilometres and the population 
in the whole Ethiopia was reported to be 22,590,400, Most people, 
or 9 of the population see® to be connected with agriculture.
Most of Ethiopia's crop cultivation is carried out on small sub
sistence farms where the peasant produces enough to meet his own 
requirements and a small surplus for barter or marketing. Holdings 
are small, seldom exceeding more than 3 hectares, some land is 
owned by fanners but most land rented on share-cropping basis 
which means that a quarter up to a half of the harvested crop - 
must be given to the land-owner. Further information about land 
tenure problems was given earlier in sections 3«3 and 5.

6,3.5 The Chilalo awraja

Due to differences in altitude various types of climate are re
presented in the Chilalo awraja. In the eastern part, the mountains 
are more than 4>000 metres high* whereas the slopes westwards down 
to the Rift Valley will end at a height of approximately 1,700 metres.
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Asella, the capital of' the province is situated at an altitude of
2,400 metres and the Swedish mission with its surrounding rolling 
landscape is at an elevation of 2*300-2,500 metres. At Kulumsa, 9 
kilometres north of Asella, the Ethiopian Government has a Seed 
Improvement Station located at the level of 2,200 metres. Southwards 
it is higher and the Munessa grassland plateau, 35 kilometres south 
of Asella is as high as 2,450 metres above sea level*

A. Climate

Especially during the 1950*e several observations of the rainfall 
were made in the Arussi province* This activity was discontinued, but 
has now started again with 8 stations for recording temperature and 
precipitation* The following records on precipitation are available?

Place Observation Altitude Average rainfall

Kofele

Sire 
Bekoj i

Koka, Leaf 
Station

(Probably during 
the 1950’s)
1953-59
(Probably during 
the 1950's)
1955-57

2,680 metres

1,980 metres 
2,800 metres

1,600 metres

1,220 mm

69 6 mm 
1,232 mm

637 ^

The rainy season covers the months of July, August and September and 
at high altitudes the monthly rainfall can be about 250 mm and th© 
number of rainy days about 20 per month during this season, A smaller 
rainy season is observed in March and April* The dry season starts in 
October, but even then the rainfall can be 20-40 mm per month.

B* The soils

Soil samplee and profiles have been taken on different places in the 
area by H*3?. Murphy, professor of the Ethiopian College of Agricul
ture, professor Lambert Wiklander from the Swedish Agricultural College 
and the project* The results of the analyses of the Swedish samples 
are shown in table 38.



Table 38. Physical and chemical analysis of some soil samples taken in the Chilalo awraja.

Sample PI ace Colour Depth
cm

Clay S i l t  
(^ 0. 002) ( 0. 06-  

0. 002) 
*  *

( 0. 2-
0. 02)
. . . .  # ............

Sand
( 2 . 00-
0. 06)

.  %  ■

Org.
m atter

*

S o i l
r e a c .
pH

Phosphorusa 
A v a il-  Non- 
a b le  a v a i l 

ab le

P otassiu m 3- 
A v a il-  Non 
a b le  ava: 

abl<

1
Kulumsa

200 m Grey- 0-15 51 26 21 2 5 .8 6.2 L L E H

2a
west
2 km west

b la c k
t t 0-15 58 21 19 2 5 .9 6.2 L L H H

2b t t  t t n 30-40 69 18 12 1 3 .8 7 .0 L L M E
2o I» t t t t 50-60 70 18 11 1 3 .8 7 .1 L L H E

3a 200 m B lack 0-20 38 49 - 13 — — — — - —

3b
south

it t t 40-50 36 51 L_ _ 13 1 .2 mm MW . .

3o t t 70-75 41 49 - 10 6.8 . - - - - -

4
A se l la

2 km B1 ack 0-15 44 31 21 4 6.0 6*7 L L E H

5

north  
g r a s s -  4 km 0-10 67 17 14 2 9 .4 5 .5 L L H M

6

lan d  south  
g r a s s -  M 0-10 50 26 21 3 1 2 .4 6.2 L L H M

7a

lan d
c u lt iv *

4 km s-w Grey- 0-10 45 35 20

7b t i

b la c k
t t 40-50 67 24 •ma 9 1 3 .5 Ml. ___

7o •t  t t i t 80-85 57 34 - 9 1 2 .3 - - - - -
8a 500 m Grey- 15 -2 5 36 49 - 15 12.4 - - - - -

8b
west
o f

b lack
t t 65-75 75 19 6 11.4 r. AM «wr> «■

8c sample 7 t t 100-120 80 16 - 4 10.0 - - ~ - -



Table 38, Physical ajtid chemical analysis of some soil

Sample Place Colour Depth Clay Silt
om ( 0,002) (0.06- 

0 . 0 0 2 ) 
% %

South of Asella
9 cultiv. 10 km Red 0-15 56 25

grass
land

10 10 km Red 0 -15 58 24
11 15 km Grey- 0-15 50 30

black
12 15 ka " 30— 40 50 30
13a 22 km " 0-5 39 36
13b 22 km M 30-45 64 17
14 31 km Grey 0-1$ 42 34
15 35 km " 0 -15 41 35
16a Munessa Blaok 0 -15 42 41
16b M 16-25 87 8

a) L: Low content; (mg/100 gr soil) 0,0 - 4.0 0 -
Ms Medium ” (rag/lOO gr soil) 4.1 - 8.0 41 -
Ht High " (mg/100 gr soil) :> 8.o >

samples taken in the Chilalo awraja (oontin.)
01 'Sand Org. Soil Phosphorus Potassium

(0.2- (2*00- matter reac. Avail- Non- Avail- Fon-
0.02) 0.06) pH able avail- able avail-
% % able able

18 2 5*9 5.5 L L H H

17 1 8.2 5*6 L L H H
19 1 9.4 5.5 L L M L

19 1 7.0 5.5 L L M M
22 3 8.2 6.1 L L H M
10 9 3.6 6*2 L L H H
18 6 10.7 5.7 L L H M
23 1 10.5 5.6 L L H M
16 1 12.8 5.6 L L H L
4 1 3.4 5.9 L L H H

0̂ 0.0 -8.0 0 - 100
SO 8.1 -16.0 101 - 200
60 > 16*0 >200
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According to all these scientific facte, the following conclusions 
can be drawn?

The area about 5 to 20 km north of Asella along the main road com
prises dark prairie soils, classified as clay soils or day loams 
(samples 1—3)• The day content seems to increase with th© depth and 
ie also higher at lover altitudes. The content of organic matter is 
high, 4-12# in the topsoil. This area is well suited for farising 
and the soil is also easy to cultivate because of a good crush struc
ture* The soil reaction is neutral to moderate acid (pH - 6.0 - 7*l)« 
Both the topsoil and the subsoil are well supplied with potassium 
and calcium. The content of available and nonavailable phosphorus 
is very low. The water holding capacity of the soil seems to be low 
and the water penetration high which during the dry season can be 
the limiting factor for plant cultivation in this area.

In the area south of Aeella at the Swedish mission and along the 
road to Bekoji some soil samples and profiles have been taken 
(samples 5-8;» The soils in th.6 area south-west of the Swedish 
mission have a very high content of clay, up to 80$, and increasing 
with the depth (samples 7-8). This causes low water penetration and 
unsufficient drainage during the rainy season. The water holding 
capacity is high but a lot of this water is nonavailable to the 
plants. The content of organic m-atter is high (.10-12$), as is also 
that of potassium. These soils are acid with a loi? phosphorus con
tents The grey-black soils along the road south of Asella and on the 
Muneesa grassland plateau also seem to be very heavy clays, especially 
the subsoils (samples The content of organic matter is high
in the topsoil (6—13$). The content of potassium is high while that 
of phosphorus is low. These soils are acid. Here treatments such as 
liming may be required*

The dark grey-brown soils in the Lake Ziway area ssem to be neutral 
in soil reaction and have a need of phosphorus applications*

C. Cultivated plants

Differences in environment in the awraja. imply that several cx*ops 
can b© grown. At higher altitudes barley and wheat are dominating 
while subtropical and tropical crops, such as citrus, coffee and 
bananas may be grown at lower elevations.

The greatest part of the agricultural area seems to be devoted to 
permanent grassland and fallov-grasslasd used for grasing. In 
appendix 4 a- brief description of present and potential cultivated 
plants will be given.

Table 39 shows the estimated area of the most common cultivated 
plants in Arussi province and the Chilalo awraja. (Report on a sur
vey of Arussi province 1966),
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Table 39* Estimated area of major crops in Arussi and Chilalo 
in 1965

Area in Arussi Area in Chilalo

Hectare Percentage Hectare 3Percent a;

Cereals
Barley 88,427 44 67,853 52
Wheat. 43,394 21 23,649 18
Mai ze 11,532 6 4,881 4
Teff 11 ,.358 6 1,5 16 1
Sorghum 5,436 3 610

Oil seeds
Linseed 22,261 11 18,939 15
Pulses
Field peas 10,724 5 8,957 7
Broad beans 7,067 4 3,908 3
Lentils 323 88
Chick peas I69

200,694 130,401
Other areas
in cultivation 23,815 18,432

Total m m 100
S I  0 0  s c  S B  5 K  3 *  M t  « B  «  J f t  I f f  * *  * *  ̂  ®  3 *  B S  W l  S 5  <

148,833
B S S U f f i& J M r W K a a

100 : sowmaaria:

B* Plant cultivation

The area selected seems to have fertile soils s&& favourable climatic 
conditions for cultivation of various or op s. It is* howver, necessary 
to create th® best environment for th® crops and also take care of 
the harvested product in ord@r to get a satisfactory resmlt of the 
crop production. Better methods of soil preparation, drainage and 
irrigation, use of manure and chemical fertilisers, better seed, 
crop rotation, weeding and pest control, better methods of harvest-* 
ing, threshing and cleaning the seed and better storage facilities* 
are all very important procedures required to develop a successful 
agriculture in this are*a*

a* Drainage

The farmers do not use any special type of drainage except the staple 
broad furrows* In the area south of Asella* where the water pene
tration of the soil is very low* it seems to be necessary to encour
age some type of improved drainage. In order to prevent the water 
erosion in areas where the rainfall - in a period of approximately 
three months - is more than 1,000 mra, it is important to establish 
some simple systems of ditches.
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The soil preparation is carried out by a simple plough, which 
consists of a bent wooden plough-beam with a small iron steel 
plough-point, This plough just breaks up the surface of the 
field without turning the soil and the weeds will not be destroyed. 
The ploughing depth is about 10 centimetres. The ploughing is 
carried out two to four time;-? before seeding takes place. In some 
areas in the Chila&c awraja, especially south of Asella, the soil 
is piled up in heaps after four ploughings in different directions,, 
This is done when the soil is completely dry. Afterwards the heaps 
are put on fire. Dried- burning cow dung is put into the centre 
of each heap. The heaps-are burning for some days. Just before 
the heavy rains start the heaps are scattered and the field in 
seeded.

By this method, called "guie”, which is common in Ethiopia, some 
weeds will be destroyed and there will also be a temporary fer
tilizer effect as well as a loss of organic matter. The positive 
effect of MguieMs known to the farmers can be explained by the 
mineralization and absorbtion of organic nitrogen and phosphorus. 
However, this effect is only temporary and after a few years the 
yield decreases and there will be serious problems in tilling the 
land. Thus, to restore the fertility, several years of fallow- 
grassland are needed again*

c. Crop rotation

The soil burning methods influence the crop rotation system to 
a high degree. The cultivation comprises at the most four years 
while the fallow period is at least 10 years, A 3-4 year rotation 
with barley, wheat, peas or beans and linseed followed by 10 -15  
year of grassland is common,

Another type of crop rotation practised in the area south of Asella 
is the following:

Barley
beans or peas 
wheat 
barley
f allow-grassland 
barley 
linseed

Castor bean which has earlier been a common crop on the Kulumsa 
farm is said to be an excellent rotation crop for restoration 
of soil fertility especially following maize.

In Arussi 223 farmers were asked if they practiced crop rotation 
of some kind. About 75$ stated they did so.

V* Soil preparation

1st year after grassland: 
2nd " " "
3rd ” M M
4th ” " "
5th " " '•
6th " «
7th " " "



PI*’® 2. Seed broadcasted by, hand, and Moulded by ploughing.

m
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d, Fertilizer

The manure from the animals is generally used as fuel' a.nd building 
material. In the area south of Asella a few farmers are using the 
manure to fertilize the soil. The manure is mainly taken from in
side of the living houses, in which horses, calves and sometimes 
sick animals are kept during the night« Also ashes and old roof 
covering are used for fertilizing pulses, Under this system of 
soil preparation the land is not left fallow for more than two 
yearsc Of 249 farmers, who have been asked if they dung the land,
62 declared that they had done so.

Chemical fertilizers are not used by the peasant farmers presumable 
because they are very expensive.

The. following prices of fertilizers were observed in Addis Ababa 
in July 1966:

100 kg super phosphate (.21$ P2O5) * 3th. $42
100 kg sjnmoniumsulphate(26^> N ) = Eth. 338
100 kg nitrophoska (NPK 1$:15*15*)Eth« $40

Good reponses to nitrogen and phosi>h.orus have been found in
trials with various crops. The following table gives a summary of 
different trials carried out at Aleraaya, Jimma and Ambo:

Crop Pla.ce Year No Hitrogen 

fertilizer N

Phosphorus

P

Phosph
orus
Nitrogen

Yield incr. incr. incr.
kg/ha yield yield yield

kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha
Maize J irama 1961 2228 888
Teff A1emaya 1963 926 187 434q
Teff Ambo 1964 ?10a 280?
Bermuda for
hay J imma 2520 6290 9070
Alfalf a Jimma
for hay

No lime 2780 1390
Lime 3425 6420

a) Dry matter
e. Irrigation
Irrigation is not common in Ethiopia. Most of the large plantations 9however, have constructed irrigation systems. The most important

sugar estates at Awash river. About 6,000 hectares are irrigated 
by water from the river.ln the Chilalo awraja on Ato Tedlas farm 
west of Asella at an altitude of 1,800 metres an irrigation system 
of canals for the fruit plantation is used. It may be possible to 
irrigate vegetables and fruits in some dry areas at lower altitudes 
(about 1,800 metres) around some bigger rivers and also around the 
lakes in the Chilalo awraja.
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•f* Seed 3-nd -seeding

Broadcasting by hand is the most common method of sowing. After 
this the field will be'ploughed again to cover the seeds. Only 
on some big farms seeding machines are used.

The main problem concerning seed and seeding seems to be the 
cleanness of the seed and the seeding methods. The farmer does 
not even know what percentage of his seed wilgerminate. Very 
often a mixture of different varieties and various weeds are sown.
The present method of soil preparation does not give a suitable 
seedbed to ensure a good plant population. The farmers often use 
too jauch seed. For instance the seeding rate of teff- is 40 kg in 
the area of Asella* Trials at Debre Zeit have shown that a seeding 
rate of 22 kg per ha of teff can be recommended.

By use of a simple sowing machine, instead of broadcasting by hand, 
improvements can be achieved. Row drilled maize has yielded 147? kg 
(66$) mors per hectare than maize broadcasted by hand in trials 
at Jimma in 1936-X963. The best spacing between the rows seems to 
be one metre and within the rows 18 centimetres. This information 
has also been obtained in maize trials at Alemaya in 1957-3-963*
These results show very clearly that sowing methods are of importance 
to improve plant cultivation and raise the yields.

By row drilling it is also easier to protect the cro}' from weeds.

g. Weeds

Little is known about weeds in Ethiopia. Hveidently there are 
plenty of weeds belonging to the family Gramineae, One of them is 
wild oats (Avena fatua)twhich seem to grow abundantly also around 
Asella.. Necessary steps must be taken to eradicate wild oats, 
otherwise an adequate seed multiplication, scheme, can not be success
ful, Some tuft-forming grasses are a big problem on the grasslands 
and also later on in the cultivated crops. The family Compositeae 
is also well represented by vario .s species. There are many other 
weeds such as Chenopodium spp.,Polygonum spp., Pumaria spp.,
Galium spp.and several more identified and unindentified. Probably 
a lot of the most common weeds can be controlled mechanically by 
a better cultivation practices and also by use of chemicals. However, 
it is important to get a better knowledge of the weeds, their 
occurence and importance in order to act correctly.

South of Asella the farmers start weeding by hand one month after 
planting and will repeat this twice.
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Pests and diseases are also common in Ethiopia. One of the most 
serious is the desert locust (ochiatocera t<?regaria) which in 
1958 invaded Ethiopia and the losses "by this insect were estimated, 
to Eth.£45>000,000« Ministry of Agriculture has established a 
Locust Control Substation, which is connected with the Desert, Locust 
Organisation for East Africa (DLCO) Army worms (Spondoptera spp), 
aphids and stored grain insects are common and cause great losses 
every.year. For an effective control the farmers require chemicals 
and sprayers. These can and.should be handled by the extension 
agents. Rust and smut are common fungi on cereals, but may be 
combat ted by seed dressing to a certain extent.

i* Harvesting >
Harvesting is usually done by sickles and threshing is done by 
oxen, trampling the outspread sheaves until the grain drops out. 
Winnowing is done by hand by using simple sieves and bowls. The 
result i3 reasonable, but the final product is short of the standards 
demanded on the international market. The output of a three-men 
team with four oxen is approximately 200 to 350 kg per day. The 
quality of the seeds used for flour is also sometimes not adequate.

j. Storage

The grain is stored in reciptacles made of mud plastered wickes- 
work. Most farmers are unable to store e.afely a year’s supply.
Grain storage losses of insects, rats and othej rodents on the 
farm are estimated to 25 up to jOyL This is manly on the low
land, where the storage problems far exceed those at higher 
altitudes*

h» Pests and diseases



Plate 4* The grain is stored in siloe wade of aud plastered wickerwork.
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6,4 Animal husbandry in Ethiopia >/ith special reference to the 
situ$tron .in the Chilalo awraja in Arussi province

6,4*1 Farming systems

A. In Ethiopia

Three main farming systems can be recognized in Ethiopia, There is,
however, a -whole scale of intermediate forms.

1. Intensive cultivation is undertaken in areas where climate and 
soil favourable farming* The number of livestock is there 
comparatively low*

2. Mixed farming is characterized by growing of field props and 
.keeping of relatively large number of livestock at the same
time*

3® Pastoral ism is the prevailing system of farming in the arid, and 
semi-arid areas of southern and western Ethiopia. It is either 
nomadic herding of livestock on common land or pastoralism 
carried out by more or less settled fanner© who mostly own or 
rent their land and sometimes undertake cultivation, but still 
obtain their main income from sales of livestock and livestock 
products* -

The system of farming is determined by climate and soil but also
population pressure, tribal traditions, rate of overstocking etc*

B. In Chilalo

The climatic conditions together with earlier mentioned factors
result in the following picture of the farming in Chilalo*

1* On the plateau land around Asella mixed farming is the 
prevailing system. In the area north and north-east of the 
town the cultivation is more intensive and the number of animals 
less than south of Asella. The farmers grew field crops (grain) 
as their main source of cash income* Some of these farmers 
were nomads 20-30 years ago but have turned to arable f&rsting 
due to influence from cultivators who have moved in from the 
north* As more and more of thi> land in these areas is getting 
cultivated the grazing areas are deoreasing and as the farmers 
due to various reasons are unwilling to cut down their herds 
the result is overgrazing:*

2# In the south-east corner of Chilalo, we find pastoralists* A 
few of them are pure nomads while others can be regarded as 
settled paetoralists. The main part, can however, be called 
seminomadio as they move but within fairly narrow limits and 
since they are more or less resident in one area* The number 
of cattle in this area is as in Chilalo as a whole too high 
for the available grazing resources.
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6,4« 2 CattX®
.4, In Bth&opia.

Th© to tal mmhox of in  StMopi®. ia  s&oro thm i 25 *000* 000
(aro'Und 25$  of »X1 Afrioan cattle  }* Th® d istrib utio n h j kind is  
ishotra i»  t&hX© 40 hoist? (th® figuras* originate fross a oaftaua 
1956/57 and wera-pobliahad i» St&iistio&X ah®tr&ot X9#5)*
T&bXo 40 M strifoitioss of oattl* tei»& i& Bfthiopia

CalTfesa under I year 2 , 696 ? <?00
CattX® 1 - 2  jm r®  2*550*600
O attl$ 2 ~ 3 yoar® 2,4X0»7OO

la Ethiopia 13ix raeda types of ladig^aoua ©aitla (Zebu - Boa xn$±m&) 
can ha raoogaisadU Th$®a ty p e s are oftes* isix̂ d with ®mh othav and 
th»a?a ar® aXao msmy jaoad®script o&ttX ©,

a» Boratut

Th® Boraam oattX® »r© found in  th& dxy of th® aouthasna sad
aouthaaatara JSthiopia* The# a Xight ©oX®uy»d? &hortho:m®d oe,ttX« 
chow prosiss® fo r production «i*d ara s&Xra»ay «xt«n*iv*Xjr uaad 
in  Kanaka and othwr' parts of la s t Africa* A Bori&&& 'brso&img h©rd 
oonsiBti&g of S00 h®ads i*  kapt at Ada&i Tulu Xdvaatoek Station 
( i»  th® Shoa proTij&oa) isom d 170 kse eouf.h of Addi» Ab»h»«
About 200 hresdlis& aniiaala per y&ar &r$ sold - up till now saostXy 
to a oosaaroi&X produsjtieia. t&m  (Afcar&oaaa) 0X0®e to tho etatloxa 
vhioh at py®s®at has arotmd 1800 h$ads» The Xivawaight fo r watur®
©ova at tha hraadisig atvtioa i® 300 « 35© for matuxa huXX®
400 - 500 &g<> At th® station th© oattX® ®r® gr&»iug on faaoad 
p&aturas amd ar© gives, auppX es®tR*y faadiss^*

h* IV>ggar»

This typ« is  foimd in  th© Lsk® Taa& r^giosu Th^ ar© Xargafrajaad 
oattX® (taXl®r ihaa sjsy other eattla in th® ocnaatzy) ^Ith  pro&ina&t 
d$wXaps fiiad ahaaths and d&rk spotted ©o&t* A te&adi&g hard of Voggasa 
oattle wiXX he kapt at HoXXata R«e*aroh Station ($n %h® Shoa pro^inoa 
arcnmd 40 km vast of Addi& Ah&ha)o Iss. th i« h«rd s^X^otlo^ to r  m ilk 
prodssetioa, wiXX ha oarriad out®

Thasa oattX® ara alao called ^akali, K®riw or Bej a^t®r th® trife®® 
nhioh kaap thoa* Thay hav@ Xong Xagtf» light rod colour and aasisiT® 
oft«u Xyraahapad hor»s asad &r@ foimd ija th® dry ®&st@rs3i paxt of th© 
oomtrsr*

Haifore 3 - 4  7@ara 
Halos 3 - 4
Cowa ovar 4

X*X#2?9O0 
7>757t900
7?590,900

fotal 255,3X2,700

c« AdaX
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d* Barca

The Baroa c&ttl© as1© found ia northern Britarea* They ax® shorthox-ned 
and larg®fraaedo The milk yield can reach as high act 10 liters a day 
for certain individuals. On th® other hand th© Bares cattle are 
illt&sapered and do often fertility trouble when saved to new 
envircnaentSo

e* Black Highland

The Black Highland cattle are concentrated in the area between Caba 
in the Bale province and Agresalaa in Sidaso. They are aaall, black 
and shorthorzied cattle with apparent tolerance toward® wet and cold 
conditions*

f, Eoro
The Eoro cattle ar© found north of B&oko in the western part of the 
Shoa province. They are brown, aediuasised and give ccaparatively 
good ©ilk production® The herd of Holleta Bef?earch Station will 
also contain sc&e oattle of this type*

g« European cattle

So®® European cattle have been imported to Ethiopia* Th@ Italians 
(1937-41) broxight in a few, aostly Friesians* In 1947 WBB1 
organised iKport of about $00 cattle of various breeds (Hereford^ 
Angus* Shorthorn, friesias9 Brown Swiss? Jersey* Ayrshire and 
Guernsey). They were first kept at Shola far® at A&di® Ababa 
and later distributed to different farsasc The present herd at 
Shola orginates fro® these aniaals*
Arlesians have also been imported to th© Iaperial Gollege of 
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts? at Aleasya and to the new Kolleta 
Dairy Far*. Crosses between indigenous and European cattle are 
found on private daisy f eraas close to Addis Ababa and in ISritrea.

h. Feeding

In general the cattle are exclusively fed on pasture* Fencing and 
rotating the pastures are unusual* The nuaber of cattle i& in sost 
parte of the country above the carrying capacity of the gr««»landsB

As reore end roors of th© land is getting cultivated the available 
grassing areas ®r® d«cr©a»iB>g* Ass a consequenee ov©rgr«.sing and thus 
a slow but serious deterioration of the pastures takes place*
Valuable pasture plants &r® replaced by less desirable speciea>, 
perennial grasses by annual* Th® land a»ay b® bare at the end of th® 
dry «®a®cn and therefore easily eroded. According to the FAQ 
report ”Agriculture in Ethiopia** froa 19&1 330?000 square kiloaetres 
or 28^ of the total land area c&n be classified aa grazing grounds* 
This is on® of the aost valuable natural resources of th® country 
with v®ry large potential for a high output of animal product®.



Plats 5* Cattle feeding in the lowlands of Rift Valley.

Plâ Y 6. The live—giving water stream through the town of Aeella.j
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At present very little hay a&& sac silage is »ade durisg the period® 
of the year vh«n th«r« is abu&d&at growth on th© ^r^sla^ds*
There is i& Ethiopia a protastioa of good guslity eilaeaX̂ resd̂ i&liB 
froa extraetioa of oil fro» srâ »see&$ end liaseed ̂ fcloh hoirefw i®
▼ery little utilised for fa@din$ uithis, th® ©ouatry* Th® pro diction 
from th® larger proeefcsing plaato is H&isly 9XpQ3?t«d while the ©$&X 
frost th® sjaaller oilaills is either wasted or u«e& m  fuel*
Grala 4md pulses are prods&oed 1st Ethiopia but T«?y seldom used for 
feeding* Shorty® of w&t@r for watering th® cattle its % ©ok® on 
problem, I» raaay oases the eattie hare to be tracked 1 - !$• days 
to' the vaterlâ  place ©#& are watered only o m © in 3> - 4 d®y©*
Sights of way to w»t«r are pftintaiaed by msstosi,
1. Manageaent
Th® ©attXe ara th® &ight feept i» eaelomre® mad® by atones9
poXe® or eut thora»bttshes i» order to protest %hm sg&iasi thieves 
aad wild a&inals* If th® ma^r of oattle 1« ®i»aXX they ar« kept 
iasid® th® o w * s  hut or outside th® Imt i^&er th® e&vesu
In th® saomlâ B th® ©attle are not lati out isatil th© daw hm dried 
ia order to p?w®at parasite laT®»ie«u X*®y-tigs® tĥ y are herded oa 
th® pastures which as a rule have s*o f e&oes or jaarked. 'feowaadaries.
The children who w&teh th® ©attXe Jmow9 however.* th® limits of th® 
fanily~laad ̂ ®1X ssd @osflists is* thi® r©«p®ct to be u&usual.
Th® eows are generally milked twice a day* This trork is Boetly don® 
by the women. At milkings the oalf ssuet.be prese&t (M®aX£ at foot")®
If not th® »®bu«e©w doss not let dowa the alike If th® ©&Xf die® 
th® ©ow will get dry. Some ■ farâ rs solve this problem through flaying 
th® oalf a&d stuffing the skin with gr&$e and putting it &ear the oow. 
This method ie &X«o used by coa®@roial dairy tosi in ̂ ite?ea ̂ hen 
the Barca^oom hesr hull«o®Xrrea whioh are slaughtered yoxm̂ .
They® are vexy fev figus?®@ arail&bXe oonoayniî  th® pro&uctioa of 
ifiiXk and neat of the Ethiopian cattle.
. The average ©ow may yield 2-4 litre® of milk a day of ’sr&ioh at least 
50$ eo»0t2med V  ̂ he oalf«; The total laotatiosi jield saâ  h® estimated 
to 500-800 litres* As th© tital rusher of eow® is supposed to be 
arouad 7 #000,000 the total produetiosi of ©ilk ia Ethiopia om h® roî hly . 
estlsated to %  000 9000 toaa® a year,. The â erâ e X It weight of 
alaoghtered e&ttle is estimated to 270-3^0 kg with a s&roass yield 
-of 45*50$ (o*f* ?*Agriou3,ture in ®thioplaM, l*A09 H»?i Xf61)* The swasher 
of oattle slaughtered per year B«y ̂ e around 9^ of the total smaber 
(25,OOOsOOO) « 2,2̂ 0,000, If the aTerage oarG&&a~wight is 140 
the total Ethiopian prodsxetioa of oattl̂ rsŝ at. probably «»s©eed®
3009000 toas a year.
4. Marketing

Milk is oo&tos&ed fresh in the f^m@r9s household. In @osie tsmXltm 
oaly the ohll dress as&d the husbead drink &1X&* Th® rm$OT part of th® 
milk is used for butterRaki&&«



The butt®rmilk is drunk by th« faaily* Th® butt®r is partly co&autia®d 
in th® household^ sosiXy for preparing of ‘’not"- th® national dish, 
and partly g-old in thfc aarket*

tfon®?& of sos® tribes ug® butte? as a oosaetic (for th® hair)* Fr$sh 
ailk Is not veiqr oft as' sold aX though there is a groat decani is th® 
urban area®, It is ealculat®d that th® total d&ily consumption of 
fr®ish ailk in Addis Ababa iss 30?000 litres* A a»w dairy with capacity 
for that quantity, ple&ssd ‘by th® Xfcixy P'®part?a®nt o f th© Ministry 
of Agricultur©, is under construction, UFIC1F id.1! finenoe the 
purchase of equipment with Bth*$250,000*

In th© rsgion around the capital a milk collecting sche«e i® guccessfully 
operatic since 1961 under the supervision o f the Ministry of igricultur®. 
It consists of 16 eollnoting centres and a dairy which pasteurises an& 
distribut®« th® asilk in th® city* The aaouat of Eilfe collected is at 
present around 5,000 litre* per day, of which circa 2?000 are delivered 
by peasants and th® remainder by large producers* The price paid to 
the producer is 2$ oonts per litre and th© ccnsuxor hm to pay 40 oents 
for the processed milk,. Schemes of this kind serve., several purposes- 
they provide th® ©itisens with a high quality product and give the 
farmer® a safe source of cash inoosse and thus an incentive for higher 
production (o.f* ®®otion 9*5)*

A development toward® an organised aarket for ®laught®r~eattl®9 seat 
end by-pro duots is taking plaoe* Sthiopian Abattoirs Ltd, a gov®raa®ntal 
organisation, ha® a 25 y^&r building program© for 1C new municipal 
abattoirs, meant to s©rv® th<& local butchers* The first plant was 
established in Addis Ababa 195^ ^ d  since then there have been built 
modem abattoirs in Jisaaa* Pire Bawa and JFazareth* There are also sosi© 
coMseroial ooapanies working in this fi®ld mainly for export* Th© 
largest slaughter-hous® belongs to th® Rational Meat Corporation with 
plants in Shash®s®&®<, Th® saeat is there frosen before exports In Asnara 
ther© ®r© two canning factories, one Israelian, with siaughter~houses 
in Xakele and in Gondar? and one Italian* In &®r®n north of Asnara 
ther® is another conmoroial slaughter-house established on Bulgarian 
initiative (Th® S®d Sea Development Corporation)* In Addis Ababa 
about 20$ of th® slaughters ar® don® in abattoirs* percent&T® is
probably snaller on the country-side* Apart from insufficient 
slaughtering facilities ther© are also transportation probleas* Cattle 
are often tracked long distances on hoof to the oonsma&ption areas, 
soB®ti»®f5 300 - 400 k»* This caue®3 sever® weight los®@®e

In order to solvs problens concerning aarketiag of livestock and 
livestock products the Livestock and Keat Board was established in 
1964 (e.f. 3-5.2.).
Th® pric©« of slaughter eattl® vary froa $y0 - 100 p«r head depending 
on area (higher olos® to consumption ar®aa) - end time of the yea?
(higher during th® wet season, due to less supply, as the oattl® ar® 
in the lowland? and at th® ©nd of fasting periods}*

3* In Chilalo

Arussi is considered to b*? a Mcattle province"* During th® last 20 
y«ars it may have lost a little of its position as one of the s&ost 
prominent liras took provisos through settleassnt of crop producing

1€0
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Amhsxajs sad Gnil&s from the Shoa province. Still ihere is great 
nuaber of c&tile ©specially in th© a,r«& south of Amelia* Tn& t&bls 
below give© approximate fig«r®3 for Arussi end the three a^raj&s of 
the province. ( Central Statistical Office, ^Report of a survey 
of Arussi province 19&4**}* ^otaQ numbers are in thousands sad 
nuaber per household within brackets*

Table Distribution of o&ttle by kind in Axyssi
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The cattle of Arussi are oosp&ratively small sad of no honogeneous 
type* On® ©en however tr&es gone Influence of the black highland 
cattle fro® Bale,

a. Feeding (grasing conditions? seasonal aoveaente, 
supples?©ataiy ?©edi>ig)

The best grasing is found on the plateau. In the Mountain r©gion it 
is too chilly and in the lowlands it is too dry during long periods.
In spite of the? relatively good graving conditions on the plateau thers 
is due to the earlier sectioned overstocking a ^i&esspr^ad seasonal 
saovement of cattle frcia th® plateau to the lowlands in the wet g$a»on« 
After the first rains th© flush of growth coses earlier in the lowlands 
because of th© higher teaper&ture* Boring this season there is also 
enough drinking water for the animals. ‘Thee© soveaents described 
in ’’Report on Livestock (cattle) surrey in southern Ethiopia, 1961-1962” 
prepared by the Livestock Division of the Ministry of Agriculture 
(see fig.?)* Soae of the routes are listed below:
Dry season pasture ¥et season p&©tur®
1. Uteghelle ............  \ Tegi* Sesabel, Langano
2* Kofele V " Gedeb
3* Bekoji

........
____ \ Bilbilo

4« As el., a . . . , ^
- . -.....\ He-tcesj. Dug da

5e Owsa gu»& 1 ' ri J 1V • Pe^ic Danbal
6. Gobesa £obi ^ Ml II /

(Ticho)
<r ■» Hcllul

Seasonal sscveaents across the bcund&rie® of the a'rfr&̂ a are probably 
limited to the western boundry in the Rift Valley.
Cows in tailk and young calves are not moved* In th© lowland the cattle 
are kept either by son® settled f&rraer® or by younger neabers of the 
fa*ily. Few of the highland faraere own la&d in the lowland why bost 
of them have to rent. This rented land in th© lowland is sosetisies 
cultivated,, After sowing the facers go bask to their ho®@s in th® 
highland and return at harvest tiae. The growing crop is lecfeed after 
by the youngsters who tend th© cattle or by soae settled faroers*
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Th* r«nt for pasture is usually paid p«r head of c&ttl© while th® 
rent for cultivated land is paid in cash or by sharing th® crop,
Th® seasonal mov©m©nt$ &r$ favourable from two points of view*
Th©/ mean rest and r©oov«ry for th© grasslands of the platesu and 
utilisation of th® wet season grssing in the lowland- On th® other 
hand they s&y contribute to th© spreading of cattle dise&ges at the 
same tiiae t» they mak® veterinary action* difficult. Th®y h&v® also 
some effect on th® o&ttl® tr&&© which is reduced during th© wet season 
because th© cattle h&ve been sent to place® far from th® aarkots*

According to a survey undertake in th© area south of As§1la the 
farmers pay there about £th. $150 per g&sha (l standard gasha ® 40 
hectare®} for ranted grassland on th® highland^ i.e, near th® 
farms, It is oosaon that ®«v®ral f arzeere r©nt land together. In 
th© lowland wat®rahortag® is & prcble® dyeing th© dry season and 
that is also th© case in some parts of th© highland* Supplementary 
feeding ie r&rsly applied ©xeopt for giving th® cattle common salt 
and a special kind of soil (”Bodjiw~ found in th© lowland) which is 
supposed to contain useful substances* During th© ploughing season 
the ox®n are soaetiaee giv®n hay and c&k©s mad© fro® barley flour*

b* Production

When asked about the n-ilk yi©ld of th^ir cows th® fa:r&©rs answer©d 
that th© cows give 0*5 ~ I litrs of milk after the calf has got 
his share* ^hi® indicate® that th© §ow@ of Arussi nay b© poorer 
producers xhan .those of @o*a© other parts rof $&hiopia» Roughly 
©stiis&t©d th® yearly amount of silk available in Chilalo for human 
consumption is 30*000 tons*
CattI© for slaughter are produced ©speoially in th© sourthora part 
of th® Chilalo awr&^a. Th^ir average liveweight is ©stiaatod to 
270-320 kg. The number slaughtered per year fross Chilalo is 
approximately $0,000 which ssoan* a neat production of about 7s000 tons.

In areas wh©r© a large part of th© land is cultivated tbs cattle are 
kept softly for draught*™ purpose and for production of draught-oxsn,* 
Xore cattle are bought than sold from thee® districts* 3?hai means 
that little or non© cash inoome is obtained fro® the oattl©-production 
in some parts of Chilalo*

c* Health

Until sojhq year® &go rind©rp©st was th© common cattle disease* in 
Chilalo. Successful vaccination campaigns hav© however been carried 
out during the last y©ar® and the diseas® ie no longer very common 
(c*f„ section 3»1*4)« Caa«s of C*®*?*?* (contagious bovine pl®ur© 
pn®ussonia) are occuring quite of ton a® well as &&thr&x9 black quarter 
and foot and mouth disease*

Among th® internal parasites th® liv©r-fluk® is a serious prol>I©&*
Th® veterinary activities in Chilalo sr© limited to vaccinations*
Many sick animals could be saved through individual treatment but 
th® staff is too small to provide service of that kind, In th®
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Arussi province the Veterinary staff is su$ follow®? Ok® provincial 
Veterinary Officer* os© Animal Health Assistant and 12 Vaccinators®
The PVO live® in Addis Ababa. The staff has no laboratory facilities 
and is very short of equipment and vehicles® The activities during: 
th© year of 1957 (st. cal) are reflected in th® following statisticsi

231? 106 vaccinations against rinderpest 
14,050 vaccinations against contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia 

2,390 liver-fluke tre&ta^nts
96 vaccinations against anthrax

d. Marketing

Fresh milk is seldo® sold outside th® fans except in the town of 
Asella^ where some is sold directly from th® farmers to the consumers* 
Butter is often sold at th© local market sometimes to consumers ©ad 
sometimes to retailer&c

Meat for local consumption coses from animals slaughtered in op#n air 
as there ar© no slaughter houses in Chilalo* The surplus cattle are 
bought by traders and moved fros th® region on hoof*

So Movements of trade cattl®

All movements of trade cattle in th® region are on hoof and long 
distances are • covered to reach the final destination,,

Accord?,.ng to a report on "Livestock ( cattle) survey in southern Ethiopia 
1961-1962”? prepared by the Livestock Division of The Ministry of 
Agriculture, the trade cattle ar@ moved on six Dig ©took routes 
(see fig* 8)«.
1) Sirufta or Fegiieile (Bale) - KcfeIe~Hasareth 

Estimated distance 237 fas
no of days en routes 9
Main problem* gr&sing shortage after Sagure,

2) Belle (Bale) - Bobi - BFasareth - Addis Ababa 
Sctim&tsd distance 370 ks
no of days en routes13
Main problsssss grazing shortage and lack of holding grounds.

3) Agafra (Ali Market) ~ Bekoji — Jila 
Estimated distance 150 ka
no of days ®n routes8 
Main problem* bandits

4) Kofele - Dilla 
Estimated distance 120 tan 
no of day® en routa»5
Main problems 1 gracing shortage da© to he&^y cultivation and 
enclosures*

5) Kef el e - Shashes&ene - Soddo Volliwao 
Estimated distance 175
no of day* @n route :7
Main problem* Hate? shortage between Shashemene and Bilatte,
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6} Woghelle (Arussi) ~ Guragis S&batbet 
Estimated distance 170 km 
no of day* on rout** 6
Main problems! bandits (and grasing shortage.

those stook~rutes c&ttl® are transported to four consumer 
districts *

*} Addis Ababa.
b J Ouragia 0&b&tb®t (including the town of Jiama) 
o; Barassa (with Dill a as sain market) 
d) Soddo Wollaao
The density of oattie is highost in tbs southern part of tho Chilalo 
awraja and the trad® cattle fro® this are®. are gen©rally sent to 
Ouragi«? Sab&tbet* Saras**. and Soddo Wollamo. In future some cattle 
from this area probably will be sent to the new abattoir near 
Shashemene.
Relatively few trado cattle pass Asella* Th®, largest saarket for o&ttle 
is in Bhera north of Aeslla, Most oattle in this market com® from the 
Ticho awraja but some also from the southern part of Chilalo via Robi 
and Dixi® (see tig *9 )*

Th» transportation of trade cattle in Stiopia is not at present 
satisfactorily arranged. There la a oontinous friotion between the 
dealers and the land holders over whose land the cattle pass*
The dealer® who only in few oases sake arrangements to rent grazing 
and in no case carry or buy fodder for use on the routs are anxious 
to enable their cattle to hare access to grassing on the way so they 
do not loose too much in weight* The landholder with limited 
grafting i® anxious to ses that* although by custom he may not 
prevent bona fide travellers «nd their animals from passing over 
his land| no dasaage to his crops or pastures takes place*
A wore insidious form of damage is caused by the spread of cattle 
diseases and especially C B P P (contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia) 
along the main routes.
tfater-and grazing shortage during the long transportation will cause 
considerable weight losses. In order to solve above mentioned 

- problems and other draw-back* in the marketing of cattle in Borana,
K*H, B* Sandford, FAO Livestock Production Expert, recommended the 
Livestock Production Bivision to start a marketing scheme. The objects 
of the scheme were tot
1* enable stockowners to obtain the best ruling prioes by Instituting 

an auotion system at the markets and publishing pricesf
2. Minimise risks of spreading diseases by inspection at markets and 

preventive vacoinatlon before movement g
5. to collect trade statistics)
4. to oolleot revenue for building up a national marketing organisation
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% tc us* the market ae entre for edueatioa and •xt«&«ion ifork aaou& 
th® etoekoimey® tov&rd® ij®prov«!d quality*

6, to reduee d&ffiGultlea resulting In i?@ighi lom&® on the traok 
tro® th© priasry markets to th® final deetifcation of th© stook*

5*hi® jsarketiag ® chest© is fomid as project no IX i» the sseeond 
five year deveXopssent pl&»«

It is to hop® that $isiX&r will b© plass&ed and ©x$cut®d also
i& Jteusel and other proviso#® in order to improves th® livestock 
production sm& to provide to isteeativ© to stockowners to wee their 
livestock as a ns’ans of obtaining a r egul&r
6*4,3 Sh®ep
A* la Ethiopia

The she®p population of Ethiopia isi estimated to around 2$*000^000*
Th© isadi&enotaa gh®®p e m  be divided iato four ©ais typos (e.f, 
wi^rioultar© in Ethiopia" f M O  l$6l* )°

&* !Ph® lossg^leg^ed gheep of the eentral and northsrsi parts of th® 
country. Wh®$@ ars.fcoth fat-tailed «md thin-tailed sh$ep of 
this type, fhey may be white* brown or black? lEhe wool is of 
had quality,

b* The Ethiopian mm®€ fgheep* 1&i$ is a lon£-l egged sheep with 
PTGtoinmi; ruff a m& dewl&p®*

c, $he lo»g»<h&ired* black mz&& nhmp fro® the highland areas north 
of Addle Ababa* This is the only indigence wool~»heep aad the 
only type r@$ul«£ly ®hor&* Xn XVstee Berh&n the nearly started w»ol«
sill i* ©aiasly working with wool fro* th««« sheep..

d* Th<& black faoed- 8emali«®&d StaskiX &h@ep* Tm& axe whit* with 
black f&ee sad &?* fat~taile&* According to infos® at ion fro® 
aaisal husbandry officers there i© i» ¥ollega a v<&3̂  large sized 
variant of thi® type produeiag good quality rautton,

The iBdiĝ itou® eheep are tol®rasat agai&st poor f@edli3$ %&& nsnsgwaat
but give, wool of loir quality aad nasll ®utto» oaroasses* ^h© ®h@«$»p 
of th® highland® have sua average liveweight of 25 %  i?ith a osfo&ss 
yield of about 47$* 1® psator&l areas of the lavlaads th© aversgs
weight is higher* often up to 3>“40 kg* Some Sttrepesa sheep 'have 
been imported to Ethiopia. Euriag the Italian tine a sstudflook 
of Merino esheep waa established, later taken <reer by the Bthiopiim 
Qovemaent*,
Hov there ie a large Merino herd at the E&toto Sheep Breedistg 
Station which belonge to the Oovermesito Purebred Karakul eutd Hastbouillet 
ran® have also beeu brotaght to the oeuntxgr* Aooo^disg to a plass proposal y 
two new breeding stations >dll be established* o^e In the higKL^sxd.
(close to Debre 3N»rhan) said one is the lowland*
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The sheep sr© kept hy sh«ph»rds* As the* sheep flocks generally are 
very sbsII (3-4 sheep) they are scsstly herded tog@tb.er with other 
s "to

Mutton is a popular food, especially 9Mong poor people on th$ 
countryside* and on the national £&&& t days very sany sheep are 
slaughtered &n& eaten* As estisat-sd number of 6?250?0G0 aheep 
(25# of the total number) with an average livsweight of 35 &ff and 
a carcass yield of 47% &re slaughtered annually*. The total Ethiopian 
production of s^tton is thus about 1,000^000 tons per year*

She©p with & liveweight of 35 kg are eold for Eth*$12-15* L&rg® 
shesp (fro® Wollega) sassy at Baster when the fasting period ends be 
eold in Ad&io Ababa for Sth4$100e One of th© saajor obstacles for 
th® sheep industry seem© to be diseases and parasites, Foot rot 
and foot and >aouih disease cause great losses. isaong the p&r&eitess 
the Xiv<3r-~fluk© is th© ŝ ost eoms&on and serious one,

£« In Chilalo

The sheep population in Chilsslo is esetiE&ted to 318SOQO« They are 
mostly of the oo&isen lor^-1 egged type* The iree! - is of rery had 
quality* Th© proportion mutton of total seat oonsumed, see&s to 'be 
higher in intensively cultivated parte of the atjrsja5 where th# 
masher of c&ttl© 1® low*

$he sheep usually gr&»e together with, other stock but do not always 
taka part in the seasonal movement® to th.® lowland*

In 1954 on© hundred Merino r&&® and one hundred Merino e^e® were 
distributed in th.® area around Amelia hy the extension service*
So&e instruction on th® care and aanagesssnt of wool—skeep was &X©o 
given* M  no marketing of the wool was organised the attempt failed,

6,4,4 Goat®

A* In Sthiopia

.Die goat population of Ethiopia- is estimated to around 18,000,00Q*
:£hey ar® found throughout the country but are most common in arid 
are&@« The goats are of a rather uniform type* One ©an* ho-rswery 
distinguish between lowlmid goats which are larger and ha.T© better 
conformation and. highland goats. The goats are generally in better 
condition than the ®h©ep because of their higher resistance against 
parasites snd diseases and their ability to feed on low quality 
fodder (dry grass3 teissfc&s }*

They are mainly kept for meat. Their liveweight is about the 0a®© 
ae? for the ®h®ep and with the ease ^'&rition for different altitudes*
The supply of go&t meat is good in relation to demand and th® pric# 
is, therefore, lo-sr,

Ba In Chilalo

The goat population of Chilalo is ground 56,000* Goats are moat common

mailto:tog@tb.er
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la th* Bift Valley* i.©♦ in tha northern and wa«t®ra part of tha 
aw*&3a* In tha highland thora ara vary f*w of them &« th* people 
thara prafar to have shaap*
6,4*5 draught-and paok-anieais
Av In Ethiopia
»7 Horaaa# The nunbar of horaaa 3n Ethiopia, is aatimatad to 1?300*000* 
The typaa &r® found in th# Of&lla highland* In ganaral th©
Ethiopian hors©8 ara small eoaparad with thoaa of other eountrias 
“but they hava % good oonfortastion and are veagr aturdy* The larger 
onea are u*®& for riding arid th® s»aller for paoking* Tha horaaa 
graa* all the year and are rar*ly given any supplementary feeding*
Importation of horaaa for tha army haa bean undertaken and thara 
have alae bean some eroaabreading performed, especially during tha 
Italian ooeup&tion*
Tha prio® of horaaa Tariaa on tha looal aarkeia between Bth„ $5^*200*
b* Mulea® There are around X93009000 »ulas in tha oountry* Tfc.oy 
more appreciated for riding and packing than horaaa* Vary good 
mules* ara breed from jadka, i»port«& from Sudan, and local marea* A 
first olaaa trained riding mule oan ho sold for more than Bth«S300*
o. iDoakeya* Tha donkey population of Ethiopia ia around 3»?00,000«
Tha donkey© usually weigh lass than 135 &£ *ad are thus rather 
assail* On tha other hand they are ^ary sturdy and unpretentioua and 
havo good reaiet&noe against dlseaaea* They ara mostly uaad for
p&Oki33g„

d« Camel®* In tfts dry are&a in tha e&atam and southern parte of 
tha county o«aa!la &ra of great importance* Tha total nw®b«r i© 
oloaa to 1,000*000, They &r© asednly uaad for transportation hut 
aXao aerve aa producer® of meat and jailk*
B. In Chilalo
a* Horaea, There are around 65»000 horaae. They are of
good quality and mainly uaad for riding* It would probably ha po»~
tibia to produoe good horaaa in Chilalo for aaXa to other areaa*
b. Mulaa* There are about 11,000 mulea mainly used for riding but also for paokiatg*
a, Rmkaya* There ara ca 34 9000 donkeys* Thay ara kept aa packing 
animala«
d. Caaala. Th«ra ara in tha dry areas around 2,000 a&mala*
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6*4*6 PouXtxy 
JL» In Ethiopia

xmnbsr of p o u l t ±n Bthiopia. is sstisatsd to around 40?0Q0?0Q0* 
Th«re eur# so»$ ©hisk®» oa slmmt ewij hoidlfcg* $h«gr how*v©y? 
safeXX and pro due® a® all a s d f m  sggs (50-75 P®^ ys«?)« Xt h»® 
beea pror^d that isap©r$®& breads ®u©h as Lsghom smd Rhodes Island 
Had produce w®XI in Bthiopis, wh&n. givsn good fsadia® and saaaa^sasnt 
(o«f ĝ otioja 9* 2* 3)« Ĵa® introduction of bsw by©«ds h«s iners6s«d 
th® int«^«st Tot poultkssping thssr® is. now some sxport of 
frssh sad px*s*#rv$d <&$$»* Poultry products «a*« also vs ry itaporta&t 
for thft diet of th® p@opl@ m & souros of high quality protaia «&d 
m, sxts&dsd prodaiotioja is tadr&bX®«
B* ChlUXo
At parsssxit ttara ays rfcXatiTsXy fsw ohietets ift ChiXaXa (about X08,00G}* 
Btttfopftwi br©@d® ar® not yst i&teod3&©@& mtmg ths f<*r»$ra*
6,4-7 P%»
A* la Ethiopia.
Th«r« «ys affosuad 10*000 pig* in th© Qountâ r* fhi® sas&X misab®? is 
sa^pl&iasd by ths £&©t that most ItM^pi&ga® ta&ditio»»XXy do not s*t 
pig»«&t* Bid inar«»aiiag auttbsr of f^reig&srs ©rs*ts, Howsvsr, & 
gvsatsr d®»and for pork* Xfe&ri&g th® Xt&Xi&a tiss sos«, stilX 
thriving » piggsri^s wsrs «»i&bXi»fesd in smd eXo®© to .Ad&i® Abftb&»
T8m pXwat® ha,v® bssn stsrtsd. la rsssat tlns^ als© on th© ©ovintrysid®.
^hs pig production doss* not sssa to nest asy spsoisX tftcbaic&X 
probl«»B in Ethiopia- with th® exemption for foot m& mouth dissa&s*
B« In ChiXalo
Thsrs «vs a© pig® ob th® f&swa in ChiXslo* la th© lowland
srss. vast of As«XX& thsra two ©©®a®r©i&X pigg©3Pi®®, o&© with 
35 »ow®* FsrtiXity «»& growth ars good* Th® pig® raised to a 
Xivimsigbt ®f around I TO kg* %hsn thsy ar© said to pyreh©s#r® vho 
briwg thea to Addis Ababa* Th© pric® paid on th® fags is ®tha 
psr kg liv̂ ir̂ ight*
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To solve many of the investment problems in improving agriculture, 
aniiaal husbandry and other activities? credit in some form must "be 
given to the farmers directly or indirectly* The farming population 
consists mainly of p'olf-subsistence farmers* The main parts of their 
products are consumed within the household and only small amounts 
ara taken to the markets or sold direotly to traders outside the 
market. This is done in case of some emergency or at any other occasion 
when cash i® needed* To meet more heavy expenses a sheep or may bo a. 
cot? is ©old* Oxen are rarely sold as they are objects of investment**

The farm work is carried out by the farmer himself and the household 
members* As previously mentioned wanfala or dabo may be arranged to 
help the individual farmer in the main activities« Rarely extra labour 
is hired for temporary work at weeding and harvesting timesf except 
by th© big landowners* As a gen®»al comment it may be said that in
vestments in extra labour are rare among the average farmers.

The present subsistence economy is getting more and more mixed with 
cash transaction* The integration of the two systems $ however, is far 
from completed* Cash is kept in small amount in the household and in 
case of emergency a family does not have possibility to raise the 
amount needed# This might even be the case when a member of the house
hold has fallen-ill and must be taken to hospital. It has been observ
ed in several cases that the household members have to borrow cash 
to meet even an expense running to 73tiH$ $-7*

Credit9 aft it exists on the local level, involves transfers in kind 
between individuals. In the prevailing share-cropping systemt T?kol 
Arashj this can be studied* Significant for this system is credit in 
kind,, The share-cropper gets all s^ods needed for pi anting-from the 
landowner as' a loam Ha also borrows oxen and implements required in 
soil preparation* The amount of seeds borrowed is paid back at harvest- 
time,, usually before the actual sharing taV.es> ,

’In the Chilalo awraja* as in other places, cash might also be obtained 
through what is known as Weled Agid* This is a process in which a 
landowner borrows money from somebody else, most probably another 
landowner* The borrower gives a certain amount.of his land to be cultivat 
ed by the money-lender during a period fixed in their agreement,
X>urin& this period the money lender will keep all products from this 
land for himself* When the amount of money is paid back in this way 
the owner/borrower will have hia land back or if the money-lender still 
cultivates it the owner will have his share of the produeft,»

The Sknb? popular in all sections of rural and urban, societies9 is also 
found within the awraja, Its main object is to supply money in cash.
The distribution of the collected sums is carried out as a lottery. 
However> there is a possibility for each member in the Ekub Hto buy 
Ekub11 from the winner if he is in special need of money. He then gets 
the whole amount of money minua 5~lQfo which is kept by the winner*

6»5 Agricultural credit



■When the buyer wins in his turn he must, pay back the whole of Ekub 
to the man who sold to him earlier. It should be noted that this 
institution does not function during the rainy season in areas 
where the farmers take their cattle tc the quo 11a land (=*1 owl and) 
for grazing.

The most significant objects of investment in the agricultural 
eection are oxen and land* A share-cropper under Ekol Arash is aiming 
at better Conditions. From his surpliis or a loan he invests in oxen 
to be able to change into Siso Arash, a kind of share~cropping which 
gives him a better agreement with the landowner and a higher income.
It is possible that he also tries to buy an extra pair of oxen. At 
a later stage this will probably enable him to rent more land and in the 
long run he may get enough savings to buy land of his own. Here 
we find a closed economic circle, From this can be understood that 
the oxen ore very important as objects of investment and it is very 
common to find a disproportion in the ownership of oxen and cows; 
the number of oxen bein£ very high.

Horses are another object of investment but are not lised in agricul
tural work, Together with donkeys and mules they carry loads to and 
from the markets. A good riding horse can be looked at as an valued 
object of investment. Used in the traditional feasts for racing, a 
good horse is very much valued and even kept in the living quarters 
during nights. As the horse helds this position in the society and 
is not used traditionally in agricultural work it may prove difficult 
to introduce it as a draught animal*

Besides for the farm operations (implements, oxen, horses and land) 
investments are also made in other spheres« Here funerals and weddings 
should be mentioned# Together with other celebrations of similar
kind, this means that rather high inputs must be made to gain and
keep the good-will necessary in daily life,

Most investments in the agricultural sector in the more developed 
countries are in machinery, farm buildings and animals. In the less 
developed countries improved seeds and tools, better breeds and 
fencing are some of the necessary objects of investment while machinery 
plays little or no role. Before new ideas and methods are disseminated 
the farmers* needs should be taken in consideration. Many or most of 
,the problems recognized by the specialist are not seen by the farmers 
themselves. Before any agricultural credit is extended the goal 
should be to study and resolve such conflicts. According tb this 
principle credit activities on a large scale should not be started 
during the first years of the project.

One aim of the project should be to list the problems recognised by
the farmer. At the present this list is far from completed. Through 
continoue discussions with individual farmers and the oembetej 
Mahaber and Ider groups it may be possible to get an idea of what 
can be done individually or co-operatively without any heavy invest- 
mentE, In the meantime institutions will be built up tc cater for 
the credit to the project. As more experience is accumulated a,nd the 
farmers get a better und.erstanding of the problems connected with 
dredit a gradual expansion should be I'ossible,

1?0
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Credit might be given either to individuals or to societies based 
on organized co-oi>erative principles. May be the latter is to prefer 
as the economic standards of the individual farmers will create 
difficulties in repayments of loans given* At the same time co-operative 
societies based on principles drawn up by the Rochdale pioneers and 
by Raiffeissen will meet some difficulties in the initial stages.
This may be judged as quite natural as this kind of society is the 
result of a continuous historical and philosophical development in 
western Europe which has little connection with Ethiopia and its 
deverging social structure and cultural traits. However, in the social 
structure of the area under consideration some traditional associations 
based on fairly strong co-operative principles prevail as has been 
mentioned earlier. We find the iMahaber, Sembete and Ider groups. The 
Ekub is another assocation which is based on strong co-oj>erative 
principles.

It is obvious that these forms of associations should be used as 
instruments for the devlopmental work. Above all they may be judged 
as good centres for spreading ideas and information. To transfer 
existing associations into modern organized co-operative societies 
will on the other hand provide difficulties. Only Ider groups are 
more locally well defined. Here would be recommended to continue 
on the same lines as earlier started by the government. New societies, 
more locally well defined, should be created with a purpose to assemble 
a group of farmers round a common goal. One preferable area within 
which members to these purpose societies should be recruited is the 
balabatt area, or part of it. To these societies credit could be given 
and at the same time better means of control and supervision are 
gained.

When giving credit to individual farmers one must be aware of the 
existing conditions in share-crop]ing, In the share-cropping systems 
verbal agreements are dominating. According to thes^ agreements the 
landowners have the right to evict their share-croppers as they wish. 
However, they are expected to follow custom®^ rules that notice 
should be given in proper time before harvest. The share-cropper then 
will stay until the crops are shared. The fact that some share-croppers 
have written agreements with the landowners does not mean a greater 
security for them. Even here the agreements are continous but the 
landowners still have the same rights as in verbal agreements. Agree
ments are written in cases when nobody knows the man asking for share- 
cropping and nobody wants to be his guarantor. In the verbal agreements 
the share-cropper must name two persons as guarantors.

This unstable situation prohibits to a great extent improvements on 
rented land. Even if residence on the same land for the same share
cropper seems to be running for many years the share-cropper feels the 
insecurity. A general statement that the landowners probably would 
take over the cultivation of the land themselves if it proves to be 
an increa.se in production is often heard. Many share-croppers and 
tenants are aware of better methods, fertilizers etc., but dare not 

them on their rented, land. As long as they run their farms 
with traditional methods their possibilities to stay on that land 
seem to increase. On the other hand they will be evicted if not 
being good farmers. This gives narrow limits for their farm operations#
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A share-cropper under Ekol Arash who has to pay ^0} of his 
products to the landowner will not feel any incentive to invest 
in improved seeds and methods as the profit will go to the land 
owner* The same stands to a certain extent for share-croppers 
under Siso Arash. Before starting any credit activities among these 
groups steps must be taken to change the present conditions in 
one way or another.

What has been said about the share-croppers and tenants may 
exclude them from credit. Left are the landowners as a group
of potential credit receivers. The objects of credit may, however,
be limited to a certain degree as the present land situation will 
create some difficult problems. As an example a future fencing 
programme will probal)ly collide with and actualize land disputes. 
Even if the private lands as such will not be fenced but only
grazing land there will be occasions when the fences will run on
boarderlines not clearly settled. Also arrangements like erecting 
centres for primary co-operative societies, digging tanks for 
dipping the cattle against ticks and other parasites may start 
long-lasting and complicated discussions about their placing.

One thing that might be counted as a drawback for credit and 
for development in general is the kinship relations. It has been 
found from different parts of the world and also at Alemoya 
that farmers who make progress and a better earning at the same 
time have to support more people, Relatives come to stay with 
them and the increased margin is eaten up. The farmers may in 
such cases be worse off than before entering the development 
programme and this will be a reason for them to fall back on 
traditional methods and equipment.
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6.6 Commerce and industry

6.6.1 General description

The Chilalo awraja Kith the awraja capital of Asella is served by 
a main allweather road in north-south direction from the northern 
hoarder of the awraja down to the village of Bekoji in the south.
There are also some dry weather roads and foot-paths as can be 
seen from figure 5» Along the roads there are market villages of 
various sizes. In the Central Statistical Office Survey of 1964 
in Arussi the field workers assembled data on market places.
They were supposed to state market days, sizes of markets and main 
character of the markets. The primary material of this survey has 
been placed at the projects disposal and from it can be found 34 
different market places, most of which have been located and marked 
out in figure 10, and enumerated in table 42, together with an 
estimation of their relative sizes. For some of the markets in
formation about size has also been provided by Dr. H.Nystrom in 
Asella. It has, however, not been possible to desoribe the markets 
as .the information about market character is not complete.

Table 42. Market places in the Chilalo awraja. Central Statistical 
Office Survey 1964*

Meketil woreda Market places Market day/s/ Number of inhab
itants/number of 
market visitor(ace. 
to Dr. XTystrom)

Huruta Huruta Sat. 600/3,000
» Sera Tues, 4 0 0/1 ,0 0 0
if Etaya Tues, 3 0 0/2 ,0 0 0
t* Wolencomi Sat. 1 0 0/ 300
tv Ligaba Tues. /Jfri. -
fl Licha Mon. -

Asella Asella Tues,/Sat. 1 1 ,0 0 0/ 1 ,0 0 0

Dugda Meti . Mon. -
h Dugda Thur. -

Habura Tues. -
Kitar Genet Kitar Genet Thu./Fri, -

H Chefie Jila Tues* -
Sagure Sagure Thur. 1 ,10 0/ 1 ,0 0 0
tt Dighelu Mon. 2 0 0 /5 0 0
11 Teyo Sun, —

Balimeda. Balimeda Sat. -
11 Ego Thur. -
tt Kencherie Sun-.. —
ti Munesa (not stated) 7 0 0/3 ,0 0 0

Beko j i Beko j i Tues,/Sat. 3 ,0 0 0/2 ,0 0 0
ti Gum-Guma Mon,/Thur. 1 0 0 /5 0 0

Lemu Mon./Fri. -
Bilbilo Metato Mon,/Thur. -

continued
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Meketil -woreda Market place Market day/s Number of ‘.inhab
it ants/number of 
market vise!tor (aco, 
to Dr, Nysitrom)

Asussa Aisussa Wed,/Sat, —
it Chafira Tues./Fri, —
H Gimbito Tues,/Pri. -

Saymena Korie Thur. _
ti Wekentira Mon,/Sat. —

Slil re Tues,
it Endesa Pri, —

t» Gobi© Mon, -
Koma Kofele Wed,/Sat,

t t Washermina Tues./^ri, ~

it Guchi Sun,/Thur, —

Due to the rains it has not been possible for the project to visit 
all of the market places mentioned* The visits have been restricted 
to th© market villages on the main allweather road, viz. Itora, Etaya, 
Gondi, Asella, Sagure and Bekoji, The result of the observations and 
interviews at these visits will be given below. The survey work was 
of a pilot nature, with about 40 personal interviews with manufacturers 
(wood works), millers, grain wholesalers} various kinds of retailers 
and with municipal employees, all in Asella, In the other market 
villages informal interviews were made with some merchants, in each 
village,^

There is no industry in the awraja apart from small flour mills in 
the market villages operated by electricity or diesel engines and 
two wood works in Asella (to be discussed below). There £,re, however, 
also some handicraft industries mostly in the form of small looms for 
weaving of shammas,2

1 Ato Mesfin Sahile, fourth year student at the College ctf Business 
Administration, Addis Ababa, has made a valuable contribution in 
helping to design the questionnaire, perform interviews and' in 
writing of a preliminary report* . The survey work was undertaken 
during the month of August.

2 A "shamma" is a soft cloth woven from cotton and worn ty men and 
women.
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6,6.2 Commerce and industry in Asella

A.. General description of Asella

Asella is 175 kilometers away from Addis Ababa, The population is 
estimated to 13,000 and there are 11,000 houses. According to the 
Central Statistical Office the following number of establishments 
exist.-

The mayor of the town estimated that there were 400 businessmen in 
the town, of which 35 were grain wholesalers, 2 owners of wood 
factories, 14 mill owners, 13 butchers, more.than 100 cloth traders, 
more than 50 general stores (20 of which were operated by Arabs).

The 400 businessmen are licensed by the municipality. To obtain a 
licence there must first be an application to the municipality in 
which is stated the type of business to be opened. A committee will 
then inspect the place of business and recommend whether a licence 
should be issued and what municipal tax should be paid. The municipal 
tax varies between Eth*$ 5 &th.& 100 per year according to the
total worth of the business*

The number of unlicensed businessmen, usually retailers, is not 
known, but are estimated to 200-300, They come to the market on 
market days and are given special areas (see below) that they can 
occupy against a fee of-Eth.$ 0.25 to Eth.$ 0,50 per month. They
include shamma sellers, cloth sellers and sellers of household uten
sils, To their number should be added the farmers who come to the 
market with their products but who do not have to pay any special fee 
to sell in the market.

The Asella market is situated close to the main road through the town. 
The total market area' can be estimated to 25,000 square metres 'of 
which the "open market place” occupies 7>000 square metres. The 
market area can be divided into five regions according- to proximity 
to the main highway that runs from Addis Ababai
1 . the grain wholesalers region
2. the shamma region
3* the region for cloth and clothes retailers
4„ the household utensils and hardware region
5. the open market place, the ”gulit", about 200 metres from the

main roadj where most of the retail trade in agricultural produce
is performed.

Number of establishments
Service for agriculture
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transporting
Service establishments
Total number of establishments W

1
16
17
78
2

72

1 Central Statistical Office ^Survey of Major Towns*', Addis Ababa, 1965*
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In the proximity of the market place there are also general stores 
of various kinds, butcheries, tailors etc.

The markets are held all days except on Sundays. The main market 
days are Mondays (for cattle) and Saturdays (general market) the 
other days are secondary market days. The market hours are usually 
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. with most business going on from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. On main market days the market population has been esti
mated to 1,000 persons, half of'which come from outside Asella. It 
is estimated that about 1,000 cattle are brought into the cattle 
market, about 100 sold for local consumption and the rest resold or 
herded to cattle markets further north (Etaya, Dera, Nazareth and 
ultimately Addis Ababa). No control of these figures has been made 
as there has been no count in the market.

The market place and the roads in the various market blocks are in 
very bad condition and it is quite difficult to walk through the area 
during the rainy season. The ground is strewn with boulders lying 
in the mud and no attempts have been made to level the ground.

It has been estimated that during peak seasons, about 10 to 15 
lorries with trailers daily leave Asella loaded with grain, telephone 
poles etc*

There is no bank in Asella, and the businessmen have to go to Naza
reth for their banking affairs or also help each other.

B. Industry in Asella

The industry in Asella consists of two wood works, fourteen flour 
mills and an undisclosed number of "shammanes" ox shamma weavers.

The wood factories are rather small, one employs four workers - and 
the other seven. Both have various wood-working machines, powered by 
electricity. They produce chairs, tables, doors, windows, and other 
building supplies, made to order or ready-made. The raw material 
mostly Zigba (Podocarpus uracilior) and Tedh (Juniperus procera) is 
obtainable locally and comes mainly from Dighelu and the surroundings 
of the Chilalo mountains. The sales prices of the products are stated 
to be 60-70/O of Addis Ababa or Nazareth prices but still most sales 
are only local. Some sales are made on credit but usually sales are 
made on a cash basis. No records of sales or costs are kept and it is 
not possible to obtain any exact figures on the operations. The gen
eral impression of the factories is that they are not very profitable. 
In some cases employees have to go without salaries for extended 
periods of time, and there does not seem to be a very active market 
for the products.

There are 14 electrically powered flour mills, milling all types of 
grain. There seems to be intense competition among the mills and 
they are working far below capacity. The customers of the mills 
include private consumers in Asella town and from an area of about 
2^ kilometres radius, injera sellers and retailers. The charge for
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milling varies and is for teff Eth.$ 1.50 for 100 kg. Mostly the 
customer brings in small quantities to be milled, in the range 
between 2 and 10 kg. Most mills are run by the owner and one or 
two helpers. As an example of the scale of operation can be men
tioned that the turnover of a typical mill is about Eth.S 10 to
Eth.S 15 a. day. No records are kept*

C. Grain wholesaling „

Asella is a grain wholesale centre. Not much grain is retailed in
Asella as the inhabitants often have their own land holdings or
have relatives with land. All kinds of grain such as wheat, barley,
durrah, sorghum, maize and teff are purchased with a dominance for
wheat and barley. There is also trading in peas, beans and various 
kinds of oilseed.

In the dry season the wholesalers go far out with lorries to the 
villages and buy the grain from the farmers. They often maintain
store rooms for the transactions in various market villages and come
on market days. Villages reached from Asella are Sagure, Bekoji, 
Asussa, Gum—Guma. In the rainy season (and also to some extent in 
the dry season) the farmers themselves bring the grain to the whole
salers by horse or donkey or even carrying it. In this fashion the 
farmers may be on the road for up to six hours. Among the places 
that supply grain to Asella are mentioned Chabi, Golja, Agira etc.

There are usually well established busine&s relations between sup
pliers and wholesalers. The wholesalers have their fixed places of 
business in Asella (and other towns) where they also have weigh
bridges ("Mizan”). To arrive at the purchase price the wholesaler 
phones to Addis Ababa for the market price of the day. The farmer’s 
grain ie weighed, a deduction is made for the estimated weight of the 
sacking, a sample is taken and a further deduction may be made if 
there is too much dirt or weed in the grain and after this the farnoer 
is offered a price that he has to accept. It has. not been possible to 
check what the farmer actually gets per quintal, but below are given 
the purchase prices stated by the wholesalers at the time of the 
interview together with prices at the same time in Addis Ababa and 
Nazareth. Probably the actual purchase price paid by the wholesaler 
is one or a few dollar below the stated price.
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Table 43. Wholesalers’1 purchase price in Asella for various kinds 
of grain and oil-seed on August 3, 1966* together with 
market prices in Addis Ababa and Nazareth.

Commodity Stated purchase price Price per quintal in a
in Asella per quintal
(100 kg) Addis Ababa Nazareth

Ethel Eth. $ Eth. %

Seregna Teff 25.00 31.00 31.00
White wheat 18.50 23.50 25.00
Barley 12.00 15.00 15.00
Maize 20.00 19.50 20.50
Lin seed

(oil
25.00 21.25 19.50

Gomenser seed seed)13.00 16.50 16.50
Gulo (castor oil) seed 18.00 21.50 —

Peas 17.00 19.50 18.50
3eans 14.00 16. 50 16.00

The table shows that for some products there is a margin which more 
than covers the cost of handling and transporting which can be 
estimated at Eth.$ 1.50 - 2.00 per quintal.

The wholesalers sell to other wholesalers in Nazareth or Addis 
Ababa or to mill owners and also to some extent to retailers. The 
wholesalers maintain ware-houses where they store the products on a 
speculative basis (it was estimated by the mayor of Asella that in 
the end of August about 200 tons of grain were stord in the town).
It was stated by the wholesalers themselves that there were great 
fluctuations in prices for the commodities handled.

Some of the wholesalers sell on credit, but it is not known what the 
credit charges are. Grain wholesaling is generally considered to be 
a good business even though the wholesalers themselves complain about 
su£jpliers mixing the grain with dirt, soil or wild grain or watering 
it to make it heavier. The wholesalers are at the same time land
owners and a few of them have some permanently employed workers. All 
of them, however, use daily workers ("coolies") for loading and un
loading. Except for the largest wholesaler who seems to do some 
rudimentary bookkeeping, no records on business transactions are kept.

D. Grain retailing

The market for grain in Asella is not very large, as was mentioned 
earlier. It is supplied partly by the wholesalers who also sell di
rectly to consumers in small quantities. The rest of the market is 
supplied by grain retailers who either buy from the wholesalers or 
the producers. The producers themselves also go to the market to sell 
in small quantities, when they need cash.

a Source: The Grain Corporation



F '.ate °>* Walled in cattle narket at Dhera.
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The grain retailers sit in the market place and sell not after 
weight but after volume. The measu.re that is used is a ’-kou- 
chibelou"(literally "sitting down*’), i.e. an old Australian can 
that has been used for Kraft cheese* The amount of different 
grains that go into a”kouchibeloun has been found to be the fol
lowing (after weighing at the Kolumea farm, estimates in round 
figures).

The retailer offers a certain number of "kouchibelou” for a unit 
of money, e.g. seregna teff 10 for Eth.$ 1.00, wheat 14 for Eth.$ 
1.00, barley 15 for 3th.$ 0.5° etc« If the wholesale prices 
stated above in table 42 are taken as the retailers’ purchase 
prices the resulting mark-ups are 14 per cent for teff, 32 per cent 
for wheat and 39 P©r cent for barley. As the sales usually are very 
low the net proceeds for the retailer will not amount too much,

E. Other retailing

The butchers &ujric&ttieHn the' Amelia and . the Saguxe;. ni&y&etg<r If they 
buy outside Asella they hire a '“coolie” to drive the cattle to 
Asella. In some cases they go out directly to the farmers and buy 
cattle from them. The cattle are slaughtered at the municipal 
slaughter place near the river for which a fee of Eth,$ 1.00 per 
head is paid to the municipality. The demand for meat in Asella is 
stated to be rather low and the butchers usually slaughter 3-5 cattle 
each a week. Meat is not eaten on Wednesdays and Fridays as people 
then are maintaining a fast* Prices for meat vary in opposite direc
tion to grain; they are highest during the period of harvest when 
there is ample supply of cash and they go down in the rainy season.

Meat is not sold by weight but by piece and the price is object 
of some bargaining between seller and buyer. The price of meat seems 
to be considerably lower in Asella than in e.g. Addis Ababa, a piece 
of loin meat (approximately 10 kg) will cost Eth.$ 6 in Asella wheras 
it in Addis costs Eth,$ 16—18. The price in Asella usually increases 
to a maximum of Eth.S 10 during the dry season.

The butchers suffer from lack of refrigeration and have to take heavy 
price reductions on meat not sold the day it was slaughtered.

The shamma sellers are either producers who come from the country
side with a few shammas that they try to sell on big market days or 
retailers who buy shammas from Addis Ababa or from producers in 
Asella (mainly from the prison) and sell all market days. During the 
time of interviews the shamma trade was bad owing to the consumers’ 
lack of cash.

Wheat
Barley
Teff

300 gramme s 
200 grammes 
350 grammes 
380 grammes 
350 grammes 
350 grammes

Chick peas
Maize
Lentils



The household utensils are all brought from Addis Ababa by truck 
and resold in the Asella market. Some of the sellers act as 
wholesalers and sell to other retailers who either sell in Asella 
or take their goods down to other villages such as Sagure and 
Bekoji, by truck in the dry season and by donkey during the rain 
period. As in the shamma trade the best sales season is during 
harvest season.

In the absence of record keeping the retailers could not state 
any sales or cost figures and were also a little suspicious of 
giving away such information. From the interviews and through 
observations it is evident that business is slow and that profits 
are meagre. The retailers themselves pointed out that most of all, 
they would like to be grain wholesalers as this was considered a 
good business.

6.6.3 Description of the market villages of Dera, Etaya, Sagure 
and Bekoji.

Dera is situated in the lowlands about 125 km from Addis Ababa.
It is a fairly large market village with a population of about
2,000 people and an estimated market population of 1,000 people.
The market place is west of the road in a square, the size of which 
is about 10,000 square metres. There are permanent places of busi
ness surrounding the market place for grain wholesalers, for millers, 
for shamma sellers etc. In the middle of the market place there is 
a market hall, i.e. stone floor under a roof supported by pillars.
The size of this market hall is about 150 x 50 metres. In the hall, 
retailers of household utensils, tools, farm commodities (grain, 
butter, berbere, salt, talla etc.) are found. The retailers who 
come regularly to perform business in this hall pay a monthly fee 
between Eth.$ 0.25 anĉ  Eth.$ 1.00 to the municipality. There are 
also some retailers, mostly farmers, sitting outside this hall.

The market visitors (buyers and sellers) mostly come from the sur
rounding areas but also from as far away as Sire and Robi.

There is a market every day in Dera but the main market is on Tues
days, when there also is a cattle market. The cattle market is 
situated close to the market place and consits of a stone corral 
of about 150 x 150 metres where cattle and sheep are kept. It is 
estimated that there are about 700 cittle and 1,000 sheep in the 
corral on a normal market day. The cattle are brought by middlemen 
from the south from Bale, through Bekoji, Sagure, Asella and Etaya, 
but some are sold by farmers in surrounding areas.
The cattle which are not sold for local consumption are herded on to 
Nazareth, Debre Zeit and Addis A.baba.
The market place seems to be well organized and kept in good order. 
Both the levelling of the open market place, the market hall and the 
stockade have been built by the municipality with the help of col
lected revenue.
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3taya is situated on a plain about 155 from Addis Ababa. The popula
tion is estimated at 1,000 people and about 300 people come to the market 
from surrounding areas and from Dera and even Nazareth.

The market place is about 200 metres west of the main road with a size 
of about 8,000 square metres. There are also some stores, grain whole
salers, butchers etc. The cattle market is in an open place close to 
the market. It has been estimated that about 600 cattle ana 1,000 sheep 
oocie to the cattle market on an average market day. The cattle come from 
the market places south of Etaya but also from the local farmers to some 
extent. The market is held only on Tuesdays when both cattle, grain and 
other |;roducts are sold.

3agure is situated about 30 km south of Asella and 200 km from Addis 
Ababa. It is a small market village of about 1,500 people, with a market 
population of about 1,000 people. The market place is about 150 metres 
west of the main road in an open square the size of which is about 10,000 
square metres, surrounded on all four sides by houses. Some of these 
aouses contain bars, others are storage places for grain, shamma retail
ers or general retailers. In the market place there are small stands to 
shelter retailers from wind and rain.

The market is held on Thursdays. Sagure seems to be a big grain market 
both for wheat and barley. Wholesalers from other places (an estimated 
number of 50) keep storage rooms in the market. There are, however, trans
portation difficulties during the rainy season which has as a result that 
prices of grain go down instead of up which is usual in other markets.
Twis is especially noted for wheat for which there is a surplus, whereas 
barley with a high local demand shows the usual picture.

The cattle market is held in an open area near the market place. Cattle 
come from Bale and Bekoji and from the Sagure area and are mostly trans
ported to the market places in the north. It is estimated that about 
500 cattle and about 800 sheep are brought in on a normal market day.

3ekoji lies in a hilly country about 60 km south of Asella and 235 
a«ay from Addis Ababa. The population of Bekoji is estimated to about
2,000 people and on market days about 700 people attend. The market 
place is about 150 metres east of the road and situated on a slope with a 
size of about 5,000 square metres. There are some permanent places of 
business in the houses surrounding the market place and during the dry 
season the grain wholesalers come and rent store houses there. The market 
days are Tuesdays and Saturdays with the cattle market on Saturdays. The 
cattle are kept in an open area, a few hundred metres away from the 
market place. The cattle usually come from Bale and to some extent also 
from surrounding areas. Some are sold for local consumption, the rest 
are herded north. The cattle population on an average market day is 
estimated to 500 heads and the sheep to 700 heads.

The general impression of the market villages visited is that they are 
i'jite similar in lay-out and organization; one open place for the general 
market and one for the cattle market, some permanent places of business
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mostly for shaiuma? cloth, and kitchen utensils, grain wholesalers 
with weigh bridges, mills and also a number of bars. Then there is 
a great number of farmers sitting on the ground with their small 
supplies. Some of the market places were visited on main market 
days and it was found that business was very slow. It was Quite 
unusual to see any purchases take x>lace, apart from the purchases 
of the grain wholesalers.

The roads leading to the market places and the market places them
selves were in very bad condition, uneven, muddy and slippery. An 
exception was the Dera Market which was kept in rather good order*
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The natural tree vegetation has been cleared from a very big part 
of the Chilalo awraja to give room for cultivation and grazing.

Real closed forest is now only found south of Munessa and along the 
eastern shore of Lake Langano*

On the western elopes of mt. Ohilalo, small remaining woods and 
scattered big trees bear witness that this area, until fairly recent
ly, 10—20 years ago, was covered by high forest* The natural tree 
vegetation varies according to elevation, soil and rainfall*

The relatively dry low lying areas east of Lake Ziway are covered 
by typical savannah of big umbrella shaped acacias (probably mainly 
Acacia abyssinica).

Above 2,000 metres, on deep red soils with an annual rainfall exceed
ing 1,000 mm, the original, dominating vegetation is Podocarpus 
rainforest* When this forest is undisturbed it often contains 70<ft 
Podocarpus. Other typical trees are Croton macrostachys, Pouteria 
ferrugines, Pygeum africanum, Albizzia schimperiana, Cordia abys
sinica, Plea chrysophylla, Plea hochstotteri and above 2,500 metres 
an increasing number of Juniperus procera.

Where the forest is prospering, leading trees are over 12P cm in 
breast-height diameter and 30-35 metres high. Stemwood per ha might 
exceed 4 00

The dense Podocarpus rainforest does not go much above 2,600 metres. 
Above that elevation Juniperus procera becomes typical in mixture 
with Hagenia abyssinica. From 2,700 metres until the tree limit at some 
3,OOP metres, the dominating tree is Hagenia abyssinica.

Pn moist slopes bamboo, Arundinaria alpina, is sometimes forming 
dense thickets with scattered Hagenia and Podocarpus.

Above 3,000 metres no natural treesare found, only small scrubs 
as Erica arborica and grass* A few Eucalyptus globulus planted by the 
local people at elevations of nearly 3,300 metres show, however, 
that the tree limit is not something absolute. Exotic tree species 
might be planted successfully considerably higher up.

An exception from the above pattern is the eastern shore of Lake 
Langano. Between the lake and the steep hills there has been formed 
a narrow zone of deep rich soils ■which receives water by run—off 
from the slopes. This area carries, despite the supposedly low 
rainfall, a very rich forest vegetation, with huge trees, the biggest 
probably approaching 50 metres. On the moister parts Ficus ripariana 
and Pygium africanum are typical, on the upper fringe Podocarpus 
gracilior is dominating.

South of Asella a vast plain is found with poorly drained dark 
soils* Th^se carry hardly any natural trees. It is, however, likely 
that this area has supported Acacia woodland in the past, but that 
all has been cleared to provide firewood.

6.7 Forestry
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According to the survey of Arussi j-’erformed by the Central Statis
tical Office in 1965 the total population of the province is 
722,500? of which 650,000 is rural population. The population of 
the Chilalo awraja is estimated to 362,400 or some 52fo of the popu
lation of the province.

A very high percentage is children in school age, About 35^ of the 
population in Chilalo is between 5 a^d 19 years of age, in which 
group all school going children are expected to be recruited. To 
be able to compare the number of pupils in the schools and the 
number of children in corresponding ages available statistics is 
not sufficient, but rough estimation could be done as in table 44*

6.8 Education

Table 44* Chilalo awraja; estimated population and number of 
students in corresponding grades

Population Students $ going of total
Age Number Grade Number in school number of students

7 12,100 1 3,029 25 35
8 11,300 2 1,539 13.5 18
9. 11,100 3 1,248 11 14
10 8,800 4 780 9 0y
11 8,100 5 548 7 6.3
12 7,900 6 490 6 5.7

13 7,600 7 256 3.4 3.0
14 7,300 8 274 3.7 3.1
15 6,400 9 188 2.9 2.2
16 6,300 10 170 2.7 . 2,0
17 6,000 11 72 1.2 0.8
18 5,900 12

Notes The figures refer to the 19^5 population census and the
1965/66 school census. Government and non-Government schools 
following the Ministry's of Education curricula are included.

Calculated like this 13^ of corresponding age groups attend element
ary education grades1-6, 2.5$ secondary education grades 7-12. For 
the whole province an estimated 11$ of the children aged 7 to 12 
attends elementary education. In the case of senior secondary educa
tion, grades 9-12, there is only one school on this level in the pro
vince, located in Asella, In the table above all students in grades 
9-12 have been considered as coming from Chilalo, which gives too 
high percentage figures. In comparison with other rural provinces 
in the country the proportion of children in school is slightly 
higher.

The senior secondary school in Asella has 455 students divided into
14 class units of grades 9-12. The number of teachers is 32, of
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v;hich 13 are Ethiopians ana 19 foreigners. The foreign teachers are 
Indians and American peace crops volunteers. The school is exj>ected 
to expand within the seoondary school building programme related in 
section 3.4.3. The expansion will include 35 class rooms plus rooms 
for specialized teaching in the following subjects; science, commerce, 
geography, economics, industrial arts, agriculture. Library, medical 
clinic, administration offices, storage facilities etc. will also 
lie built. The construction of new school buildings will start during 
1S67. The number of students will increase to 5$0 in grades 9-12 
and to 800 in grades 7-8 (from the present number of 323).

All the schools with junior secondary education have primary edu
cation attached. There are 12 schools with grades 1-8 in the province, 
of which 6 are located in the Chilalo awraja. The schools at Sire 
and Robi (Ticho awraja) will be extended within the secondary school 
building; programme#

In table 45 the structure of the school system in Arussi and 
Chilalo respectively is illustrated. The number of schools -with 
grades 1-8 is fairly high, but some cf these schools have a very low 
number cf students in grades 1-8, Among the primary schools 28 out 
cf 58 are incomplete, i.e. they have only grades 1-5 or less. This 
might be caused by limited resources and a high drop out rate. It 
is desirable for all schools to provide an opportunity for the 
pupils to complete grade 6.



Table 45* structure of schools, number of schools and 
students in Arussi and Chilalo 1965/66

Schools with Number of Number of students

1*6

grades schools 
G NG

Grades
G

1-6
NG

Grades 7-8 
G

Grades 9-12 
G

1-12 Arussi'. 1 936 323 455
Chilalo 1 — 936 — 323 455

1-8 Arussi 12 _ 4,814 458
Chilalo 6 - 2,064 207

«-7 Arussi 2 304 16
Chilalo - - - - -

<-6 Arussi 14 1 3,186 395
Chilalo 8 1 2,181 395

1-5 Arussi 7 3 765 461
Chilalo 7 3 425 461

1-4 Arussi 6 3 60? 394
Chilalo 3 3 348 394

1-3 Arussi 4 2 290 386
Chilalo 3 - 220 -

1-2 Arussi 2 222
Chilalo 1 - 200 -

1 Arussi 1 mm- 72
Chilalo — — — — •

Total Arussi 49 9 11,196 1,636 797 455
ChilalVo 25 7 6,374 1,250 530 455

Note: G Government schools
NG Non-Government schools

A very low proportion of the students in grade 1 reaches grade 6, 
The total number of students in grade 6 is about 1/16 of that in 
grade 1. As illustrated in table 46 the number of class units of 
grade 6 is less than half of the number in grade 1. The number of 
students per class unit is extremely high in the lowest grades and 
reaches what is considered to be desirable from grade 4«



Table 46* Class units in primary schools 1965/66

Government schools 
Arussi 
Chilalo

Number of 
schools

49
25

Number of 
1 2

63 57 
36 32

class
3

53
32

; units in
4 5
42 37 
22 20

grade
6

30
16

Non-Government schools 
Arussi 9 17 19 7 6 4 1
Chilalo 7 11 7 5 6 4 1

Total Arussi 56 80 66 60 46 41 31

Chilalo 32 47 39 37 28 24 17

Number of students, 
average per class 
unit
Government schools 

Arussi 67 40 35 29 24 24
Chilalo 66 41 34 30 24 29

Ncn~Government schools
Arussi 51 58 32 19 15 25
Chilalo 58 34 33 19 15 25

In the table above all Government and non-Government schools follow
ing the Ministry of Education curricula are included. Besides these 
there are 22 church schools in the province with maybe 2,000 stu
dents. A large number of the church schools have only grade 1, and 
they have seldom more than grades 1-3. Reading, writing, arithmetics 
and religion are the main subjects. There are also some private 
schools not following the curriculum and statistics is not avail
able, Most of the private schools have grades 1-3.

The number of literate people in Arussi is rather low (see \,able 47) 

Table 47* Literacy in Arussi and Chilalo

Males $ Females $ Total $> 
Literate Arussi 11.0 0.4 5*7

Chilalo 13.4 1.3 7.4

Read only Arussi 1.3 0*7 1.0
Chilalo 1,8 0.2 1.0

Illiterate Arussi 87.7 9&«9 93.3
Chilalo 84*8 98.5 91.6

Note: The percentage is calculated with regard to the population 
over 10 years of age.
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In fighting illiteracy important activities are carried, through by 
The National Literacy Campaign Organization and Yemisrach Dimts 
Literacy Campaign. The statistics for Arussi province are shown in 
table 48.

Table 48. Literacy activities by voluntary organizations in Arussi

Number of 
centres 
(schools)

Number of 
students

Number of 
teachers

National Literacy 
Campaign Organization
(1964/65)

45 3,015 250

Yemisrach Dimts Literacy 
Campaign (1965/66) 21 3,850 20

At present there are no schools in the province, which can provide 
vocational or technical training.




